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THE WHOLE ENCHILADA! 
107 Great Things about Greylock for our 107th Summer 

1. Red & Grey 2. Greylockapella 3. The Adirondack Chairs at the Office 4. Golf Cart Rides 5. 
Senior A Basketball 6. Camp Birthdays 7. Casey at the Bat 8. Card Games 9. The Fine Finish 
10. The Senior Social Hall 11. Quoits 12. The Blob 13. The Bob Herman Field 14. Softball Day 
15. Stickball 16. Traveling Coaches 17. The Nature Museum 18. The ISP 19. The Amazing 
Race 20. Intercamps 21. Daniel Martin 22. Divisional Ping Pong Tournaments 23. Bunk 
Plaques 24. Fribbles 25. Rec Swim 26. Milton Esliker 27. The Stony Gates 28. Night Time 
Meds 29. The Field House 30. Socials 31. Montsserrat Coto 32. Camp Trips 33. Rookie Day 
Lunches 34. The Yale Porch 35. Lordy, What a Hummer 36. The Masters Hike 37. Bunk 
Inspections 38. Jerry the Juice Man 39. Rope Burning 40. Sendentaries 41. Ed’s Suspenders 42. 
G-G-R’s 43. Camp Brothers 44. Assemblies 45. Senior Pinnies 46. The Fishing Dock 47. Court 
One 48. Plastic Axe Throwing 49. Greylock Relays 50. The Red & Grey Talent Show 51. 
Charlie Newstadt 52. Track Meets 53. The Waterfront Chimney 54. Stargazing on Court Three 
55. Counselor Hunts 56. MLB Days 57. Blueberry Point 58. Lights Out 59. Nurse Val 60. Zip- 
Lining and Wall Climb 61. Two Bounce and Taps 62. The Sailing Dock 63. Jim’s Tap-Out 
Gloves 64. The Team Standing Long Jump 65. Divisional Camp Fires 66. Fried Dough 67. 
Polar Bear Swims 68. Woodworking 69. Noah Rudnicki 70. The Salad/Cereal Bar 71. Singing 
Greylock Songs 72. Domino’s 73. Jim’s “Yeah, Baby, Yeah!” 74. The Dining Hall Staff 75. 
Ga-Ga 76. Cookouts 77. Wacky Swim Meets 78. The Gordon Cup 79. Midnight Madness 80. 
Dodgeball 81. Overnights 82. Table Cleaning Games 83. The Athletic Staff 84. The Bock 
Bonanza 85. Ezra Katz 86. Chocolate Milk 87. Laundry Days 88. Dan Fastenberg Showdowns 
89. Senior Row 90. Dave Zwiebel 91. Olympics! 92. Bunk Clean Ups 93. The Magical Mystery 
Tour 94. Camper Profiles 95. Robbie Kashanian 96. “We Want Lineup!” Chants 97. Mario 
Selph 98. “Punting, Kicking, or Going for it?” 99. The Waterfront 100. Paddle boarding 101. 
Scott Lee 102. Javen Krieg 103. Quoits 104. Burn-Offs 105. “It’s a beautiful day in the 
Berkshires…” 106. Seniors 2022 

 

       107. GREYLOCKERS! 
 



SUMMER 2022 IS HERE 
After much wait and anticipation, Greylock is ready for its 107th summer. We are excited and 

better than ever, prepared for seven fantastic weeks. This summer, Greylock has brought back many 
excellent members of its leadership team. There are both many familiar and new faces at camp. 

For the Hill Camp, Alix North and Mauricio “Mau” Siliceo are here to make sure that the 
youngest campers at Greylock have a great time and a summer to remember. For the Braves, Jenn 
Leveille, Milton Esliker, and Luke Doy are here to run the show. Leading the oldest campers on Junior 
Side, the Chiefs, we have Ryan MacDonald and Lucas Oland. Over on Senior Side, the dandy and 
diligent Daniel Martin is back and running the Freshman division. Jacob Gorelick is back ready to run 
the Sophomores. We have another returner and former camper, Ethan Rifkin, as the Junior division head. 
Finally, we have Dave Zwiebel leading the eldest campers on camp: Seniors ‘22. 

We have so many amazing and committed department heads, some new and some old, that 
are here to make this summer the best. The Baseball Coaching Staff includes veterans Bob Morgan (in 
his 14th summer) on the Junior Side and Tim Saunders (in his 10th summer) on the Senior Side, with 
newcomer from the Riverdale School Danny de la Rosa helping them out. The Basketball Department 
is honored to bring back Scott Lee over at the Junior Side courts and Mario Selph on Senior Side at 
Court One, alongside newcomer Ian Hutchins to run Court Three. At Football, we are excited to have 
former NFL player, Brandyn Harvey. On the Soccer fields, we have Harry Blackburn on Junior Side 
and Neil Brown on Senior Side paving the way. At the Tennis courts, we have Greylock legend Charlie 
Cunningham returning for his 27th summer, while Bryan Ellis and Innocent Modika (24th summer) 
will manage the volleys on Senior Side. In the Hockey Department, we have Jonathan Hauk teaching 
kids how to skate and shoot pucks and help with preparation for the Gordon Cup. For Adventure, we 
have the one and only Doug Benson. On the Waterfront, we have Taylor Briggs leading the 
lifeguarding crew, with Luis Moreno helping out at water skiing, and Ben Prince at sailing. Ben Cohen 
is returning and will be leading the drama department. This summer we are excited to have newcomer, 
Ray Chen, in charge of the Art Department. At Fencing, we have Jack Tierney back at camp. Radio 
and Electronics is being led by Johnny Sanchez. Camp’s housekeeping is being led by the lovely and 
hard-working Montsserrat Coto. Fanni Horvath is back in charge of the kitchen staff this summer. The 
Maintenance Department is being taken managed by Daniel Cooper, Taylor Dunaway, and Tom 
Austin. The Health Center is being led by our great and courteous leaders, Lindsay Bennett and Val 
Schultz. 

In addition to the many great division and department heads, we have many returning staff 
members and former Greylockers that are here and ready to make this the best summer yet. Micah 
Rockwell and Anthony “Squints” DeSanto are the heads of Senior Side and Noah Kaminsky is there to 
help on the upper quad. On the Athletic Staff, Jacob Gruber is back and will be leading the way with 
the help of Zach Eichenberg, Josh Bock, Sam Knee, Joe Reyes, and Jason Fine. Some other familiar 
faces that are returning are Michael Kronick, Zack Marvin, Judd Schnall, Jack Schulman, Saul 
Velazquez, Juan Carlos Hernandez, Willie Espi, Elliot Krantz, Oliver Johnson, Ben Knee, Lucas 
Thornton, Jackson Karlitz, nurses Coleen McKenna and Alana Link, Jackie Andersen, Alison Stern, 
and Karolina Missura in the office, Nacho Mazahua, Kevin Carrillo, Victor Hernandez on 
maintenance, and Aranza Dominguez Perez and Analia Cruz Lucero on housekeeping. 

This summer we are going back to our traditional program: intercamps, tournaments, trips, 
hikes, nights out, visiting day, socials, overnights – in short, this summer you will be part of the 
WHOLE ENCHILADA! 
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AND THE FUN BEGINS! 
The arrival of campers marks the beginning of summer 2022! 

Cars first arrived at the stony gates just after 12 noon. Music was 
blasting as the cheering began as the campers entered and lined up to 
take their Covid tests. Once they came back, counselors came around 
to help out with the moving of their luggage. There were a lot of happy 
faces ready for a great summer. Once a few campers dropped off their 
bags and figured out their bunk situations, many of them came back to 
play on the hill camp soccer field with their new bunkmates and 
counselors. 

Then, the buses started rolling in. The New York City bus started it 
off followed by New Jersey, Westchester, and Long Island. The 
Braves and Chiefs rushed to the quoit pits to see who would hit the 
first ringer of the summer. Over on the senior side, campers were 
unpacking and getting settled in their new bunks. As soon as they were 
settled in, many campers came out to play basketball on Courts One 
and Two. The Seniors went out searching for a stickball bat to play 
their first game of the summer. There is a ton of excitement and energy 
around camp. Chief Sam Bobker and Senior Jaden Leon really enjoyed 
seeing their friends and counselors, and are extremely excited and 
ready for the next 7 weeks. There is so much energy flowing 
throughout camp and we are so hyped up to kick off our 107th summer 
on Center Lake. 

  



 
 

Camper Interview: Johnny Katakis 
 

Q: What’s your name?  
A: Johnny Katakis 
 
Q: What division and 
bunk are you in?  
A: Trailblazer and 
Ticonderoga 
 
Q: Where do you live?  
A: Bay Area, 
California 
 
Q: How many years 
have you been coming 
to Greylock? 
A: This is my first 
summer 
 
Q: How did you find 
out about Greylock?  
A: I actually have two 
friends who go to 
Greylock and I wanted 
to take the next chance 
after hearing how 

happy they were and 
how much fun they 
were having while at 
camp 

 
 
Q: What activities are 
you looking forward to 
trying out this 
summer? 
A: I’m very excited to 
try out lacrosse. I have 
never played it before. 
Also, I really want to 

try waterskiing and 
knee boarding. 
 
Q: What are your 
favorite sports teams? 
A: San Francisco 49ers 
and San Jose 
Earthquakes 
 
Q: Have you watched 
anything recently that 
you thought was pretty 
cool?  
A: Yea I really liked 
the new Top Gun 
movie. 
 
Q: What is your 
favorite song?  
A: Stay by Justin 
Bieber and The Kid 
Laroi  
 

 

QUESTION: What kind of car would you see Willie Winter driving to camp 
in? 

ANSWER: A Mini-Cooper 
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Campers Unpack and Get Settled In 
 

Yesterday was an exciting and hectic day around Greylock as the 
campers arrived sporadically – some by car, some by bus, and others by 
plane. Everyone passed their Covid tests so we can start the summer healthy. 
After unpacking, the campers began to play outside with each other. On 
Junior Side, campers were throwing quoits and playing ping pong, and the 
first stick ball games of the summer were played over on the lower quad.  
 

Campers Enjoyed Evening Activities  
 
 On the first night of camp, each division did their own evening activity. 
The Hill Camp played Sharks and Minnows and Elbow Tag. The Braves 
played Capture the Flag. The Chiefs also played Sharks and Minnows. On 
Senior Side, every division filled out their activity electives. The Freshmen 
then played Sharks and Minnows. The Sophomores played Capture the Flag. 
The Juniors played Ultimate Frisbee and the Seniors had their opening night 
campfire. Julian Katselnik built the campfire and throughout the night, many 
campers as well as counselors discussed their expectations and hopes for the 
upcoming summer. One speech that stood out was Sam Weidman’s in which 
he talked about how this summer will be quite unique. As a group, he said 
that “we have the opportunity to make it so much fun and that we should 
spend it well.” Ben Feuer said that “the speeches were very inspirational and 
that I am so excited for the next seven weeks.” 
 

What’s New at…Swim?  
 

This summer the Waterfront is being led by Greylock veteran Taylor 
Briggs. He is assisted this year by a great lifeguarding crew. The crew is 
delighted to welcome back Jack Tierney and Oliver Johnson to Greylock 



after short absences due to Covid. The main goal of this summer is for kids to 
continue to improve on their swimming ability as well as trying out new 
things out on Center Lake. Additionally, Briggs said that “the beach feels 
better than ever. All of the guys are very excited for everybody to pass their 
deep water tests and have a great time.” Some of the campers who were in 
the water on the first day included Ben Ahern, Matthew Stern, Edgar Beylier, 
Sawyer Wolkowitz, Caleb Silverman, and John Jones.  
 

 
Camper Interview: Nico Diaz 

 

 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Nicolás Diaz-
Mazzora 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: I live in Spain 
 
Q: What bunk and 
division are you in? 
A: I’m a Senior and in 
Bunk West Virginia  
 
Q: How long have you 
been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my 4th 
summer at Greylock. I 
missed last summer 
due to Covid.  
 
Q: Who are your 
favorite athletes? 

A: Cristiano Ronaldo 
and Usain Bolt  

 
 
Q: How did you find 
out about Greylock? 
A: My dad was 
actually a counselor 
here and I thought it 

would be nice to come 
here as a camper 
 
Q: What are your 
favorite sports? 
A: Basketball, Tennis, 
and Soccer 
 
Q: What are you 
looking forward to this 
summer? 
A: Having fun with my 
friends and improving 
in my sports 
 
Q: What is your 
favorite movie? 
A: Coach Carter 
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Day One is A Success! 
Yesterday was the first day of activities on camp. On Junior Side, 

basketball, football, baseball, and archery were all popular options. On Senior 
Side, many campers went to Court One, tennis, soccer, and football. At the 
waterfront, many campers successfully completed their deep-water tests. Some of 
these individuals included Ricardo Constandse, Ian Schwarzwalder, Shane Levy, 
and Jonathan Thomas. 

 

What’s New at … Jr. Side Soccer? 

Our Junior Side soccer department this summer is being led by Harry 
Blackburn. This year, Harry brought a new philosophy to Greylock, he said that 
“we will be focusing on having fun, keeping attendance high, and making 
progress in skills.” Harry has set with his staff a nice program that includes new 
drills and playing intramural games with one another getting ready to play in 
intercamps and tournaments throughout the summer. We have plenty of new 
soccer balls, pinnies, and equipment ready to be used. Harry’s staff members are 
Josh Yates, Tom Davidson, and Dan Harris. 

Evening Activities 

 
For the second day of camp, we had camp-wide Covid testing and other 

activities. 
After testing, the Hill Camp played some tag games. The Braves and Chiefs 

played quad games. The Freshman and Sophomores played games in the upper 
quad. The Juniors had their campfire and they really enjoyed discussing their hopes 



and aspirations for the summer. Some of the speakers were Jesse Bosselman, Zach 
Sherman, and Max Gasthalter.  

Max Gasthalter said, “I’m extremely excited and ready for this summer. I’m 
looking forward to all of the special events and days, and getting even closer with 
my division.” Other campers who enjoyed the campfire were Ben Chase, Jeremy 
Missaghieh, Joseph Beylier, and Oliver Friedland. The Seniors played stickball in 
the lower quad. 
 

                 Camper Interview: Myles Sussman 
 
 
 

Q: What is your 
name?  

A: Myles Sussman 
 
Q: What bunk and 
division are you in? 
A: I’m a Brave and in 
Bunk Navajo 
 
Q: Where do you 
live? A: New York 
City 
 
Q: What sports are 
you excited to play? 
A: Tennis and 
improving in it 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Q: Elephants or Giraffe?  
A: Elephants 
 
Q: What are you 
looking forward to at 
Greylock?  
A: I’m excited to 
have fun, play with 
my new friends, and 
do art 
 
Q: How did you find 
out about Greylock? 
A: My mom helped 
me find a sports camp 
 
Q: What is your 
favorite movie? 
A: Iron Man 
 
Q: Who is your 
favorite athlete? 
A: Rafael Nadal  

 
 

QUESTION: Why did the golfer bring two pairs of pants? 
ANSWER: In case he had a hole in one. 
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Day of Activities Concludes with Campfires 
and Quad Games 

Yesterday was the second full day of normal activities. On Junior Side, 
basketball, tennis, and soccer were some of the favorite activities. Some who 
excelled throughout the day included Page Burman, Baron Lehrer, Andrew Leon, 
and Troy Middleton. On Senior Side, soccer, baseball, and hockey were some of 
the favorites. Some who excelled throughout the day included Mack Brensilver, 
Mitchell Brodsky, and Freddy Murad. We are happy to say that Brandyn Harvey, 
former NFL player, has arrived at camp and is excited to start leading and 
instructing our football program. After activities, campers were able to enjoy a nice 
rec swim after a warm day. In the evening, each division had its own group 
activity. The Hill Camp played quad games and the Braves played tennis baseball. 
The Chiefs also played quad games, with an emphasis on quoits and ping pong.  

On Senior Side, the Freshmen had their campfire. There were some great 
speeches by Teddy Wagner, Jordan Buslik, Eddy Goldberg, and Jake Detmer. 
Micah Rockwell gave a great speech talking about taking responsibility, having 
respect, and taking care of each other. The Juniors had a fun time playing their own 
basketball games on Court Three. The Seniors last night practiced for Casey at the 
Bat. Jordan Lubowitz, Cooper Rosenstein, and Jacob Ahern each really enjoyed 
the rehearsal. 
 

What Is New at … Wall Climb and Zip-
Line? 

Our Wall Climb department this summer is being led by Greylock veteran Doug 
Benson. He is assisted this year by a great group of staff. The ropes course and 
wall climb is already to be used. This year the central goal is to help campers have 
fewer fears and be more comfortable with trying out climbing high up. The wall 



climb is great way for campers to have a fun time. There have been a lot of 
campers already who have zip-lined, including Justin Reyes and Max Rapoport. 

The staff includes many new great people, as well as returning counselors Willie 
Espi and Juan Carlos Hernandez. Of particular note among the new staffers is 
Daniel Maas, who is an Eagle Scout. 

 
 

Camper Interview: Max Mazur 

 

Q: What is your 
name?  

A: Max Mazur 
 
Q: What division and 
bunk are you in? 
A: Freshman and Bunk 
Brown 

 
Q: Where do you 
live? A: Short 
Hills, NJ 

 
Q: How many years 
have you been coming 
to Greylock? 
A: This is my first 
summer at Greylock 

 
Q: What are you 
looking forward to this 
summer? 

A: Making lots of new 
friends and playing a lot 
of sports 

 
Q: What are your 
favorite sports? 
A: Baseball, basketball, 
and tennis 

 
Q: What’s your favorite 
ice cream flavor? 
A: Chocolate 

 
Q: Who are your 
favorite athletes of all 
time? 
A: Derek Jeter, Eli 
Manning, and Patrick 
Ewing 

 

 

QUESTION: What goes all the way around the baseball 
field but never moves? 
ANSWER: The fence. 
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First Camp Brother Event and Bunk Photos 
Go Well  

 Yesterday, the boys woke up to rainy skies. They got ready for their bunk 
and individual photos before breakfast. The campers came ready with a smile on 
their face for their photo. Dean Folise, Cooper Winter, and Willy Winter all came 
with huge smiles. After breakfast, we had our first big-brother/little-brother event. 
It took place in the ISP and each Junior and Senior got paired with a hill camper or 
first-time lake camper. This is an annual tradition at Greylock that is intended to 
help make stronger bonds between other divisions and give support to one another.  

Once they met each other, the boys had a photo taken together on the porch 
and then got a canteen treat. The boys then watched Luca in the ISP. It was a great 
time. It was a great way for the campers to meet each other and there will be more 
events like this soon. Campers that really enjoyed the event were Jared Barishaw, 
Alex Macdonald, and Khalil Spencer. The campers who didn’t participate in 
brother-brother did some group games or watched Pirates of the Caribbean in the 
Senior Social Hall.  

Daily Activities Continue After Some Rain 
Showers and Conclude with Quad Games  

 After lunch when the rain stopped, the campers were able to continue with 
their regularly scheduled activities, except hockey and tennis. On Junior side, boys 
enjoyed playing basketball in the Field House, archery, and radio and electronics. 
Some of the campers who had a great time were Julian Reisman, Primo Sayers, 
and Dylan Sloan.  

On Senior side, the boys enjoyed soccer, baseball, and football. Some of the 
campers who had a great time were Nate Steinfink, Maddox Larner, Owen Alpert, 
and Jack Cohen. In the evening, the Seniors had play practice for Casey at the Bat, 
the Juniors played stickball on the lower quad, the Sophomores played ultimate 



frisbee, and the Freshmen played knockout on Court One. On Junior side, the Hill 
camp played group games on the hill field, the Braves played quad games, and the 
Chiefs learned about quoits (how to throw properly and how to score games) and 
then played tennis-baseball. 

 
 

Camper Interview: Ezra Masor 
 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Ezra Masor 
 
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in 
Bunk New Hideaway 31 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Montclair, New Jersey 
 
Q: How many summers 
have you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
 
  

 
 
Q: What are you looking 
forward to doing this 
summer? 

A: Trying the ropes course, 
making new friends, and 
being a part of the big 
shows 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports? 
A: Hockey, tennis, and 
basketball 
 
Q: What is your favorite 
food? 
A: Sushi and pizza 
 
Q: What is your favorite 
movie? 
A: Home Alone 
 
Q: What is your favorite 
kind of car? 
A: Ferrari  
 

 

 
QUESTION: Did you know hockey players like drinking 

tea? 
ANSWER: Their favorite one is penal-tea 
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Zach Surchin, Daniel Boulan, and Connor Wolfson lead Iceland 
in Frosh/Soph Euro Cup Soccer Day   

Yesterday, we opened our special events day calendar for the summer of 2022. 
The Freshmen and Sophomores had Euro Cup Soccer Day. The divisions were combined and then 

split into six teams, which were then split into two brackets of three teams. In bracket one, Norway beat 
Sweden, 3-2. Hunter Tuchman scored two goals and Teddy Wagner scored one for Norway, while Tyler 
Rosenbaum scored both for Sweden. In the next game, Norway beat Belgium, 3-2. Hunter Tuchman scored 
two and Drew Novick scored one for Norway. Jack Cohen and Ben Ahern each had one goal in their effort to 
beat Norway. In the next game, Belgium beat Sweden, 4-1. Ben Ahern scored two goals, and Jack Cohen and 
Eli Tanen scored for Belgium. Andy Kapp scored the lone goal for Sweden. In the second bracket, Denmark 
beat Switzerland, 4-2. Danny Rosenberg scored two goals for Switzerland. However, it wasn’t enough to beat 
Zach Surchin’s hat trick. Connor Wolfson, and Daniel Boulan also had goals. Jack Horowitz, Jeremy Kent, 
and Charlie Alpert played stellar defense for Denmark. In the next game, Iceland blew out Denmark, 4-0 with 
two goals from Dean Folise and the others scored by Zach Surchin and Juan Pablo Girault. Graham Vogel 
played very well on defense to keep the game a shut-out. In the next game, Iceland beat Switzerland, 6-2. Zach 
Surchin scored two goals and Hunter Udis, Dean Folise, Juan Pablo Girault, and Connor Wolfson scored the 
others. In the next game, Iceland beat Switzerland 5-2. Tyler Feldman scored two goals while Danny 
Rosenberg added another.  

In the semi-finals, Norway played Denmark and Iceland played Belgium. Norway beat Denmark, 2-1 in 
overtime. Hunter Tuchman scored two goals with one of them being in golden goal that won the game for 
Norway. Iceland beat Belgium, 3-1 with goals from Zach Surchin, Juan Pablo Girault, and Connor Wolfson. In 
the finals, the match-up was Iceland vs. Norway. Iceland was down 2-1 when Daniel Boulan scored a crazy 
game-tying goal to keep the Icelanders close. Then, within the last minute of the game, Zach Surchin was able 
to break away and scored the game-winner for Iceland. Teddy Wagner and Hunter Tuchman each scored for 
Norway. Throughout the day, Connor Wolfson played great in goal and the defense was great overall. Today 
was a lot of fun and the boys are looking forward to future special days.   

Eldest Boys Love First Part of Elite Eight Day   
Yesterday, the Junior and Senior divisions were combined for Elite Eight Basketball Day. The boys were 

divided into eight teams and played in a double feeder bracket event. The teams that were the two top seeds of 
each bracket advanced to the semi-finals. This year, we have brought back the Elam Ending – after three 
minutes of the fourth quarter, the clock is turned off and the teams have to play to a certain point total (seven 
more points than the total at the time of the stoppage for this event). This avoids the end of the game fouling 
and stalling.  

In the first bracket, Houston beat Duke by a score of 57-55. Jordan Lubowitz, Jared Barishaw, and 
Maddox Larner combined for 55 points for Houston and Cooper Rumack scored 23 points. Jordan Lubowitz 
scored a floater to win the game in the Elam. At one point, his team was down 20-3 in the game. In the next 
game, Saint Peter’s emerged victorious over UNC, 54-47. Julian Katselnik led the Peacocks with 34 points, 
and despite the loss, Freddy Murad scored 31 points for the Tar Heels. In the next game, Zach Schweid led 
Arkansas to a victory over Villanova 49-44 with an astounding 45 points. He had great help from Sawyer 
Wolkowitz who grabbed lots of rebounds. Despite the loss, Luke Folise played well for the Wildcats with 17 



points. In the next game, Miami beat Kansas, 47-40. Jonathan Thomas led the Hurricanes with 22 points and 
defensive beast Jacob Kashanian patrolled the paint. Despite the loss, Owen Alpert scored 24 points. In the 
next game, Houston beat Saint Peter’s, 64-35. Jared Barishaw and Jordan Lubowitz both had magnificent 
performances scoring 32 and 23 points respectively. Sam Wiedman played well on both sides of the floor for 
Saint Peter’s. In the next game, Arkansas beat Miami, 76-55, with the highest-scoring performance of the day 
by Zach Schweid with 61 points.  Jonathan Thomas, Jesse Bosselman, and Jordan Abrutyn all played with 
great effort against a tough opponent.  

In the other bracket, Duke beat UNC, 55-39. Duke was led by Jacob Ahern and Austin Glosserman with 
a combined 34 points. Julian Simaee played well for the Tar Heels. In the next game, Villanova beat Kansas, 
55-33 with Mack Brensilver and Weston Hochhauser both scoring 20 points. In the next game, Luke Folise led 
the Wildcats with an impressive performance of 51 points to beat Saint Peter’s, 56-52. Luke Folise’s Villanova 
team was behind by 7 when the Elam Ending began, meaning they had to score 14 points before the other team 
scored 7. Luke Folise scored the game-winning bucket for the Wildcats. Julian Katselnik and Cooper Winter 
both played well offensively for Saint Peter’s. In the next game, Miami beat Duke, 54-45, with Jordan Abrutyn 
scoring 14 and Jesse Bosselman scoring 21 points. Cooper Rumack played well with 20 points for the Blue 
Devils despite the loss.   

Unfortunately, the boys ran out of sunlight to continue the special day. However, they will be finishing 
and playing the semi-finals and finals shortly. The two semi-final match-ups are Houston vs. Miami, and 
Arkansas vs. Villanova. It was a very exciting day and the Beacon editors cannot wait to see which team ends 
up on top.   

First Socials and Evening Activities 
In the evening, our three eldest divisions had their first socials of the summer. The Seniors hosted 

Romaca at Greylock, while the Sophomores and Juniors traveled to Romaca for an away event. Both events 
were held outside and the boys really enjoyed seeing the girls. Jack Bennett, Dylan Hart, Hunter Udis, Steve 
Weiss, Buck James, and Jacob Kleinhandler all had a great time at their socials. For other evening activities, 
the hill campers played group games, had some bunk time, and heard some stories. The Braves had their 
divisional campfire and had a great time discussing their goals for a great summer. The Chiefs played quoits 
and the tennis-baseball for evening activity. The Freshmen had a s’mores party on the sundeck and watched 
Charlie Cunningham blow tattoo and taps. All of the boys also enjoyed a nice evening snack.  

Camper Interview: Jake Detmer  
 

Q: What is your name?  
A: Jake Detmer  

Q: What division and bunk are you in?  
A: I’m a Freshman and in bunk   
Bowdoin  

Q: Where do you live?  
A: Chico, California  

Q: How many summers have you been   
coming to Greylock?  
A: This is my first summer at Greylock  

Q: What are your favorite sports?  
A: Football and basketball  

 
Q: What are you looking forward to this 
summer?  
A: Getting better at football and making  
new friends  

Q: How did you find out 
about Greylock?  
A: I have two younger cousins who go  
to Belvoir and I heard about their brother 
camp   

Q: If you could have dinner with any 
people, dead or alive, who would they 
be?  
A: My grandpa, Adam Sandler, and  
Tom Cruise  

Q: What are your favorite sports teams? 
A: San Francisco Giants, San Francisco  
49ers, and Golden State Warriors 

QUESTION: Why did Cinderella get kicked off the soccer team? 
ANSWER: Because she ran away from the ball! 
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Lucas Derfner and Matthew Sherman Lead France to a Chief World Cup 

Yesterday, the Chiefs had World Cup Soccer Day. The division was split into 4 teams and played 
in a round-robin event. The teams with the best two records made the finals. In the first game, Spain beat 
Portugal, 3-2. Shaan Martel scored two goals and Ko Yip scored one for Spain. Khalil Spencer and Avi 
Farber each played well, scoring goals for Portugal. In the next game, France beat Italy, 6-0. In an electric 
shutout victory, Matthew Sherman scored a hat trick, Lucas Derfner scored two, and Oscar Constants 
scored the other for France. In the next game, Spain had a dominant performance over Italy, 8-0. Shawn 
Martel scored a 6-piece, while Alex Moskowitz, and Matthew Kleinhandler scored one for Spain. In the 
next game, France beat Portugal, 5-2. Lucas Derfner scored a hat trick and Zach Handler had two goals 
for France. Alejandro Rafalin and Alex Macdonald both played well scoring the goals for Portugal. In the 
next game, France beat Spain, 3-0. Lucas Derfner, Zach Handler, and Alec Schneiderman scored for 
France in the shutout. In the next game, Leo Lazar led Italy with four goals to beat Portugal, 7-3. Charlie 
Goldschein, Evan Gasthalter, Nate Solomon scored the others for Italy, while Brett Murad, Alex 
Macdonald, and Levi Cohen scored for Portugal.  

The top seeds were France who went undefeated and Spain who won both games in the round 
robin. In the finals, France beat Spain 3-1. It was a great effort from the boys. Lucas Derfner led the 
charge with two goals and Zach Handler scored the other for France. Shaan Martel scored the lone goal 
for Spain. The best team player award went to Lucas Derfner, the effort award went to Shaan Martel, and 
the spirit award went to Caleb Silverman. All of the Chiefs had a great time. It was a very fun and 
interesting day.  
 
  Primo Sayers & Charlie Newstadt Lead Team to Hill Camp MLB Day Win 

Yesterday, the Hill Camp had Major League Baseball Day. The group was split into six teams 
and played a round-robin in two brackets. In the first game, the Padres beat the Guardians in a high-
scoring game, 13-12. Walker Dillon hit a walk off to win the game for the San Diego Padres. In the next 
game, the Rangers beat the Rockies, 8-7. The Padres continued their streak by beating the Twins, 10-3. 
Owen Einhorn and Willy Winter played well for the Padres and Max Wagner and Page Burman put in 
great effort despite their loss. In the next game, the Rangers were able to squeeze out the win against the 
Marlins. Danny Cunningham played extremely well for the Marlins even though they didn’t come out 
victorious. The Rangers were led by Andy Capasso and Charlie Newstadt. In the next game, the Twins 
beat the Guardians, 6-4. Ezra Katz and Hunter Schulz played well knocking in runs and playing great in 
the field. In the next game, the Rockies dominated beating the Marlins 13-3. The Rockies were led by 
Gates Schulz and Finn Rooney in their win.  

In the semi-finals, the Padres beat the Rockies, 11-1 led by Walker Dillon and Micah Silberman 
playing well on both sides. In the second semi finals game, the Rangers beat the Twins 7-4. Parker 
Resnick and Shane Kleinberger both played great and helped their team. Harris Rosenstein had an 
amazing catch for the final out to send the Rangers to the World Series. 

After dinner, the boys played the finals under the lights on the Bob Herman field. There was a 
crowd of about 200 people in attendance who came to watch and cheer after the cookout. The boys played 
amazingly in the field and got lots of hits. In the finals, the Texas Rangers come out on top against the 



San Diego Padres by a score of 7-5. Primo Sayers played superbly, knocking in hits and making great 
plays on the field. One of our youngest campers, Scout Charlie Newstadt, played with amazing spirit and 
effort. He won the best team player award. The best effort award went to Max Wagner and the best spirit 
award went to Aaron Dyner.  
 
Ohev Abergel and David Benayoun Lead Falcons to Brave NFL Day Victory 

Yesterday, the Braves had NFL Day. The group was split into four teams and played in a round-
robin format. The teams with the best two records then played in the finals. All of the games were fun and 
exciting. In the first game, the Indianapolis Colts beat the Seattle Seahawks in a nail-biter by a 43-42 
score. Brandon Berger and Joseph Bernstein both played superbly to help squeeze out the win for the 
Colts. Ryder Hauser and Nathan Bishara both played well for the Seahawks despite the loss. In the next 
game, in another close game, the Atlanta Falcons beat the Denver Broncos, 34-33. Ohev Abergel and 
Cooper Rosenbaum played great to beat the Broncos scoring and playing good defense in a close game. 
Ethan Burstein and Andrew Gecht put in great effort and had fun during the game. In the next game, the 
Falcons beat the Colts 26-12. Royal Puritz and Nathan Bagliebter played well on defense. Meanwhile, the 
Seahawks beat the Broncos, 28-27. Ryder Hauser and Nathan Bishara had great performances on both 
sides of the field. Ethan Burstein also played well despite the loss for Denver. In the next game, the 
Broncos bounced back from their previous loss and beat the Colts, 42-29. Ethan Burstein and Lewis 
Dinerstein had amazing performances dominating the field. Jack Zittman put in great effort for the Colts.  

At this juncture, one team was undefeated with a 3-0 record while the other three teams had 
records of 1-2. This created a “Dan Fastenberg Showdown” to determine the other finalist. The 
showdown was amazing and the Seattle Seahawks won it. The teams in the finals were the Atlanta 
Falcons and Seattle Seahawks. The match was great. The Falcons beat the Seahawks, 25-8. Ohev Abergel 
led the Falcons to the victory, scoring multiple touchdowns. Declan Cox and David Benayoun also played 
well and helped their team. Ohev Abergel won the best team player award, Nathan Bishara won the best 
effort award, and Ethan Burstein won the spirit award. It was a spectacular event and the Braves can’t 
wait for the next event. 
 

Camper Interview: Noah Rudnicki 
 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Noah Rudnicki 
 
Q: What division and bunk are 
you in? 
A: I’m a Brave and in Bunk 
Hopi 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Wilton, CT 
 
Q: How many summers have 
you been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 

 
 

 

Q: What are you looking 
forward to this summer? 
A: Playing a lot of sports and 
making new friends 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports? 
A: Football, basketball, and 
soccer 
 
Q: What is your favorite movie? 
A: Top Gun 
 
Q: What is your favorite song? 
A: “Enemy” by Imagine 
Dragons

 

QUESTION: Why did the football coach go to the bank? 
ANSWER: To get his quarterback. 
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Mack Brensilver Leads Baseball Team to Tournament Victory 
Yesterday, we opened the 2022 tournament schedule. A Greylock team with 7th, 8th, and 

9th-grade campers traveled to an invitational baseball tournament at Winadu. The Greylock team 
went undefeated beating Taconic (11-0), Mah-Kee-Nac (4-3), and won the championship over 
Winadu, 5-2.  Maddox Larner pitched a gem, throwing gas and confusing the batters. Cooper Winter 
fought through a hit-by-pitch injury, but still continued to play stellar defense. 

There was outstanding play both on offense and defense by the entire team with key 
contributions from Mack Brensilver, Teddy Wagner, Jack Bennett, Maddox Larner, and Garren 
Bailey behind the plate. Mack Brensilver was voted the tournament MVP with his strong pitching 
and hitting performances. The team had a blast and can’t wait for their next tournament. 

  

Greylock 16.0 Soccer Team Plays with Valiant Effort and Spirit  
Yesterday, we hosted an 11th-grade soccer event. The boys dropped two close games, losing 

2-1 to the eventual champion, Pontiac, and 3-1 in their final game against Winadu. The boys made a 
valiant effort. Freddy Murad had a beautiful goal assisted by Jonathan Thomas in the first minute of 
their opening game. Jordan Abrutyn scored the other goal in the Winadu game. Jesse Bosselman and 
Hunter Tuchman also played well for the team.  The team has another event coming soon and seems 
determined to play better at the next opportunity. 

  

Chiefs, Frosh, and Sophs Have Fun in their Intercamps 
The Chiefs hosted an all-day home intercamp with the boys from Pontiac yesterday. The 

schedule in the morning included baseball, soccer, and basketball. Then after lunch, the boys played 
football and two more basketball games. One of the highlights of the day was when Lucas Derfner 
had an electric performance in the soccer game, scoring a hat trick to help win 9-1. Leo Lazar, 
Jeffrey Brodsky, and Thompson Chung all also played well in the victory. Evan Gasthalter, Sam 
Bobker, and Matthew Sherman all played superbly in the baseball game, which was won 11-2. 
Charlie Goldschein also scored 24 points in basketball helping them win by a score of 39-11. In total, 
Greylock won five of the six games played. 

The Freshmen also had an all-day intercamp, on the road at Pontiac yesterday. The schedule 
in the morning included baseball, basketball, and soccer. Then after lunch, the boys played football 
and two more basketball games. In the football game, Jake Detmer led an amazing comeback victory, 
where we won the game by a 51-50 score. The team ended the game with three unanswered 
touchdowns. Another highlight was Henry Macdonald scoring a hat trick in one of the soccer 
games.  In the event, we won two games, tied one, and lost three. Because of other tournaments, 
Greylock was missing some of their key players in the group. 

A group of Sophomores and Juniors went to Winadu in the afternoon yesterday for a PM-
only intercamp. They played two games of soccer and two games of basketball. We won the first 



basketball game and then lost the second one in overtime. Jake Schweid, Zach Sherman, and 
Winston Schwartz all played well in the basketball games. We dropped both soccer games. The boys 
played with a lot of effort and determination and we were missing some key players because of other 
events occurring. Ozzie Teitelbaum stepped in to play goalkeeper after playing superbly. Chase 
Lewin, Aaron Kaminsky, and Nate Steinfink all played excellent defense in the soccer games.  
 

Tennis Enjoys Invitational Tournament 
A group of tennis players traveled to Pontiac for a tournament yesterday. The tournament 

was unusual with pool play by all involved. The boys had a good time playing and spending time 
with one another. Hunter Udis won both of his singles matches against Lenox and Kutsher’s Sports 
Academy. Jordan Lubowitz won his first singles match, 6-2. Cooper Rosenstein, Shane Levy, Nate 
Grossman, Asher Feldman, Ian Rickert, Hunter Udis, and Matthew Stern all had an enjoyable time 
playing their matches. Julian Simaee also had a great time conversing with the girls at Pontiac after 
his matches.   
 

First Frosh Social and Evening Activities 
For evening activity yesterday, the Hill Camp played Ga-Ga. The Braves and Chiefs played 

quoits and freeze tag. On the Senior side, the Freshmen opened their social calendar with a get-
together with the girls at Romaca. It was their first social of their Greylock careers and long 
anticipated. Asher Berkowitz, Noah Greenberg, James Rooney, and Cameron Scesa all had a great 
time. The Sophomores had a campfire and the boys really enjoyed it. Jacob Gorelick had some great 
words for the boys and discussed their aspirations and how they can have the best summer possible. 
The Juniors played games on the lower quad and a lot of them volunteered to help prepare one of our 
baseball fields for a baseball tournament the next day. Alex Berez, Zach Sherman, Jonathan Thomas, 
Jesse Bosselman, and Owen Goldfarb all did great in helping with the preparation. The Seniors 
played basketball on courts one and two.   

Camper Interview: Ben Fields  

Q: What is your name?   
A: Ben Fields   

Q: What division and bunk are you   
in?  
A: I’m a Sophomore and in Bunk   
Colgate   

Q: Where do you live?  
A: Millburn, NJ  

Q: How many summers have you   
been coming to Greylock?  
A: This is my fourth summer  

Q: What are you looking forward to   
this summer?  
A: Playing lots of sports and going out 
for tournaments and intercamps 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Q: What are your favorite sports?  
A: Lacrosse and football   

Q: What is your favorite meal at camp?  
A: Cookouts, for sure   

Q: What are your favorite sports teams?  
A: The New York Giants and  the New 
York Yankees   

Q: Invisibility or flight?  
A: Flight  

Q: Who is your favorite counselor at 
Greylock?  
A: Ben Knee, aka the Bee’s Knees  

I remember when … Jim said “Oh yeah, and . . .” 
instead of  “and … and … and …” - Josh Bock 
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Freddy Murad & Jared Barishaw Lead Team to Redemption   
After losing our home soccer tournament, our 10th-grade soccer team traveled to Lenox yesterday 

for another event hoping to regroup and bounce back. In the opening game, the boys played against 
Pontiac and tied 1-1. Jared Barishaw scored an excellent goal. We then gave up a goal in the last two 
minutes of the game to end it in a draw. In the next game, the boys played against Mah-Kee-Nac and won 
by a score of 2-0. Freddy Murad and Jonathan Thomas had amazing goals. Joseph and Edgar Beylier both 
played stellar on offense and defense, playmaking and creating opportunities to score. The boys went on 
to play Watitoh. We won the game, 3-0, with goals from Hunter Tuchman, Ben Feuer, and Owen 
Goldfarb.  

We then advanced to the finals and played against Lenox. The score of the final game was 3-0 in 
favor of Greylock. Freddy Murad, Connor Meschewski, and Jesse Bosselman each scored in the shut-out 
victory. It was a terrific day for this group of boys who were upset about their performance at Greylock.   

Outstanding Play Performed by the 8th Grade Baseball 
Team to a Flawless Victory   

Yesterday, Greylock hosted its annual 8th-grade baseball tournament. The boys glided through 
the tournament, winning all of our games to secure the tournament victory. Teddy Wagner started as a 
pitcher in the opening game against Mah-Kee-Nac and Tyler Feldman closed. We won by a score of 12-2. 
Ryan Lassman played excellent defense in the field and hit well. Jack Horowitz made some great catches 
in center field. The most exciting game was between Mah-Kee-Nac and Watitoh. Watitoh trailed 10-1 but 
came back to win, 12-11. All of the Greylock boys had a very fun time watching and even went out on the 
field to celebrate with Watitoh.  

We then beat Watitoh in the finals. Jordan Hirsh was pitching gas and confusing batters left and 
right in the final, winning 8-0. Zack Berez and Garren Bailey were sensational on both sides of the ball. 
The Frosh and Sophs had a ton of fun playing and cheering. It was a great day for the team and Coach 
Tim Saunders. 

Luke Folise’s Performance Leads Nova to Elite 8 Crown   
Last evening, the Juniors and Seniors were able to finish up their Elite Eight Day. The semi-

finalists were Villanova, Houston, Arkansas, and Miami. At Court One, Houston beat Miami, 57-47. 
Jared Barishaw led the Cougars to advance to the finals. He scored 23 points with the majority of them 
coming in the 4th quarter. Jordan Lubowitz once again scored the game-winner in Elam. Despite the loss, 
Jonathan Thomas had the game-high with 29 points and Jacob Kashanian played great defense with 
multiple blocks and put-backs. Jordan Abrutyn also played well, pushing the pace for his team in an effort 
to come back. On Court Three, Luke Folise led Villanova to beat Arkansas, 61-49. Folise scored 41 
points. There was also stellar defense from Weston Hochhauser. Noah Leon also scored a three in the 
fourth quarter to help secure the win. Julian Katselnik (who stepped in for Zach Schweid due to injury) 
and Sawyer Wolkowitz scored a combined 40 points for Arkansas.  



In the finals, Villanova beat Houston 60
points, with great help from Mack Brensilver and Weston Hochhauser. For Houston, Maddox Larner 
played stellar defense along with some great offense from Jordan Lubowitz and Jared Barishaw. The 
night was a lot of fun and they cannot 

 

The Braves Enjoy Intercamp
The Braves had regular activities in the morning. Some of the ones that kids

were tennis and art. The group (as well as a few Chiefs) traveled to Winadu for an afternoon away 
intercamp. The schedule included two 
had a great time. Two standouts from
strong performances on the court.   
 

First Friday Service and Evening Activities
After dinner, we had our first Friday night service of the summer. Jim spoke to the boys. 

Greylock opened its games for the first time on this day in 1916 and Jim used the example of those 
trailblazers from 106 years ago to speak about trying, effort, and leaving one’s comfort zone. At the end 
of the service, the boys were able to enjoy some challah and then went 
Resnick, Zach Sherman, and Matthew Kleinhand
camp played group games, including tag. The Braves, Chiefs, and the rest of the senior side 
semi-finals of Junior and Senior Elite Eight Day. The boys had a great time.

Camper Interview: Josh Marcus

Q: What is your name?   
A: Josh Marcus   

Q: What division and bunk 
are you in?   
A: I’m a Trailblazer and in  
Bunk Onondaga  
 
Q: Where do you live?  
A: Short Hills, New Jersey  

Q: How many summers 
have you been coming to 
Greylock?  
A: This is my first 
summer  

Q: What are your favorite   
sports teams?   
A: New York Mets and   
 

QUESTION: Why was the tennis 
ANSWER: Because all the players raised a racket

In the finals, Villanova beat Houston 60-54. Luke Folise led the Wildcats to victory with 40 
points, with great help from Mack Brensilver and Weston Hochhauser. For Houston, Maddox Larner 

nse along with some great offense from Jordan Lubowitz and Jared Barishaw. The 
they cannot wait for the next special event.  

The Braves Enjoy Intercamp 
The Braves had regular activities in the morning. Some of the ones that kids particularly enjoyed 

were tennis and art. The group (as well as a few Chiefs) traveled to Winadu for an afternoon away 
intercamp. The schedule included two baseball, two basketball games, and two soccer games. The boys 
had a great time. Two standouts from the afternoon were Nathan Bishara and Ryder Hauser who each had 

 

First Friday Service and Evening Activities
After dinner, we had our first Friday night service of the summer. Jim spoke to the boys. 

games for the first time on this day in 1916 and Jim used the example of those 
trailblazers from 106 years ago to speak about trying, effort, and leaving one’s comfort zone. At the end 
of the service, the boys were able to enjoy some challah and then went to an evening activity. Parker 
Resnick, Zach Sherman, and Matthew Kleinhandler all enjoyed the service. For evening activity, the Hill 
camp played group games, including tag. The Braves, Chiefs, and the rest of the senior side 

ior and Senior Elite Eight Day. The boys had a great time. 

Camper Interview: Josh Marcus 
Liverpool F.C 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Q: What are you looking 
forward to this summer?
A: Water-skiing and knee
boarding, as well as getting 
better at sports

Q: What are your favorite 
sports?   
A: Baseball and tennis

Q: What are your favorite 
ice cream flavors?
A: Banana and strawberry

Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Tom Davidson and Josh 
Gomez. 

TION: Why was the tennis court so loud?  
Because all the players raised a racket 

ildcats to victory with 40 
points, with great help from Mack Brensilver and Weston Hochhauser. For Houston, Maddox Larner 

nse along with some great offense from Jordan Lubowitz and Jared Barishaw. The 

particularly enjoyed 
were tennis and art. The group (as well as a few Chiefs) traveled to Winadu for an afternoon away 

aseball, two basketball games, and two soccer games. The boys 
Nathan Bishara and Ryder Hauser who each had 

First Friday Service and Evening Activities 
After dinner, we had our first Friday night service of the summer. Jim spoke to the boys. 

games for the first time on this day in 1916 and Jim used the example of those 
trailblazers from 106 years ago to speak about trying, effort, and leaving one’s comfort zone. At the end 

to an evening activity. Parker 
er all enjoyed the service. For evening activity, the Hill 

camp played group games, including tag. The Braves, Chiefs, and the rest of the senior side watched the 

Q: What are you looking 
forward to this summer?  

skiing and knee 
oarding, as well as getting 

better at sports  

Q: What are your favorite 

A: Baseball and tennis  

Q: What are your favorite 
ice cream flavors?  
A: Banana and strawberry  

Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors?   
A: Tom Davidson and Josh 
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The Boys Enjoy Rainy Day Activities  
Yesterday, the boys started off with a delayed wake-up and a rainy day schedule. 

On the Junior side, the Hill Camp spent the morning watching the movie Encanto. Hunter 
Schulz, Carter Modes, Javen Krieg, and Ethan Berg all had a great time watching the 
movie and eating snacks.  The Braves were in the Field House and played a fun bunk 
basketball tournament. It was a blast and the boys loved having fun with one another. 
Later, they played Ga-Ga for about an hour.  Chris Hummel, Luke Ringer, and Lewis 
Dinerstein all had a great time. The Chiefs played Ga-Ga in the morning and then had art 
and nature as options. Matthew Handler, Xavi Solish, and Liam Juni-Gonzalez loved 
throwing the plastic axes and making art.   

On Senior side, the Freshmen and Sophomores spent the morning watching the 
movie Raiders of the Lost Ark. Greg Grossman, Max Mazur, Zaire Spencer, Logan 
Ahern, Grey Zittman, and Charlie Alpert all enjoyed watching the movie and playing 
games in the social hall. The Juniors played basketball in the Field House. Chase Lewin, 
Alex Berez, and Joseph Beylier had an enjoyable time. The Seniors had Casey at the Bat 
practice at the theater. The boys continued to practice their songs and dance moves and 
added a few more gimmicks to spice up the traditional show. Jaden Leon, Mitchell 
Brodsky, and Sam Wiedman had a great time rehearsing.   

In the afternoon, campers were able to do regular elective activities and Rec Swim 
until the rain came back and ended activities prematurely.  
 

Campers Have Fun During Evening Activities 
For evening activity, the Hill Camp had a scavenger hunt. The boys ran around camp and 

collected items for prizes with their traveling coaches and counselors assisting. Justin 
Reyes, Harris Rosenstein, Max Kapp, and Teddy Boskoff had a really fun time. The Braves and 
Chiefs had a great time playing quad games including ping pong and quoits. The Freshmen 
played Ga-Ga and the Sophomores played Capture the Flag. The Juniors did some bunk cleaning 
and then played games outside on the courts. The Seniors played basketball. 
 

Greylockers Say Farewell to the Tennis Hitting Cages 
History took place over the last few days at Greylock when the decision was made by the 

directors to remove the tennis hitting cages on senior side.  



They believe that the area can be used for something that will add more to the program, 
particularly in the evenings for the eldest campers. The south tennis cage began life as a handball 
court at Greylock. That was a very popular activity at
years old. The north cage was added in 1978. 

In the last 100 years, they cages have been used for everything from Red & Grey 
meetings, handball matches, fencing classes, games of butts up, lacrosse practice, a
Grey sedentaries. The first Ga Ga games ever played at Greylock were also in those cages. 
flooring that was used in those cages were left over from when Irv Schwartz and Bert Margolis 
tried to re-do Court Two with a tiling cover in 1979.

In the meantime, you can see from Court One 
for the first time in 100 years, so definitely check that out. 

The cages were not in the best of shape and were rarely used 
piece of the camp’s history. Time marches on.

 

Camper Interview: Jeffrey “JJ” Heyman

Q: What is your name?  
A: JJ Heyman  

Q: What division and bunk 
are you in?  
A: I’m a Sophomore and in 
Bunk Columbia  

Q: Where do you live?  
A: Vermont   
 
Q: How many summers 
have you been coming to 
Greylock?  
A: This is my first summer   

Q: Elephant or giraffe?  
A: Giraffe  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

I remember when … “there weren’t any heaters at the food 
windows in the dining hall” 

  

They believe that the area can be used for something that will add more to the program, 
particularly in the evenings for the eldest campers. The south tennis cage began life as a handball 
court at Greylock. That was a very popular activity at the time. It was built in 1922 so it was 100 
years old. The north cage was added in 1978.  

In the last 100 years, they cages have been used for everything from Red & Grey 
meetings, handball matches, fencing classes, games of butts up, lacrosse practice, a
Grey sedentaries. The first Ga Ga games ever played at Greylock were also in those cages. 
flooring that was used in those cages were left over from when Irv Schwartz and Bert Margolis 

do Court Two with a tiling cover in 1979. 
e meantime, you can see from Court One all the way to the lake past 

for the first time in 100 years, so definitely check that out.  
The cages were not in the best of shape and were rarely used – but it is hard to part with a 

amp’s history. Time marches on. 

Camper Interview: Jeffrey “JJ” Heyman
 

 
 

 
 
Q: What are you looking 
forward to this summer?  

A: Playing and getting better 
at tennis and making new 
friends 

Q: What are your favorite 
sports?  
A: Tennis and golf

Q: What are your favorite 
sports teams?
A: FC Bayern Munich and 
New York Mets

Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors?
A: Malcolm Van Sant and
Palmer Fister

Q: Who are your favorite 
athletes?   
A: Francisco Lindor and 
Thomas Müller
 

remember when … “there weren’t any heaters at the food 
windows in the dining hall” - Josh Bock  

They believe that the area can be used for something that will add more to the program, 
particularly in the evenings for the eldest campers. The south tennis cage began life as a handball 

the time. It was built in 1922 so it was 100 

In the last 100 years, they cages have been used for everything from Red & Grey 
meetings, handball matches, fencing classes, games of butts up, lacrosse practice, and Red & 
Grey sedentaries. The first Ga Ga games ever played at Greylock were also in those cages. The 
flooring that was used in those cages were left over from when Irv Schwartz and Bert Margolis 

to the lake past the sailing dock 

but it is hard to part with a 

Camper Interview: Jeffrey “JJ” Heyman   

A: Playing and getting better 
tennis and making new 

Q: What are your favorite 

nis and golf  

Q: What are your favorite 
sports teams?  
A: FC Bayern Munich and 

York Mets  

Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors?  
A: Malcolm Van Sant and  

almer Fister  

Q: Who are your favorite 

A: Francisco Lindor and 
Müller  

remember when … “there weren’t any heaters at the food 
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David Benayoun & Nathan Bishara lead Reds to Brave MLB Day Victory 

Yesterday, the Braves had their Major League Baseball Day. The division was split into four teams and 
played a round-robin styled event. The games were all very exciting and highly spirited. There were multiple 
high-scoring games. In the first game, the Arizona Diamondbacks beat the Seattle Mariners, 7-3. Charlie Siena 
and Dylan Sloan played great for the Diamondbacks. Lewis Dinerstein and Jakob Waldman put in great effort and 
determination in the loss for the Mariners. In the next game, in a shutout, the Cincinnati Reds beat the Colorado 
Rockies, 8-0. Nathan Bishara had an excellent game, going 3 for 3 at the plate and making multiple important 
defensive plays for the Reds. David Benayoun also played extremely well, showing stellar defense and hits. Adam 
Weis and Cooper Rosenbaum played with great spirit and effort as well. Ryder Hauser played well for the 
Rockies including a great double play by him, making a difficult catch and throwing out the runner at second. In 
the next game, the Mariners beat the Rockies in a high-scoring game, 11-1. Noah Muskat and Brandon Berger 
both played well making nice defensive plays and hitting RBIs. One of the standouts from this game was Nate 
Bagliebter, who had a deep Home Run knock to the opposite field for the Rockies. In the next game, the Reds 
beat the Diamondbacks, 6-2. Nathan Bishara continued his hot streak with three more knocks for the Reds. Ohev 
Abergel, William Costello, and Ian Schwarzwalder had RBIs in the win. Ethan Burstein, Andrew Gecht, and Jack 
Zittman all played well for the Diamondbacks despite the loss. In the next game, the Rockies beat the 
Diamondbacks in a close game, 8-7. Royal Puritz and Moe Kuritzky both played exceptionally for the Rockies 
and Ethan Andersen played well despite the loss. In the next game, the Mariners beat the Reds in a big win, by a 
score of 8-0. Joseph Bernstein, Declan Cox, and Brandon Berger played great, scoring runs and made tough 
defensive plays. Noah Rudnicki and Jackson Paldino played well despite the loss. 

The finals were then set with the Reds playing the Mariners and the consolation game featured the 
Rockies playing the Diamondbacks. In the finals, the Reds bounced back from their previous loss against Seattle 
and won 8-0. What a turnaround. David Benayoun, William Costello, and Nathan Bishara led the team with 
multiple hits in the shutout victory. In the consolation game, the Diamondbacks beat the Rockies in a close game, 
by a score of 2-1. Despite the loss, Jeremie Hatchuel and Luke Ringer played great for the Rockies. Caleb 
Werthamer and Ethan Burstein played great, helping win the game for the Diamondbacks. It was a very fun day 
for the Braves. David Benayoun won the Best Team Player award, Brandon Berger won the Best Effort award, 
and Jeremie Hatchuel won the Best Spirit award. 

 
Sourya Gurram and Henry Macdonald Play Highlight Frosh Davis Cup Day 

Yesterday, the Freshmen had Davis Cup Tennis Day in the morning. They were split into doubles teams 
in two flights. Drew Novick and Simon Garrity went undefeated and won the first flight. Sourya Gurram and 
Henry Macdonald had a lot of fun and, with valiant effort, won the second flight. All of the boys had a great time. 

After lunch, the Frosh had their Greylock Relay. The relay event involved a series of challenges around 
camp, such as making a half-court basketball shot, the soccer crossbar challenge, sinking a corn hole shot, and 
singing the Canadian national anthem. The boys were split into teams of six or seven and the teams were named 
after Dr. Seuss books. The first team to complete the last event won and it was a ringer in quoits by Drew Novick. 
Team Lorax won the Relay and the team included Dean Folise, Noah Greenberg, Raphael Puritz, Simon Garrity, 
Jake Detmer, Daniel Stern, Drew Novick, and the group was led by Ralph Phillips. 

 
Wah-Nee 14.0 Basketball Team Fall Just Short of Championship 

A group of Sophomores and Freshmen traveled to Camp Wah-Nee for a 14.0 basketball tournament 
yesterday. In the opening game, Greylock beat Scatico in a blowout win, 44-27. Jake Schweid led the squad with 



20 points and Connor Wolfson and Jack Cohen each had 12 points in the win. Ryan Lassman played excellent 
defense. In the next game, Greylock beat Timberlake in a close game, 28-27. Jake Schweid led in scoring with 12 
points. In addition, Jake Knopke and Winston Schwartz played well on both sides of the courts. In the semi-finals, 
the boys played Lenox and won by a score of 38-28. Jack Cohen and Jake Schweid combined for 27 points. In the 
final, Greylock played the host, Wah-Nee. The boys fell just short, losing 36-28. It was a great effort by the boys. 
One of the highlights of the game was when Connor Wolfson blocked a 3-point attempt and ran down for a fast 
break layup. The boys back at camp went wild in the social hall cheering on the team, as the game was broadcast 
on Facebook Live. Hunter Udis and Jack Horowitz played well too, playing stellar defense and setting the pace 
for the team. 

 
Lucas Derfner and Brett Murad dominate Grade 6 Football Tournament 

A select group of Chiefs went to Mah-Kee-Nac for a 6th-grade football tournament yesterday. The boys 
had a really fun time. The team  went undefeated, beating Mah-Kee-Nac, 32-14, and Taconic, 26-18. Lucas 
Derfner led the team with seven touchdowns scored – five rushing and two passing. Brett Murad also had a great 
day playing center, scoring a touchdown, and making a 2-point conversion. Matthew Kleinhandler played stellar 
defense on the line. Avi Farber, Matthew Sherman, and Matthew Menell also played superbly. 

 
Grade 9 Soccer Team Put in Valiant Effort at Winadu Tournament 

A group of soccer players traveled to Winadu to play in a 9th-grade tournament yesterday. The boys 
were able to reach the semi-finals. The boys beat Kutsher’s Sports Academy 5-2 and tied with Mah-Kee-Nac 1-1 
before losing in the semis to a tough Brant Lake team. Jonathan Thomas scored a hat trick and Connor 
Meschewski and Owen Goldfarb each scored a goal. Joseph Beylier played excellent on both sides of the ball 
throughout the entire tournament. Zach Sherman and Jonathan Moskowitz also played stellar defense in the 
backfield. Despite the loss, the boys had a great time and can’t wait for the next opportunity. 

 
Campers Enjoy Brother-Sister Event and Frosh Have Fun at Social with Belvoir 

In the late afternoon, Belvoir Terrace came to Greylock for a brother-sister event. They had dinner and 
walked around the camp. The boys really enjoyed spending time with their sisters. Some of those who had a great 
time include Ryder Hauser, Austin Glosserman, Zev and Neev Goren, Oscar Constandse, Danny Dietz, Jack 
Bennett, and Sterling Jones. Everybody cannot wait for the next brother-sister event with Belvoir.  

After dinner, the Freshmen had their second social and it was with Belvoir. The event was at camp and 
the social took place outside. Some of the kids that had a great time included Owen Unter, Juan Pablo Girault, 
Asher Berkowitz, Zaire Spencer, Will Chase, and Zack Wasserman. All of the boys had a lot of fun and are 
looking forward to their next social event. 

 
Camper Interview: Ethan Andersen 

 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Ethan Andersen 

 
Q: What division and bunk are you 
in? 
A: I’m a Brave and in Bunk Hopi 

 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Danbury, Connecticut 

 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my second summer 

 
Q: What is your favorite TV show? 
A: How to Train Your Dragon  

 
 

 

Q: What are you looking forward to this 
summer? 

A: Getting better at tennis and trying 
out new things 

 
Q: What are your favorite activities? 
A: Tennis, fishing, soccer, and 
hockey 

 
Q: Does pineapple belong on pizza? 
A: No, no it doesn’t 

 
Q: If you could travel to any time 
period, when would it be? 
A: Back to when there were 
dinosaurs 
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Sam Wiedman and Jordan Lubowitz Star in Triumphant Casey at the Bat 

After yesterday’s cookout, campers from both the Junior and Senior sides went to the theater to watch two performances of 
this year’s rendition of our Fourth of July show -- Casey at the Bat. The show is based on the famous poem by Ernest Lawrence Thayer 
and tells the audience the story of the ninth inning of a game with the Mudville Nine. All the songs and dances were directed and 
choreographed by Ben Cohen. The show includes all original songs by Ben. This is the 12th year that Greylock has put on this show and 
the stars of the night were Sam Wiedman as Thayer and Jordan Lubowitz as Casey. There were also fine performances from Ben Feuer 
who played Flynn, Weston Hochhauser who played Barrows, Cooper Rosenstein who played Cooney, Cooper Rumack who played 
Blake, Steve Weiss as the pitcher, Gavin Boyarsky as the umpire, and Jaden Leon as a lead soloist. Jordan Abrutyn and Sawyer 
Wolkowitz were the announcers, and Sawyer also had an excellent solo performance. The show was spectacular and everyone loved 
watching the Seniors perform. Casey is one of the great traditions at this camp and the Seniors did well keeping that strong traditional 
alive. 

 
Frosh and Sophs Enjoy First Part of Elite Eight Day  

Yesterday, the Freshmen and Sophomores combined to play in an Elite Eight Basketball Day. The boys split into eight teams 
and played in a double-feeder bracket tournament. We played 10 games and got as far as the semi-finals. The games were exciting and 
played with the Elam Ending. In that system, at the four-minute mark of the fourth quarter, the clock is turned off. Seven points are 
added to the point total of the team in the lead and the first squad to reach that number wins the game.  
 In the first game, the Duke Blue Devils beat the Houston Cougars, 43-29. Connor Wolfson led the Blue Devils with 32 points 
and Daniel Boulan played great defense and playmaking. Despite the loss, Eddy Goldberg had 24 points for Houston. In the next game, 
the Kansas Jayhawks beat the St. Peter’s Peacocks in a close game, 36-30. Winston Schwartz led the Jayhawks with 23 points and Jake 
Knopke and Owen Unter played excellent defense. Despite losing, Jack Cohen scored 24 points and Daniel Stern and Ian Rickert played 
well for the Peacocks. In the next game, Jake Schweid led the UNC Tarheels to beat the Miami Hurricanes in a blowout win, 58-32. Jake 
Schweid led the team with a game-high of 38 points. Jack Reich and Asher Berkowitz also played well, creating plays and making 
multiple big shots for the team. Despite the loss, Jack Horowitz and Jacob Silver played well. In the next game, the Arkansas Razorbacks 
beat the Villanova Wildcats by a score of 37-32 and were led by Graham Vogel and Logan Ahern who scored a combined 34 points. Ben 
Fields also played well defensively. Despite the loss, Hunter Udis and Jordan Hirsh played superbly for Villanova. In the next round, 
Duke beat Kansas, in a blowout win, 58-29. Connor Wolfson performed well once again, scoring 27 points. Max Schorr and Zach 
Surchin also played great on both sides of the ball for Duke. For Kansas, Winston Schwartz and Eli Tanen both played well. In a very 
tight game, UNC beat Arkansas, 39-38. Jake Schweid, after having to go to the health center, returned in the late 4th quarter to make the 
game-winning free throw. Jake Schweid had 30 points and Zack Berez also played well helping on offense. Despite the loss, Logan 
Ahern, Graham Vogel, and Dylan Hart played with great effort and determination.   

 In the second bracket, in a very close game, Jack Cohen’s elite performance helped St. Peters beat Houston, 43-41. 
Jack had 35 points, including 25 points scored in a single quarter. Grey Zittman and Danny Rosenberg also played well helping close out 
the game. For Houston, Ryan Lassman, Eddie Goldberg, and Hunter Cohen all put in a valiant effort. In the next game, Villanova beat 
Miami, 40-32. Tyler Feldman and Hunter Udis combined for 31 points and Cameron Scesa played stellar defense. In the next game, St. 
Peter’s beat Arkansas, 43-31. Jack Cohen put on another great performance, scoring 33 points. Garren Bailey and Ben Leon also played 
well helping with setting up the offense and defense. For Arkansas, Logan Ahern and Graham Vogel both had great performances 
despite the loss. In the next game, Villanova beat Kansas 46-29. Hunter Udis led the team with 19 points. Ben Wiedman and Tyler 
Rosenbaum both were valuable assets that allowed the team to advance. For Kansas, Winston Schwartz, Jeremy Kent, and Nate Steinfink 
played well with high spirits. The boys had a really fun time.  

The semi-finals are now set to be played with Duke vs. St. Peter’s and UNC vs. Villanova. The semi-finals and finals are 
occurring sometime over the next few days. It was a very fun and exciting start to this special day.  

 
Matthew Sherman & Troy Middleton Lead Padres to a Chief MLB Day Victory 

Yesterday morning and afternoon, the Chiefs had their MLB Day. The division was broken up into four teams and played in a 
round-robin style tournament. The teams with the best two records then faced off in the finals. The four teams involved were the 
Milwaukee Brewers, San Diego Padres, Kansas City Royals, and St. Louis Cardinals.  

In the first game, the Cardinals dominated the Brewers, 11-1. Gates Schulz and Nathan Solomon both played well for St. 
Louis. Despite the loss, Evan Gasthalter played well on both sides of the ball for Milwaukee. In the next game, the Royals beat the 
Padres in a close game, 3-2. Matthew Kleinhandler, Sam Bobker, and Chase Knox all played well for the Royals offensively and 



defensively. For the Padres, Danny Cunningham and Sterling Jones played well. In the next game, the Padres bounced back from their 
loss and beat the Cardinals, 8-6. Matthew Sherman and Troy Middleton both hit very well for San Diego. Brett Murad and Charlie 
Goldschein both played well despite the loss. In the next game, the Royals beat the Brewers, 6-2. Hunter Schulz and Lucas Derfner both 
had fine performances for the Royals. In the next game, the Padres beat the Brewers in a high-scoring game, 9-7. Troy Middleton and 
Austin Ehrlich both had great games. Levi Cohen and Shaan Martel both played well despite the loss. In the next game, the Royals beat 
the Cardinals, 4-2. Khalil Spencer and Alejandro Rafalin both played great in the team win.  

The finalists were set with the Padres playing the Royals. After losing to the Royals earlier in the day, the Padres had a huge 
turnaround scoring 15 runs against the Royals, winning 15-5. It was a fantastic and exciting game. Matthew Sherman won the Best Team 
Player award and Troy Middleton won the Best Spirit award after their spectacular performances in the championship. Chase Knox won 
the Best Effort award with his great performance throughout the event and into the final. It was a great special day for the group.  

 
Max Gasthalter’s Mountain Biking Secures Gold Medal for Uruguay in Junior Olympiad  

 Yesterday, the Juniors had their Olympiad. The division was divided into four countries which included Uruguay, Argentina, 
Brazil, and Chile. They participated in different activities that are in the Olympics. This included kayak races, fencing, water polo, 
archery, golf, axe throwing, tennis, ping pong, basketball, and mountain biking. In the morning, the boys began the event with a kayak 
relay. The boys had a lot of fun racing and some even capsized, which was quite funny. This was followed by tennis, ping pong, axe 
throwing, archery, fencing, and golf. One of the highlights was when Christopher Espinosa threw a “Robin Hood”, which is when the 
player makes a throw, and the axe lands directly into the back of another axe that's already on the board. Doug Benson, the Adventure 
department head, was impressed. Maddox Larner also fenced extremely well. After lunch, the boys had water polo and volleyball. 
Cooper Winter had a triumphant performance playing volleyball and Oliver Friedland scored with ease in water polo. Then, the boys 
played 3 on 3 basketball. For the finale, it was a mountain biking race. Stakes were high during the last event because every team was 
eligible to win it all or tie. With a late first-place comeback, Max Gasthalter rode his bike to gold for Uruguay. The team consisted of 
Mack Brensilver, Connor Meschewski, Max Gasthalter, Zach Sherman, Aaron Kaminsky, Christopher Espinosa, Zev Goren, and was 
coached by Ethan Rifkin. The special event was a lot of fun and we can’t wait for other divisions to participate in this event.  

 
Braves Enjoy Wacky Swim Meet and Greylock Relay 

Yesterday, the Braves had two fun events. In the morning, the boys had the Wacky Swim Meet. It was a lot of fun. Ed Stern 
led the Braves to play in a series of fun water games and activities. They had a great time swimming, racing, playing charades, and 
performing skits. Some of the skits included one about FIFA, Stranger Things, and Marvel. Ethan Burstein, Louis Gellibert, Ian 
Schwarzwalder, Julian Reisman, and Rohan Sarju all had a splendid time.  

In the afternoon, the Braves had their Greylock Relay. The boys had a great time running around camp and completing 
different challenges. Quoits was the last event and David Benayoun threw the ringer to win it for his team. The team was called The 
Abominable Snowmen and it consisted of David Benayoun, Royal Puritz, Dylan Sloan, Noah Rudnicki, Declan Cox, Moe Kuritzky, 
Jakob Waldman, Gavin Gilbert, and was coached by Sami Khayyat. The boys had really great time. 
 

Camper Interview: David Burstein 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: David Burstein 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you 
in? 
A: I’m a Trailblazer and in Bunk 
Onondaga 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Miami, Florida 
 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer                

 
 
 

Q: How did you find out about 
Greylock? 
A: My friend Max Wagner goes 
here  
 
Q: What are you looking forward to 
this summer? 
A: Playing basketball and making 
new friends 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Baseball and football 
 
Q: If you could have dinner with 
any people, dead or alive, who 
would they be? 
A: Bam Adebayo, Michael Jordan, 
and Stephen Curry

 
 

QUESTION: Why shouldn’t you write with a broken pencil? 
ANSWER: Because it’s pointless 
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Griffin Richman and Norway Go Undefeated To Win Hill Camp World Cup Soccer Day 

The Hill Camp had their World Cup Soccer Day yesterday. The boys had a fun time playing against each 
other. The boys were split into five teams and played in a round-robin-style event. All of the games were close and 
exciting. Many ended with a one-goal difference or in a tie. The teams with the best two records met up for a late 
afternoon final.  

In the first game, Belgium beat the Netherlands, 5-1. Dylan Stein and Willie Winter both played well in 
Belgium. Primo Sayers and Jake Farkas both played well despite the loss. In the next game, Norway and Sweden 
played to a draw, 2-2. Noah Gantt scored a goal for Sweden and Javen Krieg played well on defense for Norway. In 
the next game, Norway beat Belgium, 5-0. Liam Knapp and Max Kapp both played extremely well for Belgium. 
Micah Silberman played well despite the loss. Next, France beat Netherlands, 3-2. Josh Greenberg and Walker 
Dillon played great on both sides of the ball. David Burstein played well in goal for the Netherlands. In the next 
game, Norway beat France, 4-3. Griffin Richman and Johnny Katakis played superbly for Norway and Baron Lehrer 
and Ethan Berg played well for Belgium. In the next game, Belgium beat Sweden, 4-2. Finn Rooney and Rodrigo 
Hernaiz put in great effort and were highly spirited in the team win. Andy Capasso and Asher Kind both played with 
great spirit for Sweden. In the next game, Belgium beat France, 3-2. Justin Reyes and Josh Marcus both played great 
for Belgium. Cole Silverman and Harrison Wishnow played stellar defense for France. In the next game, Sweden 
beat Netherlands, 6-1. Max Wagner, Finnley Levensaler, and Charlie Newstadt all were great assets for Sweden. 
Leo Feinberg and Primo Sayers played well despite the loss.  

Norway was undefeated during the day with one draw and then won the championship game. Norway beat 
Belgium in an exciting match, 5-2. It was a great effort all around and the boys had a really fun time. The campers 
can’t wait for the next special event.  
 

Tim Saunders Gets Inducted into ABCA Hall of Fame 
We are extremely proud and happy to announce that our very own, Tim Saunders, the head of Senior Side 

baseball, has been voted into the American Baseball Coaches Association Hall of Fame. Tim Saunders retired back 
in 2020 after 33 years as the head baseball coach at Dublin Coffman High School in Dublin, Ohio, and 40 years of 
coaching overall (including time with Bob Morgan at Indiana University). Tim now serves as the executive director 
of the National High School Baseball Coaches Association. He ended his coaching with an outstanding 589-393 
(.600) record. Tim led Dublin Coffman to a state championship in 2001, five district championships, and two 
regional titles. His teams captured 13 league titles, and more than 100 of his former players played in college and 
several MLB draft choices. Tim Saunders was inducted into the Ohio High School Baseball Coaches Association 
Hall of Fame in 2004, and became the first Ohio coach to be inducted into the National High School Baseball 
Coaches Association Hall of Fame in 2012.  

Jim Mason said, “We are very lucky to have Tim at Greylock. He is a great coach, but as anyone who 
knows him can tell you, and even better person.” Congratulations Tim!   
 

5th Grade Baseball, 6th Grade Soccer, and 9th Grade Basketball Put in Valiant 
Efforts in Tournaments 

A group of Braves traveled to Taconic yesterday to play in a baseball tournament. The baseball team went 
1-1 but their run differential was not enough to advance to the semi-finals. Noah Muskat, Nathan Bishara, and Ian 
Schwarzwalder all played well, playing stellar defense and hits. The team beat Taconic, 11-1, and lost to Winadu, 6-
2. It was a great effort from the campers and they look forward to the next event. 



A group of Chiefs traveled to Lenox to play in a soccer tournament. The soccer team was able to reach the 
semi-finals but lost in penalties against Mah-Kee-Nac, 4-3. Oscar Constandse, Cyprien Thomann, and Sam Bobker 
all had fine performances throughout the tournament. The boys won some of their opening games, but then lost in 
the semi-finals.  

There was also a group of 9th Grade boys who traveled to Mah-Kee-Nac for a basketball tournament. The 
boys missed the semi-finals, going 1-2. Cooper Winter and Owen Goldfarb played well despite the loss.  
 

Connor Wolfson Leads 8th Grade Football Team To Tournament Championship 
Yesterday, a group of Sophomores traveled to Pontiac for a football tournament. The team had a really 

great time. Coached by Brandyn Harvey, the team went undefeated, going 3-0.  The team beat the Pontiac B team, 
48-24, and Kenmont, 54-34. In the championship against the Pontiac A team, Connor Wolfson scored in the final 
drive, the team converted the conversion, and then Ryan Lassman caught an interception to secure the team win, 28-
27. The standout of the tournament was Connor Wolfson who had multiple pick 6’s and scored on the final drive in 
the championship.  
 

Frosh and Sophs Enjoy Winadu Intercamp While Seniors Have Olympiad 
The Freshmen and Sophomores enjoyed regular activities in the morning and had an afternoon home 

intercamp against Winadu yesterday. The boys had a lot of fun. The boys played two basketball games, two soccer 
games, and a baseball game. The boys won both basketball games and the baseball game, but lost both soccer 
games. In one basketball game, Graham Vogel had an electric performance scoring 31 points in his game. In the 
other basketball game, Daniel Boulan helped their team come back from a 17-point deficit in the game. In the final 
moments, Eddy Goldberg drove to the basket and was fouled. He made both free throws to win the game, 55-54. 
Another standout from today’s intercamp was Jordan Hirsh. He had an amazing performance in baseball, having 15 
strikeouts and only allowing 1 hit through 5 ⅔ innings. Teddy Wagner came in to get the final out. In baseball, 
Greylock was led on offense by Simon Garrity with a double and who then scored from a sac fly by Garren Bailey 
to take the lead.  

Yesterday, the Seniors enjoyed a very fun and engaging Olympiad. The boys had a great time playing in 
different activities including kayak racing, waterpolo, volleyball, fencing, tennis, archery, axe throwing, and 
basketball. It rained late in the day, so they did not finish – the bike race has yet to happen to complete the event.  
 

Frosh Enjoy Social with Bryn Mawr 
Last night, the Sophomores and Juniors had a social with the girls from Bryn Mawr. Bryn Mawr is 

traveling from Pennsylvania. The boys had a spectacular time with the girls. They enjoyed dancing and socializing. 
Some campers who had a great time include Zach Sherman, Jack Bennett, Charlie Alpert, Tyler Rosenbaum, and 
Jacob Kleinhandler. They are looking forward to their play day today.  
 

Camper Interview: Rodrigo Hernaiz 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Rodrigo Hernaiz 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in Bunk Pawnee 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Mexico City 
 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Pasta and pizza  
 
Q: Who are your favorite athletes? 
A: Rafael Nadal, Cristiano Ronaldo, and 
Karim Benzema 

            
 
 
 

Q: What are you looking forward to this 
summer? 
A: Making new friends, having a good 
time, and learning more 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Tennis, golf, soccer, and basketball 
 
Q: Who are some of your best friends at 
camp? 
A: My bunk, Emiliano Canton, and 
Guillermo Lerdo de Tejada 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports teams? 
A: Real Madrid and Portugal 
 

QUESTION: Why did the ball quit the team? 
 ANSWER: It was tired of soccer being kicked around  
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Ethan Burstein & Ryder Hauser lead Greylock to Football Crown 
 Greylock hosted a 5th-grade football tournament. There were two teams of Braves who were split 
up into Red and Grey squads. The Grey team went 1-1 in the opening rounds, falling to Taconic and 
beating Watitoh. The Greylock Red team went undefeated and won all 4 games they played. They beat 
Pontiac and Winadu in the opening rounds, Greylock Grey in the semi-finals, and Pontiac again in the 
finals. The final score of the championship was 42-6. The standouts of the tournament were Ethan 
Burstein and Ryder Hauser, who each played stellar defense and scored multiple touchdowns. Other 
players who played well include David Benayoun and Brandon Berger who had interceptions, and Jack 
Zittman who scored multiple times as well. The team was great, and the coach, former NFL player 
Brandyn Harvey, was extremely impressed by the boys’ great performances and their effort and 
communication. The Braves had a fun time and can’t wait for their next tournament. 

 

Campers Enjoy First Assembly of the Summer 
Last evening, we had our first assembly for the summer. We did two of them – one for the junior 

side and one for the senior side. In assembly, campers learn to sing a camp song. Yesterday, they learned 
Lordy, What a Hummer. Then, Jim gave a speech about “taking responsibility” for your own summer. 
Right after that, the group heads named their honor bunks and campership award winners. The honor 
bunks were Ticonderoga, New Hideaway 32, Kiowa, Awanee, Brown, Cornell, Hanover, and West 
Virginia. The campership awards went to Charlie Newstadt, Aaron Dyner, Jeremie Hatchuel, Shaan 
Martel, Juan Pablo Girault, Ben Wiedman, Jacob Kashanian, and Steve Weiss. The boys had a great time 
participating and are looking forward to next week’s assembly.  

  

Sophomores and Junior Have Fun in Playday with Bryn Mawr 
Following their successful social the day before yesterday, the Sophomores and the Juniors had a 

playday with the girls from Bryn Mawr. The two groups had a great time playing and talking on the 
waterfront. They also played some basketball, tennis, and volleyball, ate lunch together, and enjoyed a 
treat from the canteen. The campers can’t wait for the next Bryn Mawr social when they travel there later 
in the summer. After lunch, the Greylockers enjoyed regular afternoon activities and rec swim. Some 
campers who really enjoyed the playday included Danny Rosenberg, Zach Surchin, Max Schorr, Kaleb 
Teitelbaum, Dylan Tuchman, and Chase Agudo.  
 

Cam Marsh Goal Highlights Hill Camp Intercamp with Winadu 
 Greylock hosted an all-afternoon Hill Camp intercamp with Winadu. They played two basketball 
games, two soccer games, and a baseball game. The campers performed well, winning all of the games. In 
baseball, the campers played superb defense and won 7-3. Carter Modes, Primo Sayers, Gates Schulz, and 
Hunter Schulz played well. In one of the soccer games, Winadu scored late to tie the game, 2-2. However, 
in the final seconds of the game, Owen Porter headed in a throw-in from Cam Marsh to win the game for 
Greylock. It was very exciting. In the basketball games, Walker Dillon, Robby Kashanian, Jacob Knapp, 



and Micah Silberman all played well in the team wins. We won each of the five games played. The boys 
then celebrated with a nice rec swim.  
 

Frosh and Sophs Play Semi-Finals of Elite Eight Day 
For evening activity, the Freshmen and Sophomores played the semi-finals of Elite Eight Day. 

Jack Cohen led the St. Peter’s Peacocks to beat the Villanova Wildcats, 53-39. Jack scored 28 points in 
the win. Jordan Buslik and Garren Bailey also played great on both offense and defense. Hunter Udis 
played well despite the loss. In the other game, Duke beat UNC, 47-42. It was a very close and 
competitive match. Connor Wolfson who scored 28 points for Duke, while Jake Schweid who scored 34 
for UNC. It was a lot of fun to watch these teams compete. Greg Grossman and Zach Surchin also played 
well for the Blue Devils. The championship is now set with the Duke Blue Devils playing the St. Peter’s 
Peacocks. The finals will be played in the coming days.   
 

6th, 7th, and 11th Grade Basketball Teams Fall Short in Tourneys 
There was a group of Chiefs who traveled to Lenox for a 6th-grade basketball tournament. The 

boys had a really fun time there. The campers were able to reach the finals. The boys beat Pontiac in the 
first game, 37-21, and then Wah-Nee in the semi-finals, 25-15. In the finals, the team ran out of steam and 
lost to Winadu, 26-14. Despite the loss, Brett Murad, Charlie Goldschein, and Evan Gasthalter all played 
great on offense and had stellar defense and effort. The boys are looking forward to bouncing back in 
their next event.  

There was a group of Freshmen who traveled to Taconic for a 7th-grade basketball tournament. 
The team went 2-2, beating Kutsher’s Sports Academy and Watitoh, however, the team did not advance 
to the finals. The team lost to Winadu and Taconic. Eddy Goldberg, Graham Vogel, Dean Folise, and 
Daniel Boulan all played well despite falling short to advance.  

There was a group of Seniors and a Junior who traveled to Scatico for an 11th-grade basketball 
tournament named in honor of former Greylocker Nat Holman. The team went 0-2, losing two close 
games to Lenox and Wah-Nee. Despite the losses, Zach Schweid played extremely well for the team, 
leading them in scoring. 
 

Camper Interview: Nate Grossman 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Nate Grossman 
 
Q: What division and bunk are 
you in? 
A: I’m a Sophomore and in 
Bunk Cornell 
 
Q: How many summers have 
you been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 5th summer 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
activities at camp? 
A: Court One and tennis 
 
  

 

Q: What are you looking 
forward to this summer? 
A: Making new friends and 
playing sports  
 
Q: What is your favorite movie? 
A: Spiderman: No Way Home 
 
Q: Is cereal a soup? 
A: No, it just isn’t; it’s cereal  
 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Pasta 
 
Q: Who are your best friends at 
camp? 
A: The kids in my bunk

 
I remember when … “The hitting cages near the bathhouse were up” -Jacob Gruber  
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Greylock Wins 71st Annual Tennis Invitational 
Yesterday, we hosted our annual tennis invitational tournament. It is the oldest 

continuously run camp tournament in the country, now in its 71st year of competition. In total, 
there were 11 teams who competed, with about 130 participants who played on 15 courts. The 
boys had a spectacular time. There were boys from every division participating in the 
tournament, from Hill Campers to Seniors.  

Greylock Red won the event with 26 total points, edging out Lenox, who finished with 22 
points. Seniors Jordan Lubowitz and Cooper Rosenstein was great doubles team, beating out 
their competition and winning the Senior Doubles bracket. In the Senior Singles bracket, 
Sophomore Hunter Udis won. He had some great rallies and serves to beat out his opponents. 
Hunter, even though he is going into 8th Grade, played in the 11th Grade division. Brave Gavin 
Gilbert dominated the court, winning all of his sets, and won the Junior Singles bracket. Some 
other players who put in a great effort included Julian Simaee, Dylan Hart, Jack Reich, Sourya 
Gurram, Matthew Stern, and Julian Reisman. All of the boys had a really great time and loved 
playing before the big and enthusiastic home crowd. 
 

Braves Enjoy Trip to Ice Glen & Monument Mountain 
There was also a group of Braves who went on a day hike yesterday. The campers had a 

really fun time. Doug Benson led the group. First, the group went to Ice Glen, which is a ravine 
and trail in Stockbridge, to learn about hiking and some facts about different trees and rocks that 
are indigenous to this part of the country. Then, they went into the glen where they were able to 
travel through some small caves. Next, they went to Monument Mountain, where they hiked up a 
steep mountain to a waterfall where they were able to play. Some of the campers who really 
enjoyed the trip included Charlie Siena, Ethan Andersen, Louis Gellibert, Jakob Waldman, and 
Ricardo Constandse. More groups from the Braves will be going on this hike in the coming 
weeks. It was our first off-campus hike since 2019 and we are thrilled that this aspect of our 
program is back. 

 

10th Grade Hockey Team Plays Well in Tournament 
There was a group of campers consisting of Freshmen, Juniors, and Seniors, who traveled 

to Taconic for a 10th-grade hockey tournament yesterday. The boys went 2-0, in the opening 
round games to advance to the championship. Mitchell Brodsky played great, scoring two goals 
and having two assists. Jack Bennett had 5 goals, including one in between the legs, and 2 
assists. Freddy Murad played great with 5 assists. Cameron Scesa and Joe Pritti also play with 
great effort and communication. Alex Berez played really well in the net. Weston Hochhauser 



was a great team player, In a chippy game, the boys lost to Pontiac in the finals, 6-1. The team 
put in a valiant effort and is looking forward to their next event and in preparation for the Gordon 
Cup.  

 

Greylockers Have Fun in Intercamp and Tournament  
  In the afternoon, a group of Chiefs and Braves hosted Winadu for an intercamp.  The 

boys played two basketball games and two soccer games. The boys had a lot of fun. They lost 
both games in basketball. In soccer, they lost the first game in a well-played contest, by a 4-3 
score. Jeffrey Brodsky played well in goal despite the loss. In the nightcap, the Greylock squad 
won 2-1, on goals by Declan Cox and Leo Lazar.  

There was also a group of Chiefs who traveled to Winadu for a 6th-grade baseball 
tournament. In the opening game, the boys beat Winadu, 12-0, and they beat Mah-Kee-Nac, also 
12-0, in the semis. In the championship game, they lost, 11-3. Matthew Sherman and Sam 
Bobker led the team, making some great plays on the field and with good hitting.  
 

Campers Enjoy Evening Activities and Social 
For evening activity, the Hill Camp played Ga-Ga. The Braves played in a bunk 

basketball tournament. The Chiefs and Freshmen both enjoyed playing quad games. The Seniors 
had an event in the social hall.  

The Sophomores and Juniors combined for a home social with the girls from Romaca, 
which went well. The campers really enjoyed spending time with the girls. Some of the campers 
who enjoyed it include Jake Schweid, Jake Knopke, Oliver Friedland, Kaleb Teitelbaum, and 
Owen Goldfarb. The campers are looking forward to their next social.  
 

Camper Interview: Max Rapoport 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Max Rapoport 
 
Q: What division and bunk are 
you in? 
A: I’m a Trailblazer and in Bunk 
Oneida   
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Rye, NY 
 
Q: How many summers have 
you been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
 
Q: What are you looking 
forward to this summer? 
A: Kayaking and making new 
friends  

      
 

Q: What are your favorite 
activities at Greylock? 
A: Baseball, water-ski, and art 
 

Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
A: The Baltimore Ravens and 
Boston Red Sox 
 
Q: Who are your favorite 
athletes? 
A: Tom Brady and Patrick 
Mahomes 
 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Sushi 
 
Q: Any idea of what you want to 
be when you grow up? 
A: A biologist  
 

QUESTION: How is baseball similar to a pancake? 
ANSWER: They both need a good batter! 
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Tournament MVP Ohev Abergel Leads 5th Grade Soccer Team to Victory 

Yesterday, there was a group of Braves that traveled to Wah-Nee for a 5th-grade soccer tournament. The boys had a 
wonderful time. The team went undefeated with a 2-0 record and won the championship. In the first game, Greylock beat Lenox, 
2-1. Ohev Abergel scored on a free kick and Nathan Bishara scored a nice breakaway to get the win. In the second game, 
Greylock beat Wah-Nee, 5-1. Declan Cox, Royal Puritz, Nathan Bagliebter, and Ohev Abergel scored in the win. Brandon Berger 
was outstanding in goal, making many great saves, and the only scored goals on him were an own-goal and a penalty out of his 
control. Adam Weis, Ethan Andersen, and David Benayoun each played exceptional defense. The boys won the championship 
due to having the best record amongst all of the teams there. The boys had a great time and came back to camp with a huge 
trophy. 

 
Teddy Wagner Leads Baseball to Lenox Tournament Victory 

There was a group of Freshmen that traveled to Lenox yesterday for a 7th-grade baseball tournament. The team won 
the tournament.  

In the opening game against Winadu, Greylock lost 6-5. The team started off the game a bit slow with Winadu scoring 
four runs in the first inning. Drew Novick took over as pitcher and pitched superbly. Graham Vogel had some great at-bats as 
well. Teddy Wagner had two doubles and Jordan Hirsh got on base three times with walks and a hit. In the second game, 
Greylock beat Lenox, 7-4. Greylock started off hot, scoring three runs in the 1st inning. Teddy Wagner was the winning pitcher 
going the distance. The team played great defense with Simon Krasnove making multiple exceptional plays at first base. Jordan 
Hirsh had a great performance hitting a single and home run. Teddy Wagner had two home runs and a single. He also had an 
outstanding performance pitching. Drew Novick took it for the team and got on base twice by hit-by-pitches.  

There was no championship game. All three teams were 1-1 and Greylock won the tournament by the run differential 
rule.  

 
Connor Wolfson Leads Team as Basketball Falls Just Short in Tournament 

Yesterday, we hosted our 8th grade basketball tournament. Greylock Red went 3-0 with wins over Wah-Nee, Kenmont, 
and Mah-Kee-Nac. It was a great effort by the team to advance to the finals. In the opening game against Wah-Nee, Greylock 
won 43-36. Connor Wolfson dropped 20 points. Hunter Udis and Winston Schwartz both played well defensively and were able 
to grab the rebounds and quickly turn it up court to score. In the second game, the team beat Kenmont, 46-27. Jake Schweid led 
with 20 points. Jack Cohen also played great on both sides of the ball. In the third game, the team dominated and beat Mah-Kee-
Nac, 44-8. Ryan Lassman, Jack Horowitz, and Jeremy Kent all played great in the win. In the finals, the team played Wah-Nee 
for the second time of the day and fell just short of the win, losing 55-39. Connor Wolfson played well on both sides of the court, 
and Jake Schweid set the tempo for the team.  

 
6th Grade Football Team Puts in a Great Effort in Tournament 

There was a group of Chiefs that traveled to Winadu for a 6th-grade football tournament yesterday. The boys won their 
first two games but lost their third game which eliminated them. In the opening game, they beat Mah-Kee-Nac, 56-21. Charlie 
Goldschein and Levi Cohen both threw multiple touchdowns. Thompson Chung also had a great performance, scoring multiple 
times and playing great defense. In the second game, Greylock beat Wah-Nee in a close game, 33-27. Alec Schneiderman caught 
the game-saving interception on the final play of the game on 4th down. In the third game, the team, unfortunately, lost, 54-29. It 
was a great effort by the Chiefs. 

 

Danny Cunningham Hit Helps Hill Camp in Intercamp 
In the afternoon yesterday, the Hill Camp participated in an intercamp with Winadu on campus. The boys played two 

basketball games, two soccer games, and a baseball game. The boys lost both of their basketball games, 28-9 and 21-15. Despite 
the losses, Parker Resnick played exceptionally on both offense and defense. The boys also dropped both soccer games, 4-3 and 
4-2. In the first game, we had a very exciting push for a comeback with Willy Winter scoring a goal to make it a one-goal game. 



Finn Rooney and Shane Kleinberger scored the other two goals. In the second game, Grayson Rosenberg and Teddy Boskoff 
both played well. We won the baseball game, 6-5. The boys played a great defensive game. Danny Cunningham had two key hits 
to help secure the win for Greylock. Noah Gantt, Gates Schulz, and Charlie Newstadt also all had key plays on both offense and 
defense.  
 
Jordan Lubowitz Hits a Walk off in Fun Start to Junior-Senior Softball Day 

Yesterday, the Juniors and Seniors combined for a special day event, Softball Day. The divisions had a great time 
playing against one another. The campers were split into five teams and played in a round-robin-style event. There were a lot of 
high-scoring and extra-inning games. The campers are still waiting to play the finals, which will be played during the evening 
activity tonight.  

In the first game, the Baylor Bears beat the Kentucky Wildcats, 6-4. Cooper Rumack and Alex Berez led the team with 
some great hits and defensive plays. Despite the loss, Austin Glosserman, Sawyer Wolkowitz, and Freddy Murad hit home runs 
for Kentucky. In the next game, the Virginia Tech Hokies beat the Oklahoma Sooners, 12-11. Jaden Leon and Julian Katselnik 
were excellent on both sides of the field. Jaden Leon had an inside-the-park home run. In the next game, Kentucky beat Virginia 
Tech, 9-3. Sawyer Wolkowitz had four doubles and Jonathan Thomas had an RBI single. One of the highlights was when Freddy 
Murad made a great defensive play tagging out the runner at second and throwing the person out at first. For Virginia Tech, Jaden 
Leon had multiple great catches in center field. Jesse Bosselman also played well despite the loss. This next game was quite 
intense and exciting. The Bears and Crimson Tide went to 11 innings. Mack Brensilver and Mitchell Brodsky played excellent 
defense and had some great extra-base hits for the Tide. Maddox Larner also made a great play throwing a laser to home plate to 
get the runner out. Jordan Lubowitz hit a home run to tie the game, 7-7 with two outs. In extra innings, the game was tied 10-10. 
Gavin Boyarsky had a great line drive hit and was able to get to third base. Then, Jordan Lubowitz hit a walk-off to deep center 
field to win the game, 11-10, for Baylor. Mitchell Brodsky also played exceptionally with multiple extra-base hits and stellar 
defensive plays. In the next game, Alabama beat Virginia Tech, 5-2. Jared Barishaw and Kaleb Teitelbaum both played great on 
the field. Zach Schweid played well for Virginia Tech. In the next game, Kentucky beat Oklahoma, 6-5. Cooper Winter played 
great at first base and Zach Sherman played well in the infield. In the next game, Kentucky beat Alabama, 3-1. Freddy Murad and 
Sawyer Wolkowitz played great on both sides. Chris Espinosa played superbly for the Tide. In the next game, Alabama bounced 
back to beat Oklahoma, 6-5. In the last game before the finals, the Hokies beat the Bears in a high-scoring game, 14-11. The 
Hokies came back from a 9-0 deficit to win. Julian Katselnik and Jaden Leon led the charge to come back. Jordan Abrutyn 
pitched well and caught a nice line-drive straight back at him. The finals are now set with Freddy Murad and Austin Glosserman 
leading the Wildcats against Alex Berez and Cooper Rumack leading the Bears.  

The boys can’t wait to play the championship tonight under the lights.     

 
Second Service and Evening Activity 

         After dinner yesterday, we hosted our second Friday service of the summer. Ed talked about making the right choices 
and what may lead to making your summer great. The boys enjoyed reading and listening along at the service. Afterwards, there 
was challah. For evening activity, the Hill Camp played basketball. The Braves and Chiefs enjoyed quad games, including quoits 
and ping pong. They also did a bit of bunk cleanup, which impressed their group heads. Chief group head Lucas Oland said that 
“The bunks were spotless and so organized.” The Freshmen had a home social with Romaca. The Sophomores had an away 
social with Belvoir Terrace. The boys had a lot of fun and are looking forward to their next socials. The Juniors and Seniors were 
tired from four games of softball and stayed on the quad. 
 

Camper Interview: Ben Chase 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Ben Chase 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you 
in? 
A: I’m a Junior and in Bunk 
Hanover  
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Scarsdale, NY 
 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 6th summer at camp 
 
 

                

 
 

Q: What are you looking forward to 
this summer? 
A: Red and Grey 
 
Q: What are your favorite activities 
at camp? 
A: Tennis and preparing for Red & 
Grey rope burning at nature classes. 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
A: New York Rangers and Yankees  
 
Q: What are your favorite movies? 
A: The Despicable Me franchise 
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Freddy Murad, Austin Glosserman, and Sawyer 
Wolkowitz lead Wildcats to Softball Day Victory 

  Last night, the Juniors and Seniors combined to play their Softball Day championship 
game under the lights. The boys had an excellent time playing. A large crowd was there and they 
were really into cheering on their division mates. The Kentucky Wildcats defeated the Baylor 
Bears in the game by a 22-15 score in a nine inning game. Sawyer Wolkowitz pitched for the 
Wildcats. Not only did he pitch well, but he had some great at-bats, hitting three home runs and 
having outstanding base-running. Austin Glosserman hit for a cycle, meaning he had a single, 
double, triple, and home run. It was spectacular. For Baylor, Jordan Abrutyn pitched. He did a 
great job. Joe Pritti made his return last night. He had suffered a knee injury during a hockey 
tournament, but he fought off the pain and hit some great extra-base hits and a home run. He was 
quick rounding the bases. Cooper Rumack also hit well, having some nice line-drives and 
making some great plays at third base. The Wildcats had an amazing 3rd inning scoring 10 runs 
led by Freddy Murad, Austin Glosserman, Sawyer Wolkowitz, and Jonathan Thomas. Freddy 
Murad hit a dinger deep in center field. As the game progressed, it continued to be a fight. Jordan 
Lubowitz made some great plays at first-base. He also had some nice hits for Baylor. Matthew 
Stern also hit a really nice, deep line-drive triple which scored some runs for the Bears. Alex 
Berez played stellar defense as well, playing deep in the outfield and making some nice catches. 
Throughout the game, Cooper Winter and Jonathan Moskowitz played great on defense in the 
infield. In the end, Sawyer Wolkowitz threw the last pitch and the ball slowly rolled and the ball 
was thrown to Cooper Winter for the last out of the top of the 9th inning. The Kentucky Wildcats 
are your Softball Day Champion.  
 

 



Asher Berkowitz & Eli Tanen star in Matilda at Romaca 
After dinner yesterday, a group of Freshmen and the girls from Romaca performed their 

show. It was the musical, Matilda. The show was excellent. All of camp and the girls of Romaca 
were there to watch the performance. There was a Junior Side and Senior Side show. The story is 
about Matilda, a precocious 5-year-old girl with the gift of telekinesis, who loves reading, 
overcomes obstacles caused by her family and school, and helps her teacher to reclaim her life. 
Asher Berkowitz and Eli Tanen had the lead roles and were both excellent. Each sang some great 
songs and had some very funny lines. Ben Leon, Jake Detmer, Cameron Scesa, and Simon 
Krasnove also did very well in prominent roles. One of the highlights of the show was the 
Television scene, which everyone in the audience really enjoyed watching. Everyone had a great 
time dancing and acting and are looking forward to future performances. Jacob Ahern, Simon 
Garrity, and Asher Kind had an enjoyable time watching the show. Congrats to Ben Cohen on 
another winner.  

  

First Rookie Day of the Summer 
  We hosted our first Rookie Day of the summer today. Many new families came to look at 
the camp for a future summer. Their sons took part in a one-day program to get a feel of the 
Greylock program, meet other campers who they might go to camp with, and interact with some 
of our current campers. A great time was had by all. 

  

Camper Interview: Jake Farkas 
 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Jake Farkas 
  
Q: What division and bunk are 
you in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in Bunk 
New Hideaway 31 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Armonk, New York 
  
Q: How many summer have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
  
Q: What are your favorite 
activities at Greylock? 
A: Basketball and wall-climb 
and zip-line 
  
  
  
  
  

  

 
  
  
  

Q: What are you looking 
forward to this summer? 
A: Going waterskiing and 
making new friends 
  
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
A: The New York Knicks and 
Mets 
  
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Pizza and turkey 
  
Q: If you could have dinner with 
any 3 people, dead or alive, who 
would they be? 
A: Michael Jordan, Lebron 
James, and Mookie Betts 
  
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Jamie Wong, Molly 
Worthing, and Inés Vázquez 

I remember when … “We had Lexan as cutlery” –Jacob Gorelick 
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Connor Wolfson Leads the Duke Blue Devils to an 
Elite Eight Victory 

Last night, the Freshmen and Sophomores combined to play their Elite Eight 
Basketball Day championship. The boys had an excellent time playing. A large 
crowd was there and they were really into cheering on their friends. The Chiefs 
came over from Junior Side along with the entire Senior Side to watch at Court 
One. In the game, the Duke Blue Devils beat the St.  Peter’s Peacocks, 60-54. 
Connor Wolfson led the Blue Devils with an outstanding performance, scoring 42 
points including the game-winner on a mid-range jump shot. Daniel Boulan scored 
15 points for Duke. Zach Surchin played great on both sides of the court as well. 
Despite the loss, Jack Cohen had a terrific performance, scoring 46 points for St. 
Peter’s. Jordan Buslik and Daniel Stern also played great for St. Peter’s. It was an 
all-around valiant effort by both teams and they are looking forward to their next 
special event day.  

 

 
 

Campers Have Fun in Big Brother – Little Brother Event 
Prior to dinner, we had another big brother-little brother event. The pairings 

met up near the Hideaways, went to the cookout, ate dinner together, and then 
made a visit to the canteen for a treat. They had a great time sitting together and 
talking. Shane Kleinberger and Finnley Levensaler both had a great time with their 



big brother, Shane Levy. So did Owen Alpert and Harrison Bagliebter. The boys 
are looking forward to their next event together.  

 
Campers Enjoy Regular Activities 

Yesterday, was a beautiful day in the Berkshires. Everyone was outside and 
were excited for a day of regular activities. In Hill Camp, some of the popular 
activities included baseball and nature. In the Braves, some of the popular 
activities included art and wall. In the Chiefs, some of the popular activities 
included tennis and basketball.  The boys then had regular elective activities and 
rec swim in the afternoon. Some of the campers who enjoyed their activities 
included Andy Capasso, Ethan Berg, Khalil Spencer, and Rodrigo Hernaiz.  

In the Freshmen, some of the popular activities included basketball and 
tennis. In the Sophomores, some of the popular activities included soccer and 
basketball. The Juniors enjoyed playing hockey and sailing. The Seniors enjoyed 
playing basketball and baseball. Some of the campers who enjoyed their activities 
on senior side included Jaden Leon, Christopher Espinosa, Cooper Rosenstein, and 
Max Gasthalter.  
 

Camper Interview: Ben Leon  
Q: What is your name? 
A: Ben Leon 
 
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Freshman and in 
Bunk Brandeis  
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Manhattan, NY 
 
Q: How many summers have 
you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my 5th summer 
including family camp in 
2020 
 
 
 

 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports? 
A: Football and basketball 
 
Q: What are you looking 
forward to this summer? 

A: Special event days and 
making new friends 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports teams? 
A: The New York Knicks, 
Jets, Yankees, and Rangers 
 
Q:What is your favorite 
movie? 
A: Ace Ventura: Pet 
Detective  
 
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors at camp? 
A: Joe Reyes, Ralph Philips, 
and Asad Khan 
 

QUESTION: Why did the photo go to jail? 
ANSWER: It was framed! 
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Jordan Hirsh Leads St. Louis Cardinals to Frosh MLB Day Victory 
Yesterday, the Freshmen had Major League Baseball Day. The division was split into four teams and played in a round-robin-styled 

event. The boys had a really great time playing against each other. 
In the first game, the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Colorado Rockies, 5-3. Jordan Hirsh led the Cards with a deep home run and two 

triples. Teddy Wagner had a strong performance going 4/4 in the game for the Rockies. In the next game, the Minnesota Twins beat the Arizona 
Diamondbacks, 10-8. For the Twins, Drew Novick had three great hits. Cameron Scesa and Owen Unter also had some great RBIs. For the 
Diamondbacks, Daniel Boulan went 4-for-4 including a dinger to right-center field. Hunter Tuchman had a great two-run RBI to get his team on 
the scoreboard. In the next game, the Cardinals beat the Twins in an extra-innings game, 5-4. Both teams played great. Asher Berkowitz hit a 
walk-off to left in the bottom of the 10th inning to win it for the Cards. Jordan Hirsh had a nice double to tie up the game, 4-4, after being down 
4-2. James Rooney made some great plays as a pitcher’s helper. For the Twins, Max Mazur and Drew Novick both played great on both sides of 
the field. In the next game, the Rockies beat the Diamondbacks, 12-9. The game was extremely close, going back and forth. For the Rockies, 
Teddy Wagner had a monstrous performance, hitting two home runs and having stellar defense at shortstop. Eli Tanen and Juan Pablo Girault 
both had great hits and played great defense. Sourya Gurram also had a nice RBI to extend the Rockies’ lead late in the game. For the 
Diamondbacks, Simon Garrity had an electric performance. He hit two triples and a deep home run that hit the opposite field’s mound. Graham 
Vogel had stellar defense as well as a Home Run. In the next game, in the highest scoring game of the day, the Cardinals beat the Diamondbacks, 
22-18. It was an outstanding game by both teams. For the Cards, Jordan Hirsh and Jordan Buslik played great, knocking in runs and making 
stellar defensive plays. Greg Grossman also played really well for them. Despite the loss, Simon Garrity and Daniel Boulan both hit home runs 
for Arizona. The Diamondbacks put in a valiant effort in this heartbreaking loss.  

In the finals, the Colorado Rockies played the St. Louis Cardinals. The Cards beat the Rockies, 7-2. Jordan Hirsh led the Cards to 
victory having multiple extra-base hits and stellar defense at shortstop. Jordan Buslik also had some great scoops at first. Zaire Spencer hit a 
double as well for the Cards. Henry Macdonald made some nice catches in center field, too. For the Rockies, Teddy Wagner led in hits and some 
great defensive plays by Daniel Stern and Simon Krasnove. Teddy Wagner went 16-for-18 hitting yesterday. Jordan Hirsh won the Best Team 
Player award, Teddy Wagner won the Best Effort award, and Ben Leon won the Best Spirit award. The day was a ton of fun. 

 

 
 

Julian Katselnik, Cooper Rumack & Jonathan Moskowitz Lead Stampeeders to CFL Day Victory 
Yesterday, the Juniors and Seniors combined for Canadian Football League Day. The divisions were split into six teams and played in 

two round-robin brackets of three teams each. The teams with the best two records in each bracket advanced to play in the semi-finals. In the first 
game, the Toronto Argonauts beat the Las Vegas Posse, 36-21. Gavin Boyarsky led with two touchdowns for the Argonauts. In the next game, 
the BC Lions beat the Argonauts, 13-7. Jordan Abrutyn DK Metcalf’d a player on the Argonauts to prevent them from scoring. Jordan Abrutyn 
also scored many of the points for the Lions. In the next game, the Winnipeg Blue Bombers beat the Edmonton Eskimos, 38-19. Zach Schweid 
played extremely well for the Blue Bombers. Max Gasthalter scored two touchdowns and Miller Siegel played great on both sides of the ball. In 
the next game, Julian Katselnik led the Calgary Stampeeders to beat the Blue Bombers, 13-6. Julian Katselnik had a beautiful pass to Cooper 
Rumack for a touchdown. Alex Berez played well for the Bombers in the loss. In the next game, the BC Lions beat the Posse, 18-0. Freddy 
Murad and Weston Hochhauser both played well for the Lions.  
 In the semi-finals, the Stampeeders beat the Lions in a shutout, 30-0. Jonathan Moskowitz had a great performance, scoring two 
touchdowns and playing stellar defense. Julian Katselnik, Cooper Rumack, and Zach Sherman played well as well for Calgary. Sam Weidman 
and Ben Feuer both played well throughout the day, having multiple sacks and defensive plays for the BC Lions. In the other semi-final, Gavin 
Boyarsky scored what was thought to be the game-winning touchdown in the final moments of the game. However, after a long kickoff return, 
Zach Schweid kicked a 25-yard field goal on the last play of the game which allowed the Blue Bombers to beat the Argonauts by a 23-21 score. It 
was absolutely incredible. The teams both showed great sportsmanship. Maddox Larner, Mack Brensilver, and Austin Glosserman all scored and 
played extremely well despite the loss.  

In the championship game, the Stampeeders beat the Blue Bombers, 24-14. Julian Katselnik and Cooper Rumack each had pick sixes. 
Dylan Tuchman and Zach Sherman both played great helping with advancing the ball up the field to score. Both teams put in a great effort. 



Cooper Rumack won the Best Team Player award, Zach Schweid won the Best Effort award, and Ben Chase won the Best Spirit award. It was a 
lot of fun and the divisions are looking forward to the next special day event.  
 

Sophomores Have Fun in Waterpolo Day 
Yesterday, the Sophomores enjoyed a Waterpolo Day in the morning. The campers had a lot of fun swimming around and playing 

games. The games were all exciting and competitive. There were four teams and they played in a round-robin styled event. In the opening game, 
the ISP beat the Athletic Trailer, 3-1. Jack Cohen played extremely well for the ISP. In the next game, the Athletic Trailer beat the Mason Green, 
4-0. Logan Ahern scored a nasty hat trick and Ryan Lassman scored the other goal for the Trailer. In the next game, the Field House beat the 
Mason Green, 1-0, on a goal from Max Schorr. In the next game, the Field House beat the ISP, 1-0, on a goal from Danny Rosenberg. Connor 
Wolfson was in goal for the Field House in both games and was a brick wall. In the next game, the ISP beat the Mason Green. Jack Cohen and 
Ben Ahern both played superbly for the ISP. The game between the Athletic Trailer and Field House ended in a draw. The final is set to be 
played between the ISP and Field House sometime very soon. All the campers had a really fun time.  

 
Lucas Derfner led Greylock Red in a Valiant Effort in 6th Grade Soccer Tournament 
Yesterday, we hosted a 6th grade soccer tournament which included our Greylock Chiefs. The teams had a really great time. Greylock 

Red made it all the way to the championship game. In the first two games, Greylock beat both Watitoh and Taconic, each by identical 5-0 tallies. 
Scorers included Lucas Derfner, Shaan Martel, Ethan Burstein, and Leo Lazar. In the semi-final, Greylock beat Mah-Kee-Nac, 4-1. Lucas 
Derfner had an electric performance scoring all 4 goals for Greylock. In the finals, Greylock ran out of steam and  fell short, losing 4-1. Lucas 
Derfner scored the lone goal for Red. The Chiefs put in a valiant effort and are looking forward to the next tournament to bounce back.  

 
Braves Enjoy Day Hike to Ice Glen and Monument Mountain 

Yesterday, there was a group of Braves who went on a day hike. The campers had a really fun time. Juan Carlos Hernandez, Toby 
Hickey, and Willie Espi led the group. First, the group went to Ice Glen, which is a ravine and trail in Stockbridge, to learn about hiking and some 
facts about different trees and rocks. Then, they went into the glen where they were able to travel through some small caves. Next, they went to 
Monument Mountain, where they hiked up a steep mountain to a waterfall where they were able to play. Some of the campers who really enjoyed 
the trip included Caleb Werthamer, Dylan Sloan, Gavin Gilbert, Jack Zittman, and Royal Puritz.  

 
Hill Camp Have Fun in Escape Room Challenge and Escape into Reality 

Yesterday morning, the Hill Camp had a fun special event called the Escape Room Challenge where they did all sorts of games that 
related to escape rooms. They had a blast. In the afternoon, they had an event called the Escape into Reality. It was a long relay race. The campers 
did different challenges around camp including throwing a baseball into a far-placed bucket, naming five US presidents, making a long golf putt, 
and hitting a target with a football. Shane Kleinberger, Ethan Berg, Andy Capasso, Andrew Leon, and Walker Dillon all had a great time 
participating. The boys had a ton of fun in both of the events, running back and forth around camp and are looking forward to more events like 
this in the future.  

 
Campers Enjoy Bryn Mawr Social and Evening Activities  

For evening activity, the Hill camp played basketball. The Braves and Chiefs played blob tag and quoits. The Freshmen had a social 
with the girls from Bryn Mawr. The boys had fun spending time with the girls. Some of the campers who had a good time included Dean Folise, 
Eddy Goldberg, Jake Detmer, Zack Wasserman, and Damian Bond. The Sophomores and Juniors enjoyed quad games. The Seniors had an off-
campus trip into town to get ice cream. Sawyer Wolkowitz, Edgar Beylier, Cooper Rosenstein, and Jay Huetz had a fun time. 

 
Camper Interview: Ian Seitel 

 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Ian Seitel 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you 
in? 
A: I’m a Chief and in Bunk 
Cheyenne 
 
Q: Where do you live?  
A: Haworth, NJ 
 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 2nd summer 
 

                           

 
 

Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Basketball and football 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
A: The New York Yankees, 
Brooklyn Nets, and New Orleans 
Saints 
 
Q: If you could have dinner with 
any people, dead or alive, who 
would they be? 
A: Kevin Durant, Michael Jordan, 
and Kobe Bryant  

 
QUESTION: How do snails fight? 

ANSWER: They slug it out! 
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Matthew Stern and Dylan Tuchman Excel in Wah-Nee Swim Meet 
Yesterday, a group of 20 campers from many divisions traveled to Wah-Nee for a co-ed swim-meet. 

Greylock partnered with Romaca in this event. It was our first swim-meet of the summer and the team 
performed exceptionally. The Greylock-Romaca team came out victorious, coming back to camp with a large 
trophy.  The team dominated the competition. Matthew Stern was fantastic, leading the team and consistently 
pushing his teammates to victory. He participated and won the U16 medley as well as the 50-yard backstroke 
races. In the U16 medley relay race, the team had a sub-1 minute and 10 second’s race, which is impressive. 
Dylan Tuchman also had a very strong performance, winning his races. Asher Feldman, Edgar Beylier, 
Rodrigo Hernaiz, Guillermo Lerdo De Tejada, Thompson Chung, Emiliano Canton, Austin Ehrlich, and Julian 
Scarpelli all had a great time at the meet. The boys are looking forward to participating in the next meet, 
including the one hosted by Greylock this week. 
 

 
 

Hill Camp and Braves Enjoy Intercamps  
Yesterday, the Hill Camp had an all-day home intercamp with Pontiac. In the morning, the campers 

played a baseball game, a soccer game, and two basketball games. They then played the same schedule in the 
afternoon. The campers won 6 out of the 8 games played. In one of the baseball games, bases were loaded and 
Primo Sayers went up to bat. His teammates were chanting “if only Primo can get a whack at that”, and Primo 
Sayers hit a grand slam deep into center field. Danny Cunningham and Finn Rooney also took it yard, in the 
15-10 win. In one of the basketball games, Leo Feinberg had a strong performance with 19 points in a 29-16 
victory. In one of the soccer games, Cam Marsh scored 4 goals, Grayson Rosenberg scored 2 goals, and Teddy 
Boskoff scored the other in a 7-1 victory. It was an all-around great effort by the Hill Camp.  

The Braves traveled to Pontiac for an all-day intercamp. In the morning, the campers played a soccer 
game and two basketball games. In the afternoon, they played a football game and two basketball games. The 
boys had a really fun time. The campers won 4 out of the 6 games played. One of the standouts from the soccer 
game was Ohev Abergel, who scored two goals. Adam Weis had an incredible highlight play scoring a goal off 
a header in the 5-2 win. Chris Hummel and Moe Kuritzky had fine performances on both sides of the court in 
one of the basketball games where they won by a lopsided score. In football, Ryder Hauser and Ian 
Schwarzwalder both played extremely well moving the ball up the field and making great defensive stops.  

 



 
 

Chiefs Put in a Valiant Effort in 6th Basketball Tournament 
A group of Chiefs also traveled to Winadu for a 6th grade basketball tournament. The boys went 2-0 

in the opening round beating Winadu A and Winadu B on their home court. This advanced them to the 
championship. The boys ran out of steam and lost in the final against the winner of the loser’s bracket, 44-39. 
They had a 12 point lead in that game that they could not hold. Charlie Goldschein, Khalil Spencer, Brett 
Murad, and Lucas Derfner all played well throughout the tournament.  
 

Frosh Have Fun in Bryn Mawr Playday and Chiefs have 1st Social 
Following their successful social two nights ago, the Freshmen had a playday with the girls from Bryn 

Mawr. The two groups had a great time playing and talking on the waterfront. They also played some, played 
some tennis and basketball, ate lunch together, and enjoyed a treat from the canteen. The campers can’t wait 
for the next Bryn Mawr social, when they travel there later in the summer. After lunch, the campers went to 
their afternoon activities. Some campers who really enjoyed the playday included Simon Garrity, Will Chase, 
Graham Vogel, Dean Folise, and Zack Wasserman.  
 It rained last night, so we had an alternate evening schedule. The Hill Camp played bunk 
games. The Braves, Juniors, and Seniors went to the Field House to play basketball. The Freshmen and 
Sophomores went to the social hall to watch a Doctor Strange movie. The Chiefs had the first social of their 
Greylock experience with the girls from Romaca. The boys had a great time meeting and seeing them. Some of 
the campers who had a fun time included Matthew Kleinhandler, Sam Bobker, and Alec Schneiderman. 
 

Camper Interview: Cooper Rumack  
 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Cooper Rumack 
 
Q: What division / bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Senior and in Bunk Yale 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: South Salem, NY 
 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 7th summer 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Soccer, basketball, and baseball 
 

            

 
Q: What are you looking forward to 
this summer? A: Our trip and DJ 
Jeff 

Q: If you could have dinner with 
any people, dead or alive, who 
would they be? 
A: Billy Joel, Dave Portnoy, and 
LeBron James 
 
Q: Who are your best friends at 
camp? 
A: Weston Hochhauser, Freddy 
Murad, and Zach Schweid 
 
Q: Elephant or giraffe? 
A: Elephant 

QUESTION: What kind of ghost has the best hearing? ANSWER: The eeriest 
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Harris Rosenstein Scores Game-Winning TD in Hill Camp NFL Day 
 Yesterday, the Hill Camp had NFL Day. The campers were split into six teams and played in two brackets of 
three teams each. The boys had a really fun time. In the first game, the Minnesota Vikings beat the Denver Broncos, 20-
14. Max Wagner and Leo Feinberg played extremely well on both sides of the field for Minnesota. For Denver, Cam 
Marsh and Grayson Rosenberg both put in great efforts in a close game. In the next game, the Jacksonville Jaguars beat 
the Atlanta Falcons, 26-13. Robert Kashanian and Gates Schulz both played well for the Jags. Noah Gantt and Justin 
Reyes played well despite the loss. In the next game, the Minnesota Vikings beat the Arizona Cardinals, 22-6. Griffin 
Richman, Ethan Berg, and Willie Winter played great with valiant effort for the Vikings. For Arizona, Harrison Bagliebter 
played well. In the next game, the Cincinnati Bengals beat the Jacksonville Jaguars, 35-14. Asher Kind, Owen Einhorn, 
and Walker Dillon played superbly for the Bengals. Max Rapoport played well in the loss. In the next game, the Broncos 
beat the Cardinals, 24-15. Cole Silverman and Johnny Katakis both played great for the Broncos. For Arizona, Ezra Masor 
and Carter Modes put in a great effort. In the next game, the Bengals beat the Falcons, 38-6. Jake Farkas and Carsten 
Shucart both played excellently for the Bengals. For the Falcons, David Burstein and Primo Sayers played great despite 
the loss. In the quarter-finals, the Cardinals beat the Jaguars, 26-14. Javen Krieg, Micah Silberman, and Teddy Boskoff 
had great communication and put in a great effort. In the other quarter-final, the Falcons beat the Broncos, 33-28. Hunter 
Schulz, Noah Gantt, and Shane Kleinberger played great in an extremely close game. In the semi-finals, the Cardinals beat 
the Vikings by a one-touchdown difference, 49-43. Jacob Knapp and Finn Rooney both played great. In the other semi-
final, the Bengals beat the Falcons, 39-30. Asher Kind and Walker Dillon played great for Cincinnati in the win.  
 After losing all of their games in the morning and a swap for a new quarterback, Arizona made the championship 
game. The finals were between the Cincinnati Bengals and Arizona Cardinals. The Cardinals beat the Bengals in a huge 
upset. Danny Cunningham played amazingly making shifty moves and catches to score for Arizona. It was 36-34 with 
Cincinnati leading before Harris Rosenstein caught and ran to score the game-winning touchdown in the final seconds of 
the game. After scoring, the Cardinals played spectacular defense marking down all the receivers. It was a valiant effort by 
all the teams and it was extremely fun. Danny Cunningham won the Best Team Player award, Walker Dillon won the Best 
Effort award, and Ethan Berg won the Best Spirit award.  

 
 

Tyler Feldman and Jacob Gerstel Lead Padres in Sophomore MLB Day 
Yesterday, the Sophomores had a fun and competitive MLB Day. The campers were split into four teams and 

played in a round-robin styled event. The boys had a really great time playing against each other. In the first game, the San 
Diego Padres beat the Seattle Mariners, 10-0. For the Padres, Jacob Gerstel had a nice triple and made a beautiful double-
play catching a ball barehanded and throwing out the runner at second. Max Schorr and Tyler Feldman also had some nice 
doubles. For the Mariners, Nate Steinfink and Hunter Udis both had nice line-drives. In the next game, the Kansas City 
Royals beat the Detroit Tigers in a close game, 6-5. For the Royals, Connor Wolfson played great on both sides of the ball 
and had a nice sliding catch. Zach Surchin made a nice catch in left and threw out the runner at third for a double-play. For 
Detroit, Theo Shin knocked a nice double RBI to bring Garren Bailey home, who had a triple. Dylan Hart also had a great 
catch in left field. In the next game, the Padres beat the Tigers in the highest-scoring game of the day, 21-10. Jacob Gerstel 



hit two home runs. Tyler Feldman hit two triples, a double, and two singles. Tyler Rosenbaum also had two doubles for 
the Padres. Danny Rosenberg also played great hitting the game-sealing hit to win. In the next game, the Royals beat the 
Mariners, 8-2. Jake Schweid and Ian Rickert both had some great hits for the Royals. Connor Wolfson also hit a deep-shot 
for a stand-up triple. JJ Heyman and Jake Knopke both played well despite the loss.  

In the championship game, the San Diego Padres beat the Kansas City Royals, by a score of 9-6. Tyler Feldman 
hit a deep home run. Winston Schwartz played stellar defense. Jack Cohen, Jacob Gerstel, and Max Schorr all played great 
on offense in the win. Grey Zittman, Connor Wolfson, Jake Schweid, and Ben Ahern all put in a valiant effort making 
some great plays on both sides of the ball despite the loss. Tyler Feldman won the Best Team Player award, Jake Schweid 
won the Best Effort award, and Ben Ahern won Best Spirit award.  
 

Juniors and Seniors Enjoy the Amazing Race and Davis Cup Day 
The Juniors and Seniors both enjoyed Davis Cup Day and the Amazing Race yesterday. Some of the challenges 

in the Amazing Race included making a half-court shot backwards on your knees, naming all of the senior side bunks, and 
hitting the lacrosse goal post. In the morning, the Juniors had the Amazing Race. Jonathan Thomas and Maddox Larner 
were a great duo and won the race in style. The Seniors had Davis Cup Day in the morning. There were multiple flight 
brackets that the campers played in. Jordan Lubowitz and Gavin Boyarsky won the first flight, 4-3, and Jordan Abrutyn 
and Jacob Ahern won the second flight, 4-1. In the first flight, Gavin Boyarsky went down with an injury in an unfortunate 
place, so Jordan Abrutyn came in to play a few games for him. Gavin Boyarsky, fortunately, was able to come back and 
win the flight. In the afternoon, the divisions switched events. The Seniors had the Amazing Race. In an extremely close 
race to the last event, Miller Siegel, Sam Wiedman, and Cooper Rumack just made it to the golf course where the last 
event was conducted. Jared Barishaw and Owen Alpert had a valiant effort following the first place team right behind 
them to finish a close second place. The Juniors had Davis Cup Day. Zach Sherman and Kaleb Teitelbaum won the first 
flight bracket, 4-2, and Alex Berez and Max Gasthalter won the second flight, 4-2. The campers had a lot of fun and can’t 
wait for the next special event.  
 

Brett Murad Leads 7th Grade Hockey Team in Series Victory 
A group of Chiefs and Freshmen played in a home mini-hockey tournament against Pontiac for boys in the 7th 

grade and below. The team won each of the game played. In the first game, the team beat Pontiac, 11-4. Brett Murad led 
with 6 goals, Zach Handler and Jordan Buslik both had 2 goals, and Cameron Scesa scored the other. In the second game, 
the team beat Pontiac, 10-7. Sam Bobker, Brett Murad, Zach Handler, and Cameron Scesa each scored 2 goals, and 
Thompson Chung and Drew Novick scored the others. The team had a lot of fun playing on the rink. Jeffrey Brodsky was 
absolutely incredible in goal, having more than 25 saves in the two games.   
 

Braves Have Fun on Day Hike to Ice Glen and Monument Mountain 
   There was a group of Braves who went on a day hike. The campers had a really fun time. First, the group went to 
Ice Glen, which is a ravine and trail in Stockbridge, to learn about hiking and some facts about different trees and rocks. 
Then, they went into the glen where they were able to travel through some caves. Next, they went to Monument Mountain, 
where they hiked up a steep mountain to a waterfall where they were able to play. Some of the campers who really 
enjoyed the trip include Cooper Rosenbaum, Andrew Gecht, Noah Rudnicki, Joseph Bernstein, and Nathan Bagliebter.  
 

Camper Interview: Harrison Bagliebter 

 
Q: What is your name 
A: Harrison Bagliebter 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in Bunk New Hideaway 
31 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Briarcliff Manor, NY 
 
Q: How many summers have you been coming 
to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer  
 
Q: What are your favorite activities at 
Greylock? 

A: Water-skiing, wall-climb, and soccer 

 

              

Q: What are you looking forward to this 
summer? 
A: Climbing up to the top of the wall and 
making new friends 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports teams? 
A: The New York Yankees, Knicks, and 
Rangers 
 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Pasta and sushi 
 
Q: Who are some of your favorite counselors? 
A: Jamie Wong, Molly Worthing, Sami 
Khayyat, and Leandro Abreu 

QUESTION: Why did the farmer win an award?  
ANSWER: He was outstanding in his field. 
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Dylan Tuchman, Matthew Stern, and Sawyer Wolkowitz 
Lead Greylock in Annual Swim Invitational 

Yesterday, the big event on campus was the 54th Annual Greylock co-ed swim invitational. There 
were six teams at the event and included representatives from eight camps. Greylock Red partnered with 
Belvoir and Greylock Grey partnered with Romaca. The Greylockers put on a terrific performance. All of 
the campers were amazing hosts and had a ton of energy. Greylock Grey and Romaca had a strong 
showing and finished in 4th. Owen Unter, Nico Diaz, Julian Scarpelli, Javen Krieg, and Neev Goren, all 
had fine performances for Greylock Grey. Greylock Red and Belvoir came in 1st place by almost 60 
points! Our neighbors down the lake, Watitoh, came in 2nd place. It was a stellar performance by the 
team. Dylan Tuchman, Sawyer Wolkowitz, and Matthew Stern were unstoppable during their races. 
Matthew Stern was also a strong leader for the entire team. Some others who swam well were Griffin 
Richman, Chase Knox, Austin Ehrlich, Cyprien Thomann, Edgar Beylier, and Danny Rosenberg. It was a 
valiant effort by both teams. The meet ended with a long and exciting relay.  

 

Brandon Berger Stars in Captain Louie 
Yesterday evening, there was a group of Braves that performed their big show of the summer. It 

was the musical, Captain Louie. It was written by the same person who wrote Pippin and Wicked. It told 
the story of a boy who moves to a new neighborhood and how he handles that new situation. The 
performances in the show were excellent. The group spent a lot of time preparing for this show. Brandon 
Berger had the lead role and was spectacular. He sang some great songs and had some funny moments. 
Nathan Bagliebter, Royal Puritz, and Rohan Sarju also had nice moments as part of the ensemble cast. 
The Braves had a really fun time rehearsing and performing. Kudos to Ben and his staff on a winner! 
 

 
 

Campership Winners Are Highlight of Assembly 
At dinner time, we had our second assembly of the summer. First, we sang a camp song. Then, 

Jim addressed the campers and told them about how visiting day would work, gave them some friendly 
advice, and asked them to thank their parents for all they do for them. Later, the campership winners and 
honor bunks were announced. The campership winners were Willie Winter, Leo Feinberg, Declan Cox, 



Khalil Spencer, Daniel Stern, Garren Bailey, JJ Heyman, and Joseph Beylier. The honor bunks included 
New Hideaway 31, Tuscarora, Kickapoo, Awanee, Amherst, Cornell, and Illinois. The Seniors were off 
campus on a special event at the time of the assembly.  
 

Teams Put in a Valiant Efforts in Away Tournament 
There was a group of Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors that traveled to Wah-Nee for a 9 th grade 

hockey tournament. The team had a lot of fun playing. Unfortunately, the team just fell short losing both 
games in order to advance. In the first game, Greylock lost to Timberlake, 3-0. The team put up a good 
fight. In the second game, the team lost to Wah-Nee, by a score of 5-4. Max Gasthalter and Jack Bennett 
each scored 2 goals. Some others who put in a great effort included Cameron Scesa and Jesse Bosselman. 
Zach Sherman put forward great energy for the team. The boys are looking to move forward as they 
prepare for the Gordon Cup.  

There was a group of Freshmen and Sophomores that traveled to Winadu for an 8 th grade 
basketball tournament. The team went undefeated in the first two games, beating Taconic, 54-44, and 
Lenox, 40-20 in the first two games. They then beat Kutsher’s Sports Academy by more than 40 points 
and took down Pontiac in the semi-finals. Zack Wasserman and Connor Wolfson both had strong 
performances for Greylock. This put the team in the championship game, where they fought hard in a 
tough loss in the championship game, 59-50. Jake Schweid was great leading in scoring. The team looks 
to bounce back and is looking forward to their next event.  
 

Senior Have Fun at the Outlets and Sophomores Enjoy Social 
In the afternoon, they had a trip off campus to the Outlets in Lee for a few hours of shopping and 

eating. They then went out for ice cream. The boys had a great time being out of camp. Some of the 
campers who enjoyed the time off campus included Freddy Murad, Steve Weiss, Owen Alpert, and Jacob 
Ahern. The Sophomores had a home social with Belvoir. The division had a lot of fun spending time with 
the girls. Some of the campers who had a good time included Ben Ahern, Jacob Silver, Charlie Alpert, 
Zach Surchin, and Hunter Cohen.   

  

Camper Interview: Teddy Wagner 
  

Q: What is your name? 
A: Teddy Wagner 
  
Q: What division / bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Freshman and in Bunk 
Brown 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Miami Beach, Florida 
  
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 4th summer 
  
Q: What are you looking forward to 
this summer? 
A: Red and Grey 
 Q: What are your favorite sports? 

A: Baseball, basketball, and football 
  

         
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
A: The Miami Heat, New York 
Mets and Giants 
  

Q: What is your favorite special day 
event at Greylock? 
A: MLB Day 
  
Q: What keeps bringing you back to 
Greylock? 
A: The friendships and activities 
I’m able to do  
  
Q: What was the first bunk you 
were in? 
A: Ticonderoga 
  
Q: What is your favorite meal at 
Greylock? 
A: Cookouts 

“I remember when … rock was young.”  – Elton John (in a semi-exclusive 
Beacon interview) 
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WELCOME PARENTS! 
 

Welcome to Visiting Day for the 107th Greylock Summer! It has been a very successful summer 
on Center Lake. The boys have rekindled their old friendships from previous summers, as well as made 
new ones. The weather, unlike the summer of 2021, has been great. We are winning the battle against 
Covid, having no active positive cases and no one currently in the protocol. This summer came with the 
awaited return of the events we missed out on last summer. This summer has been jam-packed with 
tournaments, special day events, intercamps, shows, hikes, and other events so far at camp for all 
divisions, which has added a lot of excitement to the summer. It has been, as we say at camp, the whole 
enchilada.  

We are extremely lucky to have a terrific staff this year. The counselors have been superb at their 
job and have formed strong connections with the boys. The staff have also done a really good job 
teaching the boys to learn to take responsibility and know the difference between right and wrong. So far 
this summer we have hosted many tournaments, including the Greylock Swim Invitational, the Greylock 
Tennis Invitational, Grade 8 Basketball, Grade 5 Football, and Grade 6 Soccer. In addition, we have also 
won a lot of tournaments at other camps, including Wah-Nee Grade 5 Soccer, Wah-Nee Co-ed Swim 
Meet, Winadu Grade 9 Baseball, and Mah-Kee-Nac Grade 4 Baseball, Lenox Grade 7 Baseball, amongst 
others. There have also been many plays that have been performed this summer. The Seniors started off 
the summer with the traditional 4th of July show: Casey at the Bat. Following the Seniors, the Freshmen 
had a joint performance of Matilda with the girls from Romaca, while the Braves just performed Captain 
Louie this week. All of the shows were great and the audience loved their performances. There have also 
been some day hikes for the Braves to Ice Glen and Monument Mountain, where they learned safety rules 
and about their surroundings while going hiking. The boys have also had socials with the girls from 
Romaca, Belvoir, and Bryn Mawr. The senior side boys are going to travel soon on their trips. There are 
still so many exciting events left in the summer, including tournaments, intercamps, socials, special days, 
and more! Each week we hold an assembly for the Junior and Senior Side. At the assembly, Jim talks 
about a moral topic to the boys and afterward the group heads award a camper for outstanding campership 
that week and honor bunk. Overall, the campers have had a very fun and exciting summer and are excited 
for what is next in store. We hope that you have been keeping up with all the Greylock news on the 
eBeacon each night. This edition of The Greylock Beacon will be providing a brief overview of the 
events, activities, and divisions at camp.  

 

Highlights of the 2022 Summer by Division 
 
Hill Camp: This summer, the leadership team of Alix North and Mauricio Siliceo are here to run the Hill 
Camp division. They have over a dozen years of experience at Greylock between them. So far, the Hill 
Camp has had MLB Day, NFL Day, World Cup Soccer Day, multiple relays, fun special events, 



intercamps, and tournaments. The boys have also been put into travel teams, which allow the boys who 
are not in each other’s bunks to become friends. The campers are currently working on becoming more 
independent, and not relying on the counselors and traveling coaches as much. They are also at tables at 
meal times that mix the boys who are in different bunks and travel groups. The boys still have a lot to 
look forward to including tournaments, special events, and Olympics. The division is great with such 
amazing sportsmanship and humor. Some of the outstanding campers so far have been David Burstein, 
Charlie Newstadt, Carsten Shucart, Willie Winter, Leo Feinberg, Danny Cunningham, Max Rapoport, 
Harrison Bagliebter, Cam Marsh, and Teddy Boskoff.  
 
Braves: This summer, the Braves are managed by the leadership team of Luke Doy, Milton Esliker, and 
Jenn Leveille. They have over 20 years of Greylock experience between them. So far, the Braves have 
had NBA Day, NFL Day, MLB Day, their Greylock relay, special events, day hikes, intercamps, and 
tournaments. One of the biggest highlights of the summer was the Brave Show, Captain Louie, which 
starred Brandon Berger. Some model campers have been William Costello, Ian Schwarzwalder, Ryder 
Hauser, Moe Kuritzky, Jack Zittman, Noah Muskat, and Nate Bagliebter.  
  
Chiefs: This summer, the Chiefs are led by the leadership team of Ryan Macdonald and Lucas Oland. 
Ryan is in his fourth summer as a group leader at Greylock. So far, the Chiefs have had MLB Day, NFL 
Day, World Cup Soccer Day, intercamps, special events, and tournaments. The Chiefs still have many 
tournaments, intercamps, special event days, and Olympics to come. Some outstanding campers so far 
have been Leo Lazar, Matthew Sherman, Spencer Rosenstein, Oscar Constandse, Alec Schneiderman, 
Shaan Martel, Liam Juni-Gonzalez, and Caleb Silverman.  
  
Freshmen: This summer, the Freshmen are led by Daniel Martin in his fourth summer as a group head at 
Greylock. So far, the Freshmen have had Elite Eight Basketball Day, Euro Cup Soccer Day, MLB Day, 
Davis Cup Day, their Olympiad, intercamps, a playday with Bryn Mawr, many socials, special events, 
tournaments, and their show. One of the highlights of the summer was the joint performance of Matilda 
by the Freshmen and girls from Romaca. They are looking forward to their trip as well. Some outstanding 
campers so far have been Greg Grossman, Hunter Tuchman, Graham Vogel, Will Chase, Daniel Boulan, 
Juan Pablo Girault, and Daniel Stern. 
  
Sophomores: This summer, the Sophomores are led by ex-camper Jacob Gorelick in his sixth summer as 
a group head at Greylock. Noah Kaminsky, our assistant head counselor for the senior side, also spends a 
great deal of time with this group. So far, the Sophomores have had MLB Day, Elite Eight Basketball 
Day, Euro Cup Soccer Day, several special event days, intercamps, and tournaments. The boys still have 
many special events left as well as their two trips. One of the highlights of the summer was when the 
Bryn Mawr girls visited and the boys spent a playday with them. The boys are looking forward to 
traveling to Bryn Mawr. Another fun moment was Waterpolo Day. The boys had such a great time. Some 
of the outstanding campers so far have been Garren Bailey, Jack Reich, Nate Steinfink, JJ Heyman, and 
Leo Herman. 
  
Juniors: This summer, the Juniors are led by ex-camper Ethan Rifkin who is in his first summer as a 
group leader. So far, the Juniors have had Elite Eight Basketball Day, Softball Day, Davis Cup Day, CFL 
Day, Amazing Race, their Olympiad, special events, intercamps, and tournaments. The Juniors still have a 
lot of fun activities on the schedule, including multiple special days, tournaments, intercamps, two trips, 
and Red & Grey. The Juniors have enjoyed living on the lower quad and playing stickball throughout the 
summer. Some other highlights include the divisional campfire and bunk basketball. The boys really 
enjoyed those two events. Some of the outstanding campers so far have been Jonathan Moskowitz, Jacob 
Kashanian, Max Gasthalter, Chase Agudo, Dylan Tuchman, and Joseph Beylier. 
  



Seniors: This summer, the Seniors are led by Dave Zwiebel, Jason Fine, and Senior Side Head Counselor 
Anthony DeSanto. So far, the Seniors have had CFL Day, Elite Eight Basketball Day, Softball Day, Davis 
Cup Day, Amazing Race, relays, intercamps, and tournaments. One of the highlights of the summer was 
the 4th of July show, Casey at the Bat, which starred Jordan Lubowitz and Sam Wiedman in the lead 
roles. The show was spectacular. The Seniors still have a lot to look forward to in the upcoming weeks, 
including more special event days, tournaments, two trips, intercamps, and Red & Grey. Some of the 
outstanding campers so far have been Julian Katselnik, Mitchell Brodsky, Nico Diaz, Sam Wiedman, 
Jaden Leon, Cooper Rosenstein, Owen Alpert, and Jared Barishaw.  
  

Activity Area Recaps 
  
Junior Side Basketball: This summer, Scott Lee is back for his eighth summer as the Department Head 
of Junior Side Basketball. Scott is the former head men’s and women’s coach at the University of 
Wisconsin – Rock County, near Janesville, Wisconsin. He has been named state college coach of the year 
in the Wisconsin Collegiate Conference three times. The rest of the staff includes Gabe Silari and ex-
camper Judd Schnall. So far, the kids have shown a great work ethic on the court, especially during 
regular activity periods. All the divisions have had great success, improving their skills and teamwork. 
Some of the campers who have improved in basketball are Brett Murad, Alec Schneiderman, Khalil 
Spencer, Leo Feinberg, and Justin Reyes.  
  
Senior Side Basketball: This summer, Mario Selph is returning for his seventh summer at camp and is 
the Department Head of Senior Side Basketball. Mario played college basketball at the University of 
Wisconsin – Rock County under Scott Lee. Court Three is run by Coach Ian Hutchins, a varsity high 
school coach from Oregon. The rest of the staff consists of Jerry Dorlus, Palmer Fister, Gerardo Ramirez, 
Henry Rifkin, and Bennett Soodek. There are two different basketball programs on Senior Side, Court 
One and Court Three. Court One is a more team-oriented program, which allows kids to work as a team. 
Campers on Senior Side who want to play in the tournaments generally come here. Court Three is used as 
an offensive development court, usually, scrimmages and skill development work are common activities. 
Some of the boys who continue to improve our Zach Schweid, Cooper Rumack, Jack Horowitz, Jack 
Cohen, Jonathan Thomas, and Graham Vogel.  
  
Junior Side Baseball: Former Indiana University Head Baseball Coach Bob Morgan is back as the 
Department Head of Junior Side Baseball in his fourteenth summer at Greylock. The rest of the staff 
includes Danny de la Rosa, who is currently the Junior Varsity coach at Riverdale Country School in NY, 
and ex-camper Michael Kronick. The boys have been practicing the basic fundamentals of the game, 
including ground balls, fly balls, and pitching. A huge emphasis is on hitting. Some of the campers who 
have improved include Gates Schulz, Noah Gantt, Primo Sayers, David Benayoun, Nathan Bishara, and 
Charlie Newstadt. 
  
Senior Side Baseball: This summer, Tim Saunders returns to be the Department Head of Senior Side 
Baseball. Tim has recently been inducted into the American Baseball Coaches Association Hall of Fame. 
Tim Saunders retired from coaching in 2020 after 33 years as the head baseball coach at Dublin Coffman 
High School in Dublin, Ohio, and 40 years of coaching overall. Tim now serves as the executive director 
of the National High School Baseball Coaches Association. He ended his coaching with an outstanding 
589-393 (.600) record. Tim led Dublin Coffman to a state championship in 2001, five district 
championships, and two regional titles. His teams captured 13 league titles, and more than 100 of his 
former players played in college and a number of them were MLB draft choices. His son, CJ, a former 
Greylocker, is a wide receiver for the Carolina Panthers after a decorated career at Ohio State University. 
The rest of the staff includes ex-campers Jack Schulman, Bradley Jamison, and Elliot Krantz.  The staff is 
really focused on hitting and fielding mechanics and helping the campers tweak some of the little nuances 



in their hitting approach. Some of the campers who have improved in baseball this summer include Simon 
Garrity, Mack Brensilver, Garren Bailey, Zack Berez, Weston Hochhauser, Teddy Wagner, Jordan Hirsh, 
and Mitchell Brodsky.  
  
Junior Side Soccer: This summer, Harry Blackburn is back for another summer as the Department Head 
of Junior Side Soccer. The rest of the staff includes Josh Yates, Tom Davidson, and Dan Harris. The boys 
have really focused on working on the basic and fundamentals, such as shooting, passing, and goalie 
work. The campers have put in a lot of work with the staff and it’s well reflected on the field. Some of the 
campers who have improved include Ohev Abergel, Owen Porter, Declan Cox, Brandon Berger, Lucas 
Derfner, Leo Lazar, and Shaan Martel.  
  
Senior Side Soccer: This summer, we have first-year Department Head, Neil Brown, to lead Senior Side 
Soccer. Neil is assisted by Sam Knee, Ben Lam, Ethan Schweiger, and Mauricio Aguilar. The boys have 
enjoyed going to soccer this summer, where they have been playing scrimmages and working on 
individual skills. The boys have learned a lot and have seen great improvement in their games. Some of 
the campers who have improved include Jordan Abrutyn, Cooper Rumack, Joseph Beylier, Jonathan 
Moskowitz, Connor Meschewski, and Hunter Tuchman.  
  
Junior Side Tennis: This summer, we have Greylock legend Charlie Cunningham back for his 27th 
summer to be the Department Head of Junior Side Tennis. Pro Bryan Ellis also spends half his day at the 
courts. The rest of the staff includes Diego Lepe and Josh Gomez. The staff is focusing on the basic 
fundamentals with the kids, while also teaching the kids about sportsmanship. Some of the campers who 
have improved include Gavin Gilbert, Avi Farber, Alejandro Rafalin, Matthew Handler, Royal Puritz, 
Dylan Stein, and Matthew Menell.  
  
Senior Side Tennis: This summer, Innocent Modika is back for his 24th summer, where he is assisted by 
Bryan Ellis is back for his 18th summer on Center Lake. The rest of the staff includes Bogdan Ciuhat and 
Ralph Philips. The boys have been working hard on their mechanics, including serving and volleys. The 
boys had a great time at the Greylock Invitational and were very excited to showcase their skills in such a 
unique environment. Some of the campers who have improved in tennis include Cooper Rosenstein, 
Hunter Udis, Jacob Kashanian, Jordan Lubowitz, JJ Heyman, Dylan Hart, Jack Reich, Leo Herman, and 
Henry Macdonald.  
  
Football: This summer, football is being run by first-year Department Head, former NFL player Brandyn 
Harvey. Brandyn Harvey went to Villanova University where he starred as a wide receiver and played for 
the Atlanta Falcons, Arizona Cardinals, and Los Angeles Rams. He is currently a coaching facilitator. The 
rest of the staff includes Jordan Kala and Rob Welti. The staff is really focused on teaching the kids some 
of the fundamentals and then applying it to the games. Some of the campers who have improved in 
football include Ryder Hauser, Jeremy Kent, Walker Dillon, Danny Cunningham, Ethan Berg, Maddox 
Larner, Max Rapoport, Page Burman, and Miller Siegel. 
  
Space considerations prevent us from sharing details of every one of our activities, but our boys have 
certainly enjoyed their time at Art, Archery, Swim, Hockey, Lacrosse, Boating, Sailing, Waterski, Nature, 
Strength & Conditioning, Wall Climb, Mountain Biking, Golf, and Radio & Electronics. 

  

We at The Beacon hope you have a truly great time on Visiting Day. We 
are proud to have the day, keep it safe, and for you to see your sons! 
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Parents and Campers Enjoy a Successful and Safe Visiting Day at Greylock 

It was a very successful visiting day on Saturday. The boys really enjoyed seeing their families. Many families traveled 
long distances to come to see you, meet your friends, watch Greylock in action, and get a sense of the work everyone at camp 
does to help you campers grow, learn, thrive, and stay safe. It is very important for you to thank and appreciate your families for 
the opportunities they help provide to you. Campers enjoyed a picnic lunch at various locations and went through a special 
visiting day elective schedule. Some of the popular activities included tennis, basketball, wall-climb, and swimming. There were 
also multiple former campers who came to visit their brothers, including Brent Burman, Oliver Grossman, Ben Grossman, Eric 
Grossman, Harrison Udis, Logan Meschewski, Dante Hummel, Steven Bishara, Adam Bishara, Praharsha Gurram, Jackson 
Hochhauser, Harry Goldberg, Ben Lubowitz, Ethan Barishaw, Tyler Barishaw, Evan Kashanian, Joey Kashanian, Harry Winter, 
Max Horowitz, Spencer Kent, and the amazing Sam Stern, amongst other alumni. It was great being able to spend time with 
families, and now we can’t wait to have what’s next in store for you campers the rest of the summer. 

Greylock (and their two sister camps) was the only camp to host a visiting day this summer in our area. Be proud. 
 

Nathan Bishara and Gavin Gilbert Leads Cavaliers to a Brave NBA Day Victory 
On Friday, the Braves had NBA Day. The campers were split into five teams and played in a round-robin-style event. 

The Braves had a lot of fun playing against each other. The day was filled with strong performances and exciting games. In the 
first game, the Cleveland Cavaliers beat the Portland Trailblazers, 12-11. It was a great defensive game for both teams. Nathan 
Bishara led in scoring for Cleveland and Ryder Hauser played superbly for Portland. In the next game, the New Orleans Pelicans 
beat the Memphis Grizzlies in another close game, 21-19. Brandon Berger led the Pelicans with 11 points and Chris Hummel had 
12 points for Memphis. It was another great defensive effort by both squads. In the next game, Ryder Hauser had an electric 
performance scoring 22 points, including 13 of those points scored in a single quarter, for Portland. The Trailblazers beat the 
Grizzlies, 36-21. Charlie Siena and Joseph Bernstein played well despite the loss. In the next game, David Benayoun led the Cavs 
to beat the Rockets, by a score of 29-26. David scored 11 points for Cleveland. Declan Cox and Jack Zittman put in a valiant 
effort for Houston despite the loss. In the next game, the Trailblazers beat the Pelicans, 28-22. Ryder Hauser and Royal Puritz 
both played great on offense for Portland. Despite the loss, Brandon Berger and Luke Ringer played great on both sides of the 
court. In the next game, the Rockets beat the Grizzlies, 22-14. Jack Zittman and Gavin Gilbert combined for 20 points for 
Houston. Dylan Sloan played well despite the loss. In the next game, the Blazers beat the Rockets, 36-20. Ryder Hauser had an 
electric performance scoring 26 points, with 15 of those points scored in the 4th quarter. Moe Kuritzky also played great defense. 
Noah Rudnicki put in a great effort for Houston. In the next game, the Cavs beat the Pels, 30-13. Nathan Bishara scored 16 points 
and Caleb Werthamer played stellar defense for Cleveland. Cooper Rosenbaum put in a great effort as well. There was a Dan 
Fastenberg Showdown to determine the 3rd and 4th seeds. It was between the Rockets, Grizzlies, and Pelicans. In the first game, 
Houston beat New Orleans, 4-2, and in the second, Memphis beat New Orleans. So, the semi-finalists were now set with the 
Blazers, Cavs, Grizzlies, and Rockets.  

In the first semi-final game, the Cavaliers beat the Grizzlies, 23-7. David Benayoun and Ohev Abergel led the team to 
victory. Chris Hummel played a great game on both sides of the court. In the other semi-final, the Rockets beat the Blazers in 
overtime, 23-22. Gavin Gilbert hit a three-pointer as the clock expired to help his team tie the game and sent it into overtime, 
which they ended up winning. It was a valiant effort by both teams. Ryder Hauser had a strong performance despite the loss.  

The championship game was now set with the undefeated Cleveland Cavaliers playing the Houston Rockets. The 
Cavaliers beat the Rockets, 34-17. David Benayoun scored 12 points, Nathan Bishara scored 11 points, and Ohev Abergel scored 
10 points in a great team win. For Houston, Gavin Gilbert and William Costello both played great despite the loss. Nathan 
Bishara won the Best Team Player award, William Costello won the Best Effort award, and Chris Hummel won the Best Spirit 
award. The special event day was a lot of fun.   
 

Alec Schneiderman Leads the Tennessee Titans to a Chief NFL Day Victory 
On Friday, the Chiefs had NFL Day. The group was split into four teams and played in a Round Robin format. The 

teams with the best two records then played in the finals. All of the games were fun and exciting. In the first game, the Cincinnati 
Bengals beat the Tennessee Titans, 44-26. Sam Bobker and Lucas Derfner both played superbly to help get the win for the 
Bengals. Alec Schneiderman and Zach Handler both played well despite the loss. In the next game, the Denver Broncos beat the 



Minnesota Vikings, 34-28. Matthew Kleinhandler and Nathan Solomon both played great to beat the Vikings scoring and playing 
good defense in a close game. Sterling Jones and Spencer Rosenstein both put in great effort and had fun during the game. In the 
next game, the Broncos beat the Bengals, in a nail-bitter, 39-34. Austin Ehrlich and Alex Macdonald both played well on 
defense. In the next game, the Titans beat the Vikings, 22-21. Alec Schneiderman and Brett Murad had great performances 
playing well on both sides of the field. Levi Cohen also played well despite the loss for Minnesota. In the next game, the Titans 
beat the Broncos, 29-24. Ko Yip and Xavi Solish had fine performances dominating the field. Ethan Burstein put in a great effort 
for the Broncos. The top two teams were the Denver Broncos and Tennessee Titans and they faced off in the final. The game was 
great. The Titans beat the Broncos, 19-13. It was a great defensive game by both squads. Alec Schneiderman won the Best Team 
Player award, leading the team in scoring and having amazing defense. Ethan Burstein won the Best Effort award and Oscar 
Constandse won the Best Spirit award. It was a spectacular event. 
 

Maddox Larner Stars in Legally Blonde with Romaca 
Late in the afternoon today, the cast of the Sophomore-Junior show traveled to Romaca to prepare for the first 

performance of their joint show, Legally Blonde. Most people know Legally Blonde from the 2001 film, but the story is about a 
sorority girl, Elle Woods, who enrolls at Harvard Law School to win back her ex-boyfriend Warner. She discovers how her 
knowledge of the law can help others, and she successfully defends exercise queen Brooke Wyndham in a murder trial. Later, the 
rest of their divisions joined them at the Romaca theatre. The campers did a very good job, and the show starred Maddox Larner, 
Ben Ahern, Asher Feldman, Garren Bailey, and Chase Agudo, who performed some terrific songs and dances. The show was 
spectacular and the cast is performing the second show tonight for the visiting parents.  
 

Danny Cunningham and Primo Sayers Lead 4th Grade Baseball Team in Tournament 
On Friday, there was a group of Hill Campers that traveled to Mah-Kee-Nac for a 4th-grade baseball tournament. The 

boys dominated, winning the championship. They had wins against Watitoh, Mah-Kee-Nac, and Taconic en route to the 
championship. It was a complicated tournament where there was a game which was 12 outs and the team would then rotate and 
play.  Greylock ended up on top. Greylock beat Mah-Kee-Nac, 7-6, and beat Taconic, 6-0. Cam Marsh and Finn Rooney both 
played extremely well on both sides of the ball, making stellar defensive plays and knocking in some nice hits. David Burstein 
and Max Wagner also played quite well. It was a great effort by the Hill Campers and they are looking forward to the next event.  
 

Cameron Scesa Stars as Frosh Have Fun in Olympiad 
On Friday, the Freshmen had their Olympiad relay. The campers were split into four teams and played in a variety of 

events. Some of them were fencing, axe-throwing, water polo, tennis, basketball, kayak racing, golf, archery, and ping pong. 
Some of the stars of the event included Raf Puritz, Cameron Scesa, Teddy Wagner, Jordan Buslik, Henry Macdonald, and Daniel 
Boulan. The Olympiad ended with a great mountain bike race that was won by Cameron Scesa, representing Italy. The team Italy 
included: Cameron Scesa, Dean Folise, Eli Tanen, Noah Greenberg, Raf Puritz, Simon Garrity, and Zack Wasserman. It was a lot 
of fun and the campers can’t wait for their next event.  
 

10th Grade Basketball Team Falls Just Short in Tournament 
There was a group of Juniors and Seniors that traveled to Pontiac for a 10th-grade basketball tournament. The team 

swept three opening games, including wins over Timber Lake and Lenox. They lost to the Pontiac team in the finals in a close 
game, 38-30. Zach Schweid had 25 points for Greylock despite the loss. Owen Alpert, Cooper Winter, and Miller Siegel all put in 
great effort on both sides of the court throughout the tournament.   
 

Camper Interview: Harrison Wishnow 
 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Harrison Wishnow 
 
Q: What division / bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in bunk New 
Hideaway 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Greenwich, Connecticut 
 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
      

                
Q: How did you find Greylock? 
A: My dad and Uncles went here 

Q: What has been one of your 
favorite moments at camp so far? 
A: Scoring the game-winning 
conversion in NFL Day 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Boxing, baseball, football, and 
soccer 
 
Q: What are you looking forward to 
this summer? 
A: Olympics 
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Campers Enjoy Regular Activities 

Yesterday was a regular day of elective activities for both Junior and Senior 
Side. The sun was out and the temperatures were in the high-70s.  

On Junior side, the campers enjoyed regular activities. In Hill Camp, some 
of the popular activities included soccer and tennis. In the Braves, some of the 
popular activities included football and the wall. In the Chiefs, some of the popular 
activities included archery and basketball. In the afternoon, the boys did regular 
elective activities and had rec swim. Some of the campers who had a good time at 
activities include: Johnny Katakis, Jakob Waldman, Julian Scarpelli, Josh Marcus, 
Emiliano Canton, Myles Sussman, Liam Knapp, Cole Silverman, and Andrew 
Leon.  

On Senior side, the campers enjoyed regular elective activities. In the 
Freshmen, some of the popular activities included Court One basketball and tennis. 
In the Sophomores, some of the popular activities included swimming and Court 
Three basketball. The Juniors enjoyed playing hockey and tennis. The Seniors 
liked sports performance and soccer. Some of the campers who had a good time at 
activities included Jordan Buslik, Damian Bond, Tyler Rosenbaum, Connor 
Meschewski, Sacha Guillerot, and Noah Leon.  

 

 
 

Campers Have Fun in Evening Activities 

For evening activity, the Hill Camp played basketball and quad games. The 
Braves and Chiefs played ping pong and quoits. The Freshmen played basketball. 



The Sophomores and Juniors played quad games. The Seniors had hockey practice 
for the Gordon Cup. Some of the campers preparing for Gordon included Jesse 
Bosselman, Alex Berez, Zach Sherman, Jack Bennett, Max Gasthalter, Freddy 
Murad, Joe Pritti, Jared Barishaw, amongst others.  
 

ANNOUNCEMENT! 
 

Coaches/counselors wanted for the end-of-summer Camper vs. Counselor 
Lacrosse Game! No experience necessary! See Greg Munro at the lacrosse 
field. The counselors are seeking revenge for last summer’s 8-7 loss to the 

campers in overtime! 
 

Camper Interview: True Williams 
 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: True Williams 
 
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Junior and in 
Bunk Hanover 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: East Hampton, New 
York 
 
Q: How many summers 
have you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports at Greylock? 
A: Football and tennis 

 
 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports teams? 
A: The Dallas Cowboys 
and Buffalo Bills 

 
Q: What is your favorite 
food? 
A: Pasta 
 
Q: If you can travel to any 
fictional universe where 
would it be? 
A: Attack on Titan 
 
Q: If you can have dinner 
with any people, dead or 
alive, who would they be? 
A: Michael Jordan, 
Abraham Lincoln, and 
Jacob Kashanian  

 
 

I remember when … “the Senior Soccer Field 
was the football field, and the Senior Football 

Field was the soccer field” – Daniel Martin 
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Charlie Goldschein Leads the Nuggets to Chief NBA Day Victory 
Yesterday, the Chiefs had NBA Day. The group was split into teams and played in a round-robin 

styled event. The teams with the best two records played in the finals. All of the games were fun and 
competitive. In the first game, the Denver Nuggets beat the Cleveland Cavaliers, 64-52. It was a great 
opening game with strong performances by both teams. Charlie Goldschein scored 38 points for Denver 
and Brett Murad scored 37 points for Cleveland. Spencer Rosenstein and Chase Knox both also played 
well on both sides of the court for Denver. In the next game, the Portland Trailblazers beat the Orlando 
Magic, 47-29. Lucas Derfner scored 23 points for Portland, with most of those points scored in the 4th 
quarter. Matthew Sherman and Khalil Spencer both played well despite the loss. In the next game, the 
Trailblazers beat the Cavaliers, 67-41. Lucas Derfner had an electric performance scoring 51 points for 
Portland. It was absolutely insane. Alejandro Rafalin and Thompson Chung both also played well on 
defense. Despite the loss, Matthew Handler and Nathan Solomon both played well. In the next game, the 
Nuggets beat the Magic in a blowout win, 47-15. Charlie Goldschein led the Nuggets with 27 points. 
Chase Knox and Jeffrey Brodsky also played well. For Orlando, Levi Cohen and Matthew Menell put in a 
great effort. In the next game, the Nuggets beat the Blazers, 43-33. Charlie Goldschein, once again, had a 
strong performance scoring 30 points in the team win. Leo Lazar and Ian Seitel both also played well on 
defense. For the Blazers, Lucas Derfner and Ethan Burstein scored a combined 31 points in the loss. In 
the next game, Brett Murad led the Cavs to a win over the Magic, by a score of 45-36. Brett Murad scored 
32 points for the Land. Matthew Sherman and Khalil Spencer scored a combined 25 points in the loss.  

To determine the second team to play in the championship, the #3 seed, Cleveland Cavaliers, and 
#2 seed, Portland Trailblazers, had to play each other. The Blazers ended up beating the Cavs, 39-28. 
Lucas Derfner led the squad to the finals with an outstanding 34 points. Ethan Burstein and Troy 
Middleton also played well on the court. For Cleveland, Brett Murad, Sam Bobker, Oscar Constandse, 
and Alec Schneiderman all played with great effort. Alec Schneiderman came back from an injury to play 
to try. It showed a lot of determination by Alec.  

The final was now set with the Denver Nuggets playing the Portland Trailblazers for a large 
crowd in the Field House. The Nuggets beat the Blazers, 37-29. Charlie Goldschein won the Best Team 
Player award, scoring 27 points to help the Nuggets win the special day event. Lucas Derfner won the 
Best Effort award and Jeffrey Brodsky won the Best Spirit award. It was a very fun special day and the 
division can’t wait for their next.  
 

Connor Meschewski, Jonathan Thomas, and Jonathan Moskowitz Lead 
9th Grade Soccer Team to the Crown 

Yesterday, there was a group of Juniors that traveled to Taconic for a 9th grade soccer 
tournament. The team had a terrific time. They went undefeated in pool play. First, they beat Pontiac, 2-0, 
with Connor Meschewski scoring both goals. Next, they beat a new camp called Arrow Wood by a 8-0 
score. Jonathan Thomas and Connor Meschewski scored two goals each, and Jonathan Moskowitz and 
Jack Bennett also scored. It was a spectacular performance by the team. In the third game, Greylock 
played Taconic and it ended in a draw. Jonathan Moskowitz and Ozzie Teitelbaum both played well. 



Dylan Tuchman and Zach Sherman both played lockdown defense. In the championship game, Greylock 
once again played Taconic and this time won, 2-0. Jonathan Thomas scored the first goal and Connor 
Meschewski scored the second. It was a great tournament victory for the squad.  
 

8th Grade Soccer Put in a Great Effort in Tournament 
We hosted an 8th grade soccer tournament. The Greylock team put in a valiant effort but fell 

short. In the first game, Greylock lost, 4-0. In the second game, in a close game, Greylock lost to Pontiac, 
4-3, in a penalty shootout. Jack Cohen scored a hat trick to give the team a chance to win in a shootout. 
Andrew Kapp and Dylan Hart both also put in a great effort and had great sportsmanship. The campers 
look forward to the next event.  
 

Campers Enjoy Rainy Day Activities and Evening Activities  
On Junior Side, the campers went to first period and played sports before the wet weather took 

over. The rest of the day was a rainy day schedule. The Hill Camp stayed inside the ISP and watched The 
Lego Movie and Minions. The campers had a really fun time, even with the inconvenient weather. There 
was also a group of Braves who watched the movies with Hill Camp. Others were allowed to choose 
between nature and art. Some of the campers who had a good time include Ezra Katz, Shane Kleinberger, 
Max Wagner, Robbie Kashanian, and Micah Silberman. 

On Senior Side, the campers also had a rainy day schedule. In the morning, the Freshmen, 
Sophomores, and Juniors watched Batman Begins in the Senior Social Hall. The Seniors had play 
rehearsal for their upcoming show, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee. Those Seniors not 
participating in the show had strength and conditioning. In the afternoon, the rain was more moderate and 
there were some outdoor activities. One of the fun activities included a great stickball event for the 
Sophomores.  

For evening activity, the Hill Camp played Ga-Ga or watched the Chief NBA Day finals. The 
Braves went to the Field House to watch the first half of the NBA Day final. The Chiefs played the NBA 
Day finals and the campers who didn’t play watched and cheered on the bleachers. The Freshmen 
traveled to Belvoir for a social. Some of the campers who had a fun time included Ben Leon, Zack 
Wasserman, Henry Macdonald, Max Mazur, and Daniel Stern. The Sophomores and Juniors played bunk 
games or watched a movie. The Seniors had a home social with Belvoir. Some of the campers who had a 
fun time included Julian Simaee, Austin Glosserman, Sam Wiedman, Jay Huetz, Mitchell Brodsky, and 
Jacob Ahern. 

Camper Interview: Teddy Haymes 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Teddy Haymes 
 
Q: What division / bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Chief and in Bunk 
Cheyenne 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: New York City 
 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my third summer, 
including family camp in 2020 
 
Q: What are you favorite sports? 
A: Baseball, hockey, and tennis 

 

          
 
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
A: The New York Yankees and 
Rangers 

 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Ramen 
 
Q: What is your favorite moment at 
Greylock this summer so far? 
A: Winning MLB Day 
 
Q: What is your favorite movie? 
A: Star Wars: Episode III-Revenge 
of the Sith 
 
Q: Who is your inspiration? 
A: Alejandro Rafalin  
 

Question: How does Darth Vader like his toast? Answer: On the dark side. 
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Julian Katselnik and Mack Brensilver Lead 10th Grade Baseball Team to Victory 

Yesterday, a group of Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors traveled to Taconic for a 10th grade baseball 
tournament. The team had a really fun time. The team played in a three-team round-robin event. In the first game, 
Freddy Murad helped Greylock get on the scoreboard with stellar base-running. The team ended up beating Winadu, 
3-1. Mack Brensilver pitched an absolute gem, giving up only a few hits. In the next game, Greylock crushed 
Taconic, by a score of 12-2 in a mercy rule. Austin Glosserman hit two triples. Julian Katselnik and Freddy Murad 
were great on offense. Max Gasthalter, Miller Siegel, Alex Berez, and Weston Hochhauser were all great on defense 
throughout the whole event. The team had a lot of fun.  
 

Jacob Gerstel Hits Ringer on First Attempt to Win the Sophomore Greylock Relay 
 Yesterday, the Sophomores had an all-morning Greylock Relay.  The campers assigned themselves to 
different events around campus and ran around completing them. Some of the events included: naming 20 U.S. 
presidents, filling a cup with lake water using a spoon, making a backwards half-court basketball shot, naming 12, 
past or present, athletic staff members, and hitting the crossbar with a soccer ball. The Lemons zoomed through all 
of the events and completing the challenges within the first few attempts.  And at the last event, Jacob Gerstel threw 
a ringer at the quoit pits in his first attempt for his team to win. The winning team, the Lemons, included: Jacob 
Gerstel, Dylan Hart, Asher Feldman, Hunter Udis, Charlie Alpert, Jack Reich, Jake Knopke, Nate Grossman, Theo 
Shin, and was led by Bennett Soodek. The campers had a really fun time and were engaged throughout the event.  
 

Campers Enjoy Golf Invitational 
 Yesterday, there was a Berkshire Invitational Golf Tournament at Tekoa Country Club for campers from 
multiple divisions. The team overall came in second place in a field of six teams. The campers really enjoyed going 
out and competing. Dean Folise and Eddy Goldberg both had fine performances. Another standout was Jack Bennett 
who had a score of 38 for nine holes. Jack Bennett ended up winning his group bracket. Jordan Lubowitz and Gavin 
Boyarsky both also had a fun time at the golf course.  
 

 
  

Teddy Wagner Leads 7th Grade Baseball in a Valiant Effort in Tournament 
  There was a group of Freshmen that traveled to Winadu for a 7th grade baseball tournament. The boys beat 
Pontiac, 9-1, and then beat Watitoh, by the same 9-1 score. There were four home runs on the day, including a 
titanic blast from Graham Vogel. They faced off against the host team, Winadu, in the championship and lost a 1-0 
heartbreaker in the final inning. Jordan Hirsh, Drew Novick, and Teddy Wagner all pitched well for the team. Teddy 
also hit three home runs and a triple on the day. 



 Campers Enjoy Intercamp and Have Fun in Mah-Kee-Nac Swim Meet 
Yesterday, the Hill Camp traveled to Winadu for a morning intercamp. The boys played a soccer game, a football 

game, and three basketball games. The boys won two of the three basketball games and won the soccer game. One of the 
standouts from today was Leo Feinberg who had an electric performance in basketball on both offense and defense. Parker 
Resnick, Walker Dillon, and Asher Kind also all had strong performances. Justin Reyes played well in the soccer game, playing 
lockdown defense.  Griffin Richman and Leo Wishnow both played well in the football game, despite the loss.  
  There was also a group of swimmers who traveled to Mah-Kee-Nac for a dual meet. The campers had a really 
enjoyable time. One of the highlights of the meet was when the boys swept the backstroke relay. Some of the standouts from the 
meet included Dylan Tuchman and Danny Rosenberg. The team just fell short to Mah-Kee-Nac, getting 2nd place. It was a great 
effort by the team, and had a lot of fun despite the loss. 

 
Braves Enjoy Davis Cup Day 

The Braves had Davis Cup Tennis Day in the morning. The campers had a really fun time in the event. The campers 
were split into doubles teams in two flight brackets. They played short sets in a round-robin throughout the morning. They had 
the finals after dinner. Chris Hummel and Gavin Gilbert won the first flight, and Charlie Siena and Luke Ringer won the second 
flight. The Braves had a ton of fun watching and cheering on their friends in the finals for evening activity. The Braves are 
looking forward to their next event.  

 
Seniors Enjoy Play Rehearsal and Social with Romaca 

 Yesterday, some Seniors spent time in play rehearsal in the afternoon with the girls from Romaca for their upcoming 
joint performance, The 25th Putnam Valley Spelling Bee. The campers had a great time practicing lines and learning how the 
show is going to be choreographed. After dinner, the Seniors and Romaca had a social. The campers had a lot of fun spending 
time with the girls. Some of the campers who had a really good time included Sawyer Wolkowitz, Mitchell Brodsky, Joe Pritti, 
Julian Simaee, Weston Hochhauser, Jacob Ahern, and Jordan Abrutyn. 

 
Party-Themed Dance Party and Jacobs Cup Pep Rally Highlight Evening Activity 

 
For evening activity, the Hill Camp had a party-themed dance and music party on the sundeck that included roasting 

marshmallows and s’mores. The campers had a really fun time dancing to music and playing different games like hula 
hooping.           
 Last night, the Seniors organized a pep rally for today’s basketball tournament hosted by Timber Lake, the Jacobs Cup. 
All of Senior Side gathered on lower quad and had a really fun time cheering and getting hyped up for the huge event. There was 
loud music and moshpits for each of the players. Also, Jim came down and gave some wise words of encouragement for the team 
and to senior side. The team includes: Zach Schweid, Cooper Rumack, Luke Folise, Austin Glosserman, Freddy Murad, Owen 
Alpert, Miller Siegel, Julian Katselnik, Jordan Lubowitz, Jared Barishaw, and the injured Steven Weiss. The team is coached by 
Mario Selph and Ian Hutchins.   

 
Camper Interview: Sam Bobker 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Sam Bobker  
 
Q: What division and bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Chief and in Bunk Cheyenne 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: New York City 
 
Q: How many summers have you been 
coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my third summer, including 
family camp in 2020 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Baseball, hockey, and soccer 

 

                 
Q: What are your favorite sports teams? 
A: The New York Yankees, Rangers, 
Knicks, Liberty, and Leicester City F.C. 
 

Q: What is your favorite movie? 
A: The Sandlot  
 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Eggs 
 
Q: What are your best friends at 
Greylock? 
A: Thompson Chung and Teddy Haymes 
 
Q: What play are you practicing for right 
now, and what’s your role? 
A: Willy Wonka, and I’m playing the 
role of Grandpa Joe 

 

QUESTION: What do you call an alligator detective? 
ANSWER: An investi-gator 
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Teddy Haymes & Alex Macdonald Star in Willy Wonka 
For evening activity last night, both junior and senior sides watched the Chiefs’ performance 

of Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, starring Teddy Haymes as Willy and Alex Macdonald as 
Charlie Bucket. The Chiefs did a spectacular job singing songs and there were also quite a few funny 
moments. Other campers who did a great job in the show included Thompson Chung, Troy Middleton, 
Julian Scarpelli, Matthew Menell, Austin Ehrlich, Sam Bobker, Matthew Kleinhandler, Spencer 
Rosenstein, Caleb Silverman, and Leo Lazar. Ben Cohen and his staff staged another winner! 
 

Zach Schweid Leads Greylock in a Valiant Effort in Jacobs Cup 
Yesterday, there was a group of Juniors and Seniors that traveled to Timber Lake for the 11th 

grade Jacobs Cup basketball tournament.  Greylock put in a valiant effort. The team drew Camp Wayne 
in the first game, which they lost, 48-36. Wayne eventually made it to the championship game. Next, they 
beat Tyler Hill, 47-40. In the complicated tie-breaker to advance, some 1-1 teams went forward, but 
Greylock did not. In the Tyler Hill game, Luke Folise and Zach Schweid both had great offensive 
performances. In the win, Zach Schweid scored 25 points. Julian Katselnik and Cooper Rumack both also 
played well defensively. Jacob Kashanian was also strong in the paint and all over the glass. It was a great 
effort by the team.  
 

Maddox Larner Scores Buzzer-Beater to Win Jr. Waterpolo Day  
The Juniors had Waterpolo Day yesterday in the morning. The division had a splash playing. The 

division was split into four teams and played in a round-robin-styled event. In the first game, the ISP beat 
the Field House, 4-2. For the ISP, Jesse Bosselman and Maddox Larner scored two goals each. Alex 
Berez and Max Gasthalter scored the two goals for the Field House.  In the next game, the Athletic Trailer 
and the Mason Green tied, 2-2. For the Trailer, Dylan Tuchman was terrific swimming passed defenders 
and scoring two goals. For the Mason Green, Oliver Friedland and Chase Lewin scored the goals. In the 
next game, the Field House and the Mason Green tied, 3-3. Oliver Friedland had an electric performance 
scoring a hat trick for the Mason Green. For the Field House, Max Gasthalter led with two goals and 
Jonathan Thomas had the other. In the next game, the ISP beat the Trailer, 3-1. Maddox Larner, Jesse 
Bosselman, and Mack Brensilver scored the goals for the ISP. Dylan Tuchman scored the lone goal for 
the Trailer. In the next game, the ISP beat Mason Green, 2-1. For the ISP, Jesse Bosselman and Mack 
Brensilver scored the goals. Oliver Friedland scored the lone goal for the Mason Green. In the next game, 
the Athletic Trailer beat the Field House, 4-2. For the Athletic Trailer, both Zach Sherman and Jonathan 
Moskowitz had strong performances scoring two goals each. For the Field House, Max Gasthalter and 
Aaron Kaminsky scored the goals.  

The championship game was now set with the undefeated ISP going against the Athletic Trailer. 
It was a very fun game. Jack Bennett scored the first goal for the Trailer, however, something happened. 
Connor Meschewski accidentally got an own-goal to get the ISP on the board. The game was then tied, 1-
1. In the last 5 seconds of the game, Maddox Larner swam to the half-point and launched the ball into the 



goal to win it for the ISP on a buzzer-beater! It was absolutely insane. Cooper Winter was also fantastic in 
goal throughout the whole event for the ISP. The campers had a really fun time and kept it competitive.  
 

Leo Feinberg Dominates in First Part of Hill Camp NBA Day 
Yesterday, the Hill Camp had the first part of their NBA Day. The Hill Campers were split into 

six teams and played in two brackets with three teams each. The campers played four games in total until 
the heat took over and cut it short. The day will pick up where it left off in the next few days. In the first 
game, the Cleveland Cavaliers beat the New Orleans Pelicans, 25-15. Leo Feinberg led with 19 points for 
Cleveland. Asher Kind and Finn Rooney both played well for New Orleans. In the next game, the 
Orlando Magic beat the Denver Nuggets, 10-8. David Burstein and Carsten Shucart played well for 
Orlando. In the next game, the Cavaliers beat the Utah Jazz, 21-10. Leo Feinberg scored 19 points again 
for Cleveland. Ethan Berg and Owen Porter both also played well. In the next game, the Portland 
Trailblazers beat the Nuggets, 25-8. The campers had a really fun time and are looking forward to 
continuing the special day event soon. 
 

7th Grade Basketball Falls Just Short in Tournament 
Yesterday, there was a group of Freshmen that traveled to Pontiac for a 7th-grade basketball 

tournament. The team had a lot of fun. They played four close games over the course of the day. The team 
opened by beating Winadu in a close game, 33-32. Zack Wasserman and Daniel Boulan both played 
extremely well in the win. In the next game, the team lost to Pontiac, 37-29. Graham Vogel played well 
on both sides of the court despite the loss. In the next game, the team beat Lenox, 42-32, to advance to the 
playoffs. Daniel Stern and Zack Wasserman both had strong performances to push the team forward. The 
team advanced to the semi-finals and played against Pontiac. Greylock fought hard all the way through 
but lost, 26-23 in a nail-biter. Despite the loss, Eddy Goldberg and Zack Wasserman both put in a great 
effort. The team still had a really enjoyable time despite falling short.  
 

8th Grade Baseball Put in a Great Effort in Tournament 
Yesterday, there was a group of Sophomores that traveled to Scatico for an 8th-grade baseball 

tournament. In the first game, Greylock beat Lenox, 3-1, in a great game. Tyler Feldman pitched a gem 
and Jacob Gerstel and Garren Bailey hit well. In the next game, the heat caught up to the team and they 
fell just short losing, 7-3. It was a valiant effort by the team. 
 

Camper Interview: Sawyer Wolkowitz 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Sawyer Wolkowitz 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Senior and in Bunk Wisconsin 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: New York City 
 
Q: How many summers have you been 
coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 7th summer 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Lacrosse and hockey 
 

                
Q: What are your favorite Greylock 
memories? 
A: Winning my Freshman rope to win 
Red & Grey and losing my sub-senior 
rope to Juju Katselnik 

 
Q: What is your favorite movie? 
A: Whiplash 
 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Sushi 
 
Q: Who are your best friends at 
Greylock? 
A: Bunk Wisconsin 
 
Q: Who is your favorite counselor? 
A: Jim Mason  

I remember when  … “Bernie used to do Bernie Center every morning to let us know the scores” –Ethan Rifkin  
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Charlie Goldschein Leads Greylock Red Basketball to a Tournament Victory 

Yesterday, we hosted the Greylock Grade 6 Basketball Tournament. It was a seven-team event, which 
included two home teams: Greylock Red and Greylock Grey. Greylock Red won several games to make the finals. 
In the first game, Greylock Red beat Scatico, 55-16. Lucas Derfner led in points scoring 18 points. Khalil Spencer 
also played well, having multiple defensive stops. In their next game, Greylock Red beat Wah-Nee. Nate Solomon 
and Brett Murad both played well. The Grey team played well but lost a 4-point game to Scatico before they were 
knocked out. Ryder Hauser, Chris Hummel, and Levi Cohen all played well despite getting knocked out of the 
tournament. The Greylock Red team faced Winadu in the finals and beat them by a score of 49-44, with a strong 
fourth quarter. Charlie Goldschein had a great game scoring 25 points and led the squad. Lucas Derfner also scored 
14 points, with most of it scored in the second half. Nate Solomon also had a big game. Khalil Spencer was 
spectacular on the defensive end.  The crowd was loud and spirited, and the team was very proud of themselves. 
Scott Lee coached the team and did a great job. 

 

 
 

Junior Side Assembly 
 After dinner, we hosted our third junior side assembly of the summer. The campership award winners were 
Owen Einhorn, David Burstein, Ian Schwarzwalder, and Troy Middleton. The honor bunks were Pawnee, Tuscarora, 
Hopi, and Cherokee. Jim led the staff meeting, so Ed was a breath of fresh air to the assembly crowd. We applaud 
him. Ed had the boys speak about good deeds at camp and asked campers to tell the crowd about some important 
things they have witnessed in the last few days. 
 

9th Grade Football Team Falls Just Short 
Late in the afternoon, a group of Juniors traveled to Winadu for a 9th-grade football game under the lights. 

In the opening game, Greylock beat Wah-Nee, 35-14. Jesse Bosselman, Cooper Winter, and Jonathan Thomas all 
played superbly on offense and defense. In the next game, Greylock lost to Winadu, 49-37. Despite the loss, 
Jonathan Moskowitz and Maddox Larner both played extremely well moving up the ball. In the next game, 
Greylock bounced back from their loss and dominated against Lenox, winning 56-28. Max Gasthalter went 
absolutely crazy making some tough offensive plays. Alex Berez also played extremely well. The team qualified for 
the quarter-finals, but fell to Wah-Nee in a tough battle, 38-29. Maddox Larner, Jesse Bosselman, and Cooper 
Winter all put in great effort in the game. Connor Meschewski also played stellar defense.  



 
Campers Enjoy the Annual Berkshires Regatta 

 There was also a group of campers who traveled to Camp Lenox for the annual Berkshire Sailing Regatta. The 
pairings included Juan Pablo Girault and Eli Tanen, Zev Goren and Chase Lewin, and Cooper Rosenstein and Matthew 
Stern. Greylock sailed well, finishing fifth in a field of ten camps. The campers had a lot of fun sailing on the water and it 
was a nice way to spend a nice, warm day. They are looking forward to more races this summer, including in Red & Grey. 
 

Seniors Enjoy Frat Day as Sophs Depart for Trip to Bryn Mawr 
Yesterday, the Seniors had a special event in the morning called Brian Davis (Frat) Day. The event included a 

game of water pong, ultimate frisbee, and a stickball tournament. After their heavy day the day before and the heavy day 
today, they needed a low-key day – and they loved it. Some of the campers who had a really fun time included Austin 
Glosserman, Jacob Ahern, Julian Simaee, Sacha Guillerot, Weston Hochhauser, Nico Diaz, and Gavin Boyarsky.  
 Yesterday, the Sophomores woke up early and left to go on the first of their two trips this summer. It was the first 
overnight trip since 2019.First, they went to Danbury, where they stopped for some shopping and lunch. Then, they went 
to Camp Bryn Mawr in Pennsylvania. They went swimming with the girls in their pool, had snacks, and then went to 
check into their hotel. They then returned to Bryn Mawr for dinner, spent time with the girls, and had a social event. The 
campers are having a really fun time. They have another exciting day planned for tomorrow.  
 

Braves Have Fun in Bock Bonanza 
In the afternoon, the Braves had a special event called the Bock Bonanza, organized by Josh Bock, which 

included a series of challenges around camp including a scavenger hunt, kayak relay, and a kickball competition. The 
campers loved it. The division was split into four teams and was led by coaches. The first event was the scavenger hunt. 
The boundaries were from Brave row to the hockey rink. Team Superman won the hunt. The next event was the kayak 
relay. Superman pulled off the win again. After the relay, the campers cooled off with a polar bear in the water. Next was 
kickball where Team Green Lantern advanced to the finals on the strength of a diving catch by Noah Muskat, but 
ultimately fell to the Aquamen. Team Aquamen included: Adam Weis, Andrew Gecht, Caleb Werthamer, Ian 
Schwarzwalder, Jackson Paldino, Nathan Bishara, Royal Puritz, and Ryder Hauser. Some other campers who had fun 
included Julian Reisman, Joseph Bernstein, Ethan Andersen, Myles Sussman, Rohan Sarju, Ricardo Constandse, and 
Louis Gellibert.  
 

Seniors Enjoy Mini-Golf and Ice Cream 
After dinner, the Seniors went off-campus to play at a mini-golf course. The campers had a lot of fun and great 

quality time with each other. Afterwards, the campers went out to enjoy ice cream. Some of the campers who had a great 
time included Sawyer Wolkowitz, Jared Barishaw, Ben Feuer, Jay Huetz, and Jordan Abrutyn.  
 

Camper Interview: Luke Ringer 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Luke Ringer 
 
Q: What division / bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Brave and in Bunk Navajo 
 
Q: Where do you live?  
A: Needham, Massachusetts 
 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
 
Q: What has been your favorite 
moment at Greylock so far? 
A: Winning Davis Cup Day 

              
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Basketball and lacrosse 
 

Q: What is your favorite sports 
team? 
A: The Boston Celtics  
 
Q: What is your favorite movie? 
A: Minions 
 
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Seb Mills and Carlos Martinez 
 
Q: How many ringers have you had 
so far this summer? 
A: One 

 

 
QUESTION: If athletes get athlete’s foot, what do elves get? ANSWER: Mistletoes 
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Camden Marsh, Owen Porter, & Grayson Rosenberg Lead 4th Grade Soccer to Victory 

 A group of Hill Campers traveled to Taconic for a 4th-grade soccer tournament. The team went undefeated in very high-
scoring games. In the first game, Greylock beat Taconic, 6-0. It was an incredible performance by the team with six goals from six 
different scorers. The scorers were Owen Porter, Camden Marsh, Grayson Rosenberg, Micah Silberman, Asher Kind, and Finn Rooney. 
In the next game, Greylock beat Lenox, 7-1. There was an amazing run and cross by Camden Marsh and it was finished off by Grayson 
Rosenberg at the back post for the first goal. Owen Porter scored a hat trick, Asher Kind scored two goals, and Micah Silberman scored 
the other. The team advanced to the semi-finals and played against Watitoh, whom they ended up beating by a score of 7-0. Grayson 
Rosenberg led with two goals. Owen Porter, Finn Rooney, Teddy Boskoff, and Ethan Berg scored the other goals. Carsten Shucart pulled 
off amazing diving save to keep the clean sheet intact for Greylock. The team then advanced to the finals against Taconic A. It was a 
very close, tight opening four minutes but Greylock executed a lightning-fast counter-attack started by Shane Kleinberger and Grayson 
Rosenberg, which was finished off by Camden Marsh. Camden Marsh ended up scoring an electric double hat trick along with goals 
from Finn Rooney and Asher Kind to secure the win, 8-1. Greylock was untouchable and dominated the field. It was a great effort by the 
campers and they can’t wait for their next event.  
 

 
Greylock Puts in a Valiant Effort in 16.0 Basketball Tournament Winning Three Games 

 Yesterday, we hosted our home 11th-grade basketball tournament. Greylock had two teams: Greylock Red and Greylock 
Grey, among the seven teams at the event. In the first round, the Greylock Grey team had a bye and Greylock Red played Brant Lake. 
Greylock Red beat Brant Lake, 64-57. Zach Schweid had an amazing start to the day with 31 points. Cooper Rumack and Jordan 
Lubowitz both also played well in the team win. In the next round, Greylock Grey went up against Greylock Red. It was great to see our 
two Greylock teams go head-to-head. Greylock Red ended up victorious beating Grey, 55-28. It was an all-around great effort by the 
teams. For Red, Zach Schweid, Freddy Murad, and Cooper Rumack scored a combined 27 points. For Grey, Jonathan Thomas played 
superbly, scoring 18 points. Greylock Grey then went to play Pontiac but fell by a score of 70-55. Despite the loss, Cooper Winter was 
fantastic, especially when the team was down, hitting 5 threes in a great effort to come back. Jonathan Thomas and Jacob Ahern both 
also played well scoring a combined 38 points. Greylock Red then advanced to the semi-finals and went against Brant Lake, once again. 
Brant Lake beat Winadu to work their way out of the loser’s bracket to set up a rematch. Greylock Red beat Brant Lake in a close game, 
65-64. Zach Schweid and Freddy both had strong performances, scoring 28 points and 12 points, respectively. Freddy Murad was great 
on defense, grabbing countless rebounds and stopping the ball. Owen Alpert also played great, having some nice put backs and plays.  

The championship game was Greylock Red going against a strong Lenox team. Lenox beat Greylock Red, 73-55. It was an 
absolute valiant effort by Red. Zach Schweid led in points scoring 22 points despite missing over a quarter with an injury. Luke Folise 
and Cooper Rumack both played well, moving the ball and making some tough shots. Even when the opposing team had the lead, the 
players didn’t back down and put in their full effort. Lenox pressed until the final whistle despite the large lead. 

  
Daniel Boulan Lifts Portugal to a Frosh World Cup Soccer Day Championship 

  Yesterday, the Freshmen had World Cup Soccer Day. The division was split into four teams and played in round-robin-styled 
event. In the first game, France beat Italy, 4-2. Hunter Tuchman had a great performance, scoring all four goals for France. For Italy, 
Dean Folise and Henry Macdonald scored one goal each.  In the next game, Portugal beat Spain, 3-2. In this close match, Teddy Wagner 
scored 2 goals and Daniel Boulan scored once for Portugal to squeeze out the win. For Spain, Zack Wasserman and Drew Novick each 
scored. In the next game, Spain beat France, 4-1. Zack Wasserman had a fine performance, scoring a hat trick for Spain. Drew Novick 
scored the other goal in the win. Henry Macdonald scored the lone goal for France. In the next game, Portugal beat Italy in a blow-out 
win, 8-2. Daniel Boulan had a strong performance, scoring five goals. Greg Grossman and Owen Unter each had a goal as well. One of 



the highlights of this game was when Jake Detmer came out of goal and scored as the goalkeeper for Portugal. For Italy, despite the loss, 
Hunter Tuchman and Eli Tanen each scored. In the next game, Spain beat Italy, 4-2. Zack Wasserman led with two goals for Spain. 
Drew Novick and Simon Garrity each scored one. One of the highlights of the game was Simon Garrity’s goal which was shot from the 
opposite side of the field. Eli Tanen and Hunter Tuchman both scored for Italy. In the next game, in another high-scoring affair Portugal 
beat France, 7-3. Daniel Boulan led with a hat trick, Teddy Wagner scored two goals, and Owen Unter and Greg Grossman each scored 
one goal. For France, Graham Vogel, Henry Macdonald, and Dean Folise had great goals despite the loss.  

The championship game was now set with undefeated Portugal going up against Spain. The game was very exciting and 
competitive. Portugal ended up victorious with Daniel Boulan leading the charge with an amazing performance scoring a hat trick, each 
of which was assisted by Teddy Wagner. Jordan Buslik, Raf Puritz, and Damian Bond all played well for Portugal as well. For Spain, 
Drew Novick and Zack Wasserman scored the two goals. Daniel Stern, Max Mazur, and Noah Greenburg all played well despite the 
loss. Daniel Boulan won the Best Team Player award and led the day in goals with a total of 12 goals. Drew Novick won the Best Effort 
award and Zaire Spencer won the Best Spirit award. It was an overall great special event and the division can’t wait for their next one.  

 

Chiefs Enjoy Waterpolo Day and Bock Bonanza 
  Yesterday, the Chiefs had two special events, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. In the morning, the boys had 
Waterpolo Day. The boys were divided into four teams and played a waterpolo tournament. They had a blast and enjoyed having a cool 
down from the heat. In the first game, the Athletic Trailer beat the Field House, 1-0. In the second game, the South Field beat the Sailing 
Dock in overtime, 2-1. Matthew Handler scored the overtime goal to win it for the South Field. In the next game, the Field House beat 
the South Field, 5-0. Lucas Derfner led with four goals and Chase Knox had two nice assists. In the next game, the Trailer beat the 
Sailing Dock, 1-0, with a goal by Alejandro Rafalin. In the next game, the Trailer beat the South Field, 4-1. In the next game, the Field 
House beat the Sailing Dock, 4-1. The championship was between the Athletic Trailer and the Field House. The Trailer ended up 
winning by a score of 4-2. One of the standouts during the event was Xavi Solish, who had strong performances in the water. After 
lunch, the boys had the Bock Bonanza, which included a series of challenges around camp including a scavenger hunt, a kayak relay, and 
a kickball competition. The campers had a lot of fun.  

  
Braves Enjoy Day Hike to Ice Glen and Monument Mountain 

  Yesterday, there was a group of Braves, the Paddleboats, who went on a day hike. The campers had a really fun time. First, the 
group went to Ice Glen, which is a ravine and trail in Stockbridge, to learn about hiking and some facts about different trees and rocks. 
Then, they went into the glen where they were able to travel through some small caves. Next, they went to Monument Mountain, where 
they hiked up a steep mountain to a waterfall where they were able to play. Some of the campers who really enjoyed the trip included 
Adam Weis, Brandon Berger, Declan Cox, Jackson Paldino, Julian Reisman, Lewis Dinerstein, Luke Ringer, and Rohan Sarju.  
  

Sophomores Have Fun on Bryn Mawr Trip 
  Two days ago, the Sophomores traveled to Pennsylvania to spend time at Bryn Mawr. Yesterday, the campers woke up and 
went to a nearby amusement park where they met the girls. At the park, they enjoyed mini-golf, arcade games, hitting cages, bumper 
boats, and go-carts. Once the girls left, the campers had pizza and left to go to the movies. They saw Minions: The Rise of Gru. Then, 
they hit the road, stopped for some shopping and food, and came back to Greylock. It was a splendid time. Some of the campers who had 
a great time included JJ Heyman, Garren Bailey, Jake Schweid, Connor Wolfson, and Hunter Udis.  

  
Braves and Chiefs Enjoy Camping Overnight  

Last night, the Braves and Chiefs went out for an on-campus overnight at Greylock. The Braves went to the Near Lean-to and 
the Chiefs went to the Far Lean-to. The Braves made a significant bonfire. They ate burgers, hot dogs, and made s’mores over the open 
fire. They then played sardines in the woods. They went stargazing on the south field and slept under the stars. Some of the campers who 
had a great time included Alex Moskowitz, Nathan Bishara, and Dylan Sloan. The Chiefs all had a really fun time at the Far Lean-to. 
They made a campfire and ate cookies, cooked hot dogs and burgers, and made s’mores. They then play tag in the woods and had 
popcorn. The group stayed up late listening to music and joking around the campfire. Some campers who had a really great time included 
Brett Murad, Levi Cohen, Leo Lazar, Lucas Derfner, and Matthew Sherman.  

 
Camper Interview: Sam Wiedman  

Q: What is your name? 
A: Sam Wiedman 
  
Q: What division and bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Senior and in Bunk Wisconsin 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: New York City 
  
Q: How many summers have you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my 7th summer  

                       
       
Q: What is one of your favorite Greylock 
memories? 

A: Playing Senior A soccer last summer. We lost. 
  
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Soccer and tennis 
  
Q: Who are your favorite counselors from your 
entire Greylock career? 
A: Sam Andelman, Dave Zwiebel, and John 
Likanje 
  
Q: If you could have dinner with any three people, 
dead or alive, who would they be? 
A: Theodore Roosevelt, Marcus Aurelius, and 
Archimedes 
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Campers Enjoy Regular Activities on a Warm Summer Day  
  Yesterday, both Junior and Senior Side had regular activities. It was another warm 
weather day at Greylock. The temperatures were in low-to-mid-80s all day. For the Hill 
Campers, the morning program featured a lot of tennis, art, and basketball. For the 
Braves, the morning program included baseball and soccer. For the Chiefs, the morning 
program included waterskiing, swimming, and wall-climb. In the afternoon, we switched 
to an alternative schedule because of the warm weather. It included extended Rec Swim, 
time playing the Field House, and Ga-Ga. Some of the campers who had a good time 
included Justin Reyes, Parker Resnick, Lewis Dinerstein, Ezra Masor, and Gates Schulz.  

On Senior Side, the program was similar with the campers having regular elective 
activities in the morning, an alternative schedule in the afternoon. Some of the popular 
morning activities included strength and conditioning, basketball, waterskiing, and tennis. 
In the afternoon, the schedule included more time in the lake, weight room, art, and 
movie options. One exception was the Seniors who spent much of the day in play 
rehearsal for their upcoming joint performance of The 25th Annual Putnam County 
Spelling Bee with the girls from Romaca. Some of the campers who had a good time 
include Jacob Silver, Shane Levy, Oliver Friedland, Jared Barishaw, Juan Pablo Girault, 
Grey Zittman, and Leo Herman.  

  
 

Senior Side Assembly 
After dinner, we had our Senior Side assembly, which was run by Ed. He gave a great 
speech about the importance of doing the right thing at camp. This week’s campership 
awards were given to Drew Novick, Charlie Alpert, Chase Agudo, and Julian Katselnik. 
The honor bunks included bunks Amherst, Georgetown, and Yale. Congratulations to all 
that were awarded.  
  



Senior Siders Prepare for the Gordon Cup  
  Last evening, a group of hockey players had Gordon practice. The campers ran a 
bunch of drills including 1v1’s against the goalie, angle shots, breakaways, and 
conditioning. The campers played a scrimmage to wrap things up. The campers are very 
excited for the tournament. Some of the campers who had a great time last night included 
Jesse Bosselman, Zachary Calveric, Cameron Scesa, Joe Pritti, Jordan Abrutyn, Cooper 
Rumack, and Zach Sherman.  
  

Hill Camp Get Ready for Robin Hood Performance 
Yesterday, the Hill Camp had another play rehearsal for their upcoming 

performance of Robin Hood. Right now, the campers are memorizing their lines and 
auditioning for certain roles. Finnley Levensaler is penciled in to play the role of Robin 
Hood, and Aaron Dyner will be playing the role of the sheriff. The campers are quite 
excited and can’t wait to perform for everyone.  
  

Camper Interview: Leo Wishnow 
  
Q: What is your name? 
A: Leo Wishnow 
  
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in Bunk 
New Hideaway 31 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Austin, Texas 
  
Q: How many summers have 
you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
  
Q: What are your favorite 
sports? 
A: Soccer and baseball 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
sports team? 
A: The Kansas City Chiefs 
  

Q: What is your favorite 
food? 
A: Tacos 

 
  

 
Q: Who is your favorite 
superhero? 
A: The Flash  

  
Q: If you can meet anyone, 
dead or alive, who would it 
be? 
A: Patrick Mahomes 
  
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Molly Worthing and 
Jamie Wong 
  
Q: What has been one of your 
favorite moments so far at 
Greylock? 
A: Going on the zip-line for 
the first time 
  
Q: What is something you 
haven’t done that you’re 
looking forward to doing? 
A: Waterskiing. I have tried 
out knee-boarding and want 
to ski. 

QUESTION: What is Forrest Gump’s password? 
ANSWER: 1Forrest1  
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Jordan Lubowitz, Sam Wiedman, and Jordan Abrutyn Star 
in The 25th Annual Putnam Valley Spelling Bee 

  
 Last evening, the Seniors had a joint performance of The 25th Annual Putnam Valley 
Spelling Bee with the oldest girls at Romaca. The show was wonderful and full of witty dialogue. 
The musical comedy tells the tale of several socially awkward youngsters finding joy, heartache, 
and purpose in competing at the regional spelling bee. There was some stellar acting and singing. 
The stars of the show included Jordan Lubowitz, Sam Wiedman, and Jordan Abrutyn. Others 
who did well included Jaden Leon, Cooper Rosenstein, Weston Hochhauser, Freddy Murad, and 
Matthew Stern. This was Ben’s final show of the summer. We give Mr. Cohen our most sincere 
thanks on another amazing job this summer bringing Broadway to Becket. The Hill Camp show 
will be directed by Alix and the drama staff. 
 

 Campers Enjoy Activities on Another Warm Summer Day 
  
 On junior side yesterday, the campers had regular activities in the morning and an 
extended Rec Swim in the afternoon to cool off. The sun was out and the temperatures were in 
the high-80s. For Hill Camp, some of the popular activities included swimming, soccer, and 
basketball. For the Braves, some of the popular activities included swimming, waterskiing, and 
art. For the Chiefs, some of the popular activities included basketball, baseball, and lacrosse. 
Some of the campers who had a good time included Myles Sussman, Max Rapoport, Owen 
Einhorn, Cam Marsh, Noah Gantt, Joseph Bernstein, Charlie Siena, and Troy Middleton. 
 On Senior Side, the campers also had regular elective activities. Some popular activities 
included tennis, weight training, basketball, swimming, and soccer. In the afternoon, the campers 
enjoyed a nice Rec Swim and some of them went paddle boarding. Some of the campers who 
had a good time included Sourya Gurram, Max Schorr, Jeremy Kent, Jacob Kashanian, Jack 
Reich, Austin Glosserman, and Jacob Ahern.  
 

 



 Hunter Udis & Gavin Gilbert Dominate in Tennis Tourney 
 Early yesterday morning, there was a group of campers that traveled to Winadu for an 

early morning tennis tournament. The tournament had four teams in it. The Greylock team had 
campers from multiple divisions. Some of the standouts included Hunter Udis and Gavin Gilbert 
who won their brackets. Others who did well included Cooper Rosenstein and Avi Farber who 
finished as the runners-up in their brackets. The campers had a ton of fun, despite the epically 
early start time.  

 

Royal Puritz Goes Undefeated in Chess Tournament 
 There was also a group of junior side campers who traveled to Taconic for a chess tournament. 
The campers had a great time. Some of the outstanding players included Royal Puritz and 
Harrison Bagliebter. The team all did a great job in round-robin play and Royal Puritz went 
undefeated. The team was able to advance to the semi-finals in this event.  

  

Chief and Frosh Twilight Intercamp Gets Cut Short 
  

There was a Freshmen and Chief twilight intercamp at Winadu. The campers played two 
basketball games, a baseball game, two soccer games, and a hockey game. The basketball teams 
were winning before it was canceled due to rain. We were tied in baseball and soccer, and losing 
hockey at the time. The divisions still had a great time regardless of the inclement weather and 
enjoyed the trip.  
  

Camper Interview: Ozzie Teitelbaum 
  
Q: What is your name? 
A: Ozzie Teitelbaum 
  
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Junior and in 
Bunk Lehigh 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: New York City 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
activity at Greylock? 
A: Stickball 
  
  
  
   

 
  
  
  
  

 Q: How many summers 
have you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my 4th summer 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
sports team? 
A: The New York Rangers 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
food? 
A: Sausages 
  
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Ben Lam and Mau 
Aguilar 

I remember when … “Jenn Leveille was my traveling coach” –Jacob Gruber  
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Finn Rooney, Owen Porter, and Grayson Rosenberg 
Push 4th Grade Soccer Team to Victory 

Yesterday, a group of Hill Campers traveled to Mah-Kee-Nac for a 4th grade soccer tournament. The team 
did an amazing job and blew it out of the water. The team went undefeated and won the championship. Something 
that was different from the previous soccer tournament was that the team was playing on a much larger field. 
However, the team quickly adapted well to it. In the first game, Greylock beat Mah-Kee-Nac, 5-0. Greylock opened 
the scoring early with a goal from Willie Winter. Greylock continued to press the defense which led to more goals 
from Grayson Rosenberg, Asher Kind, and Owen Porter. The half-time score was 4-0. Greylock’s goal in the second 
half was to keep as much possession as possible, which they did beautifully. The only second half goal came from 
another tournament star, Charlie Newstadt, who was impressive, all tournament. In the next game, Greylock came 
into it knowing that another win would seal them the trophy. But, the game was against a tough Pontiac team. 
Greylock, again, took an early lead behind a goal from Camden Marsh. Greylock continued to apply pressure for the 
entire half, but just before the half-time whistle, on their first attack, Pontiac scored to tie it, 1-1. At the beginning of 
the second half, Pontiac had a free kick on the edge of our penalty area, which they did score. Greylock was down 2-
1. The players kept their heads high and continued to battle. Owen Porter and Camden Marsh continued to link up, 
playing off each other which led to a top corner strike by Owen to tie the game. Then, Finn Rooney got possession 
of the ball in the midfield and drove all the way through Pontiac’s defense, and finished off a fantastic solo goal to 
give Greylock the lead once more. Shane Kleinberger and Dylan Stein remained solid in the center of defense to 
keep Pontiac from scoring and moving forward. One final goal from Grayson Rosenberg sealed the win, and the 
boys came back to camp with another trophy. It was a great team effort for the Hill Camp squad that won two soccer 
tournaments in the last five days coached by Soccer Department Head Harry Blackburn.  
  

Jackson Paldino and Adam Weis Lead Norway to Brave 
World Cup Soccer Day Victory 

  Yesterday, the Braves had World Cup Soccer Day. The division was split into four teams and played in a 
round-robin styled event. The campers had a lot of fun. In the first game, Norway and Belgium played to a draw, 3-
3. Adam Weis led with two goals for Norway. In the next game, there was another tie between Sweden and 
Switzerland. It was a great effort by both teams. Ethan Burstein and Nathan Bishara both played well. In the next 
game, Belgium beat Sweden, 4-2. Ohev Abergel scored the go-ahead making it 3-2 off a penalty kick. Jack Zittman 
then scored the dagger for Belgium to win, 4-2. In the next game, Norway beat Sweden, 4-2. Adam Weis and 
Declan Cox both scored two goals each to lead the team to a win. Jackson Paldino also played great with stellar 
leadership and communication. Noah Rudnicki and Ian Schwarzwalder both put in a great effort. In the next game, 
Belgium beat Switzerland, 3-1. In the other game, Norway beat Sweden by a score of 3-1. There were then two 2-0-
1 teams and two 0-2-1 teams tied so we had two shootouts to determine first, second, and third place. Belgium and 
Norway had a shootout first. There were multiple great saves by Moe Kuritzky, but Norway was able to pull out the 
win to advance straight to the finals. Sweden and Switzerland had a shootout and there was some great goaltending 
by Gavin Gilbert for Sweden and had he also scored the winning goal to advance to the semi-finals against Belgium. 
In the semi-final, Belgium was able to power through to win, 5-1. Ohev Abergel, Nathan Bagliebter, and Jack 
Zittman led the squad to win. The championship game was now set with Belgium playing Norway. Norway took a 
2-0 lead in the first half. Jackson Paldino was terrific on the offensive end. Ohev Abergel cut the lead to 2-1 on a 
long free kick, but Adam Weis came out of nowhere to score in the final minutes to give Norway some insurance. 



Julian Reisman then scored the dagger to secure the win, 4-1. Jackson Paldino won the Best Team Player award, 
Ohev Abergel won the Best Effort award, and Joseph Bernstein won the Best Spirit award. 

 
  

Frosh and Sophs Enjoy Day One of Cooperstown Trip 
 The Frosh and Sophs left on their long awaited big trip yesterday. The campers left after breakfast, and 

went to Six Flags in Queensbury, New York. They had a blast going on the rides, playing games, and eating. The 
campers traveled in groups and were closely monitored throughout their time there. Afterwards, the campers 
checked into their hotels, played mini-golf, ate dinner, went for ice cream, and hung out in their hotel rooms. 
Tomorrow they have another great day planned. Afterwards, the Frosh will continue on for two more days, while the 
Sophs return to campus. 

  Juniors and Seniors Have Fun at DJ Jeff 
  Last evening, the Juniors and Seniors traveled to Romaca for the biggest social event of the summer, DJ 
Jeff. It had been postponed earlier in the summer because of illness at Romaca, but it was such an important event 
that the senior trip as rescheduled. The campers had a ton of fun. They spent some quality time with the girls and 
danced along with the music. Some of the campers who had a really great time include Julian Katselnik, Mack 
Brensilver, Max Gasthalter, Jesse Bosselman, Cooper Rumack, Luke Folise, Zac Calveric, Maddox Larner, and 
Jordan Abrutyn.  

Chiefs Have Enjoy First Part of Davis Cup Day 
  The Chiefs had Davis Cup Day in the morning. The campers had a really fun time playing doubles against 
one another. The campers were only able to finish up to the semifinals due to time and weather. The semi-finalists in 
flight one were Khalil Spencer and Matthew Sherman versus Leo Lazar and Brett Murad, Avi Farber and Levi 
Cohen versus Nate Solomon and Matthew Menell. In flight two, it was Ko Yip and Sterling Jones versus Teddy 
Haymes and Xavi Solish, and Julian Scarpelli and Matthew Kleinhandler versus Oscar Constandse and Sam Bobker. 
The semi-finals and finals were planned to be played during evening activity, but it rained.  

  

Camper Interview: Thompson Chung 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Thompson Chung 
  
Q: What division and bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Chief and in Bunk Cheyenne 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: New York City 
  
Q: How many summers have you been 
coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my second summer 
  
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Baseball, hockey, and soccer 
  

  

                   
  
 Q: What are your favorite sports teams? 
A: The New York Yankees, Giants, and 
Knicks 

  
Q: What is one of your favorite moments 
so far this summer? 
A: Playing goalie on NHL Day  
  
Q: What are you looking forward to for 
the rest of the summer? 
A: Olympics and more special days 
  
Q: If you could have dinner with any 
three people, dead or alive, who would 
they be? 
A: Aaron Judge, Kevin Durant, and 
Alejandro Rafalin 

QUESTION: What do you call a sleeping bull? ANSWER: A bulldozer 
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Zach Handler and Alec Schneiderman Lead the Edmonton Oilers to a Chief NHL Day Cup 
 Yesterday, the Chiefs had NHL Day in the morning. The campers had a great time playing. The campers were 
split into four teams and played in a round-robin-styled event. The event started off with a skills competition and then 
transitioned into games. In the first game, the Edmonton Oilers beat the Ottawa Senators, 6-3. Zach Handler had an 
amazing start to the day, scoring all six goals for his team. For Ottawa, Adam Weis scored two goals and Brett Murad 
scored the other. In the next game, the Vancouver Canucks beat the Winnipeg Jets, 5-2. Jeffrey Brodsky led the charge 
scoring a hat trick, and Sam Bobker and Lucas Derfner scored the others. For Winnipeg, Louis Gellibert scored the two 
goals. Matthew Kleinhandler was excellent in goal for Vancouver. In the next game, in an overtime game that went to a 
shootout, the Jets beat the Senators, 6-5. In the final seconds of regular time, the Jets were down, 4-3, and Louis Gellibert 
finished off his hat trick to tie it up, 4-4, to send it into overtime. Matthew Sherman scored for the Jets, Brett Murad had a 
hat trick and Adam Weis scored the other for Ottawa. It was an intense game. The game was still tied after the overtime 
period, so it went into a shootout. In order to decide who shot first, the goalies, Thompson Chung and Austin Ehrlich 
raced. In a hard-fought race, Austin won, but it was a valiant effort from Thompson. Matthew Sherman and Louis 
Gellibert both scored to win it. Austin Ehrlich was fantastic in goal. Brett Murad scored the other shootout goal. In the 
next game, the Canucks beat the Oilers, 6-3. For Vancouver, Sam Bobker scored four goals and Jeffrey Brodsky scored 
two goals. Matthew Handler also played well. Zach Handler scored two and Alec Schneiderman scored the other for 
Edmonton. In the next game, in a golden goal showdown to decide who will go into the finals, Alex Schneiderman won 
the draw which led Zach Handler to score to advance.  

In the championship game, the Edmonton Oilers played the Vancouver Canucks. The game was very exciting. 
Zach Handler had an insane performance scoring eight goals! Vancouver was able to score off of two power plays. Despite 
the loss, Jeffrey Brodsky scored two goals, including one right of the penalty box. Troy Middleton was terrific in goal for 
the Canucks and Alec Schneiderman continued to play lockdown defense. Zach Handler with a total of 17 goals 
throughout the whole event won the Best Team Player award, goalie Matthew Kleinhandler won the Best Effort award, 
and goalie Thompson Chung won the Best Spirit award.  
 

Zac Calveric, Jonathan Thomas, and Zach Sherman Lead the Netherlands to a Junior 
World Cup Soccer Day Victory 

 Yesterday, the Juniors had World Cup Soccer Day. The campers were split into three teams and played in a 
round-robin-styled event. In the first game, Denmark beat the Netherlands, 3-2. Jesse Bosselman led with two goals and 
Dylan Tuchman scored the other for Denmark. For the Netherlands, Zac Calveric and Zach Sherman scored the goals. In 
the next game, Sweden beat Denmark, 2-1. Owen Goldfarb scored the lone goal for Sweden, but it wasn’t enough to beat 
Sweden. Jonathan Moskowitz scored both goals for Sweden. In the next game, the Netherlands beat Sweden, 2-1. Zach 
Sherman and Jonathan Thomas scored the goals for the Netherlands and Cooper Winter scored the lone goal for Sweden. 
To determine who would play in the championship game, the teams played in two shootouts. Sweden beat Denmark in the 
first shootout, and the Netherlands beat Denmark in the second. It was a valiant effort by all of the teams. The Netherlands 
came out victorious 7-4 with outstanding performances from both Zac Calveric and Jonathan Thomas. Both players scored 
hat tricks to lead the team. Zach Sherman scored the other goal. Despite the loss, Jonathan Moskowitz scored a hat trick 
and Cooper Winter had a beautiful goal. Zac Calveric won the Best Team Player award, Jonathan Moskowitz won the Best 
Effort award, and Chris Espinosa Perez Nuñez won the Best Spirit award.  
 

Aaron Dyner Throws Ringer to Win Hill Camp Bock Bonanza 
 The Hill Camp had the Bock Bonanza, run by the amazing Josh Bock, in the morning yesterday. The campers all 
had a lot of fun running around campus and completing various challenges. Some of the events included a leapfrog relay, 
telling a story one word at a time, listing 20 countries, and reciting the Greylock Alma Mater. Aaron Dyner threw the 
ringer (which was his first of all time) on his third attempt to win it for his team.  



Lucas Derf
Yesterday in the afternoon, the Chiefs had their 

included memorizing and singing a camp song, learning a dance routine, and building a tent. The eve
end with the team that caught a fish, but fish weren’t biting. A
threw a ringer in quoits to win it for his team.

 
Hill Campers and Chiefs Enjoy Overnight Camping Tri

 Yesterday in the evening, there were overnight camping trips to the Far lean
Camp went to the Near lean-to and the bunks that were on this trip included New Hideaway 31 and 32, Mescalero, and Pawnee. 
The campers built a campfire, ate hot dogs, and made s’mores. The campers enjoyed talking and playing games. They then slept 
in their sleeping bags in the tents they worked together to put up
lean-to included Arapaho and Cherokee. The campers made a nice, big campfire and enjoyed eating burgers, hot dogs, and 
s’mores. They also had a nice time playing games and telling stories.
 

Chess Team Falls Just Short in Tournament
There was a group of Junior Side ca

lot of fun. The campers just fell short of winning, ea
games. Max Rapoport and Xavi Solish also had

 
5th Grade Baseball Team Puts in a Valiant Effort in Tournament

There was a group of Braves that traveled to Pontiac for a 5th
of fun. The team beat Pontiac, 4-2, to advance to th
game, by a score of 5-4. The team put in a valiant effort. Ian Schwarzwalder had an outstanding play on both offense and 
defense.  

 
Frosh and Sophs Enjoy Day Two of Joint Divisional

Yesterday, the Freshmen and Sophomores had day two of their joint divisional trip. The campers had breakfast at their 
hotel near Lake George, checked out, drove to Cooperstown, ate lunch, went to the Baseball Hall of Fame, and shopped around 
the town. At the end of the afternoon, the two divisions separated. The Frosh headed to Pennsylvania, where they will have a 
playday with the girls at Bryn Mawr. The Sophs started heading back towards camp and stopped for dinner and a movie, 
which they really enjoyed. The Sophomores reached campus safely at about 11 PM last night. The campers all had a very 
positive and fun time. Some of the boys who enjoyed the 
Tanen, James Rooney, Max Schorr, Ben Wiedman, and Will Chase.

 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Ian Rickert 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you 
in? 
A: I’m a Sophomore and in Bunk 
Cornell 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: New York City 
 
Q: How many summers have you 
been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 4th summer 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Baseball, basketball, and tennis 
 
 
 

QUESTION: 

rfner Lifts His Team in the Greylock Relay 
n the afternoon, the Chiefs had their Greylock Relay. The campers had a ton of fun. Some of the events 

included memorizing and singing a camp song, learning a dance routine, and building a tent. The event was originally slated to 
end with the team that caught a fish, but fish weren’t biting. After twenty minutes. another event was added and Lucas Derfner 
threw a ringer in quoits to win it for his team.  

Hill Campers and Chiefs Enjoy Overnight Camping Trips 
the evening, there were overnight camping trips to the Far lean-to and Junior Counsel Ring

to and the bunks that were on this trip included New Hideaway 31 and 32, Mescalero, and Pawnee. 
lt a campfire, ate hot dogs, and made s’mores. The campers enjoyed talking and playing games. They then slept 

in their sleeping bags in the tents they worked together to put up on the senior athletic field. The Chief bunks that went to the Far 
uded Arapaho and Cherokee. The campers made a nice, big campfire and enjoyed eating burgers, hot dogs, and 

s’mores. They also had a nice time playing games and telling stories.  

Chess Team Falls Just Short in Tournament 
There was a group of Junior Side campers that traveled to Scatico for a chess tournament yesterday.

lot of fun. The campers just fell short of winning, earning second place. Royal Puritz had a strong performance going 7
games. Max Rapoport and Xavi Solish also had fine performances.  

5th Grade Baseball Team Puts in a Valiant Effort in Tournament
There was a group of Braves that traveled to Pontiac for a 5th-grade baseball tournament yesterday.

2, to advance to the finals. The team just fell short to Taconic in a very close championship 
4. The team put in a valiant effort. Ian Schwarzwalder had an outstanding play on both offense and 

Frosh and Sophs Enjoy Day Two of Joint Divisional Trip 
he Freshmen and Sophomores had day two of their joint divisional trip. The campers had breakfast at their 

hotel near Lake George, checked out, drove to Cooperstown, ate lunch, went to the Baseball Hall of Fame, and shopped around 
. At the end of the afternoon, the two divisions separated. The Frosh headed to Pennsylvania, where they will have a 

ayday with the girls at Bryn Mawr. The Sophs started heading back towards camp and stopped for dinner and a movie, 
y enjoyed. The Sophomores reached campus safely at about 11 PM last night. The campers all had a very 

positive and fun time. Some of the boys who enjoyed the trip included Cameron Scesa, Jacob Silver, Ben Fields, Raf Puritz, Eli 
horr, Ben Wiedman, and Will Chase.  

Camper Interview: Ian Rickert 
 

               

 
     
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
A: The Dallas Mavericks, the New 
York Rangers, and the San Diego 
Padres 
 

Q: Who are your favorite all
athletes? 
A: Hank Aaron, Luka Doncic, and 
Ted Williams 
 
Q: What are you looking forward to 
in the rest of the summer?
A: Red & Grey, I love the 
competition and can’t wait for it
 
Q: If you can travel to any 
imaginary plac
A: Bikini Bottom, because I want to 
try the Krabby Patty

QUESTION: What lights up a soccer stadium? 
ANSWER: A soccer match. 

Relay. The campers had a ton of fun. Some of the events 
nt was originally slated to 

event was added and Lucas Derfner 

 
Junior Counsel Ring. The Hill 

to and the bunks that were on this trip included New Hideaway 31 and 32, Mescalero, and Pawnee. 
lt a campfire, ate hot dogs, and made s’mores. The campers enjoyed talking and playing games. They then slept 

. The Chief bunks that went to the Far 
uded Arapaho and Cherokee. The campers made a nice, big campfire and enjoyed eating burgers, hot dogs, and 

Scatico for a chess tournament yesterday. The campers had a 
had a strong performance going 7-1 in his 

5th Grade Baseball Team Puts in a Valiant Effort in Tournament 
tournament yesterday. The team had a lot 

e finals. The team just fell short to Taconic in a very close championship 
4. The team put in a valiant effort. Ian Schwarzwalder had an outstanding play on both offense and 

he Freshmen and Sophomores had day two of their joint divisional trip. The campers had breakfast at their 
hotel near Lake George, checked out, drove to Cooperstown, ate lunch, went to the Baseball Hall of Fame, and shopped around 

. At the end of the afternoon, the two divisions separated. The Frosh headed to Pennsylvania, where they will have a 
ayday with the girls at Bryn Mawr. The Sophs started heading back towards camp and stopped for dinner and a movie, Thor, 

y enjoyed. The Sophomores reached campus safely at about 11 PM last night. The campers all had a very 
included Cameron Scesa, Jacob Silver, Ben Fields, Raf Puritz, Eli 

Q: Who are your favorite all-time 

A: Hank Aaron, Luka Doncic, and 
 

Q: What are you looking forward to 
in the rest of the summer? 
A: Red & Grey, I love the 
competition and can’t wait for it 

Q: If you can travel to any 
imaginary place, where would it be? 
A: Bikini Bottom, because I want to 
try the Krabby Patty  
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Leo Feinberg Leads the Cleveland Cavaliers to a Hill Camp NBA Day Championship
 The Hill Campers had the final part of their NBA Day in the afternoon and evening
recall, a few days ago NBA Day was postponed about halfway through due to 
cooler weather, it was time to resume it. In the fifth game of the event, the Utah Jazz beat the New Orleans Pelicans, 
26-14. Justin Reyes and Max Wagner both had 8 points in the team win. Walker Dillon and Harrison Wishnow both 
also played well. Despite the loss, Asher Kind and Dylan Stein both played extremely well. In the next game, the 
Portland Trailblazers beat the Orlando Magic, 19
the Blazers to advance. David Burstein and Carsten Shucart both put in a great effort. In the quarter
beat the Magic, 30-22. Max Wagner and Camden Marsh led the charge scoring a combine
Farkas and Grayson Rosenberg both played well for Orlando. In the next game, the Nuggets beat the Pelicans, 35
11. Aaron Dyner had an electric performance scoring 17 points for Denver, and Primo Sayers scored 10 in the win. 
For New Orleans, Jacob Knapp and Josh Greenberg both played well. In the semi
beat the Nuggets, 14-13. Leo Feinberg led with 10 points for Cleveland. In the next game, the Jazz beat the Blazers, 
24-4. Camden Marsh, Justin Reyes, and Walker Dillon all played great on both sides of the court. Josh Marcus and 
Harris Rosenstein put in a great effort for Portland. 
 The championship was now set between the Cleveland Cavaliers and the Utah Jazz. 
evening activity in front of a large crowd. 
to victory, scoring 20 points. Ethan Berg also played well. For Utah, Camden Marsh, Walker Dillon, and Justin 
Reyes all played well on both sides of the court
Effort award, and Javen Krieg won the 
 

 
Jake Schweid and Danny Rosenberg Lead Portugal to a Sophomore World Cup So

 The Sophomores had World Cup Soccer Day 
morning to begin their day, as they were tired from their trip. We began the event right after lunch and the campers 
really enjoyed it. The campers were split into four teams and played in a round
Belgium beat Finland, 2-1. Jake Knopke and Hunter Udis both played great for Belgium. Jack Cohen and Ian 
Rickert put in great effort and had nice communication. In
2. Jake Schweid and Danny Rosenberg were an unstoppable duo on offense. In the next game, Portugal beat 
Belgium, 2-1. Jake Schweid and Ben Wiedman both played great. In the next game, in 
beat Sweden, 8-2. Ben Fields dominated the field scoring a hat trick for Finland. In the next game, Portugal 
continued their streak by beating Finland, 2
well for Portugal. The championship was now set with the undefeated Portugal team 
Danny Rosenberg’s amazing performance led Portugal to the victory, scoring a hat trick, winning 5
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Leo Feinberg Leads the Cleveland Cavaliers to a Hill Camp NBA Day Championship
The Hill Campers had the final part of their NBA Day in the afternoon and evening yesterday

recall, a few days ago NBA Day was postponed about halfway through due to warm weather. Yesterday, with the 
cooler weather, it was time to resume it. In the fifth game of the event, the Utah Jazz beat the New Orleans Pelicans, 

agner both had 8 points in the team win. Walker Dillon and Harrison Wishnow both 
also played well. Despite the loss, Asher Kind and Dylan Stein both played extremely well. In the next game, the 
Portland Trailblazers beat the Orlando Magic, 19-15. Parker Resnick had a strong performance, scoring 15 points for 
the Blazers to advance. David Burstein and Carsten Shucart both put in a great effort. In the quarter

22. Max Wagner and Camden Marsh led the charge scoring a combined 26 points for Utah. Jake 
Farkas and Grayson Rosenberg both played well for Orlando. In the next game, the Nuggets beat the Pelicans, 35
11. Aaron Dyner had an electric performance scoring 17 points for Denver, and Primo Sayers scored 10 in the win. 

ew Orleans, Jacob Knapp and Josh Greenberg both played well. In the semi-finals, in a close game, the Cavs 
13. Leo Feinberg led with 10 points for Cleveland. In the next game, the Jazz beat the Blazers, 

, and Walker Dillon all played great on both sides of the court. Josh Marcus and 
Harris Rosenstein put in a great effort for Portland.  

The championship was now set between the Cleveland Cavaliers and the Utah Jazz. It was played during 
n front of a large crowd. The Cavs beat the Jazz in a hard-fought game. Leo Feinberg led the Cavs 

to victory, scoring 20 points. Ethan Berg also played well. For Utah, Camden Marsh, Walker Dillon, and Justin 
Reyes all played well on both sides of the court. Leo won the Best Team Player award, Cam Marsh won 

the Best Spirit award. The campers put in a lot of effort and are 

 

Jake Schweid and Danny Rosenberg Lead Portugal to a Sophomore World Cup Soccer Day Victory
The Sophomores had World Cup Soccer Day yesterday in the afternoon. The campers had a restful 

morning to begin their day, as they were tired from their trip. We began the event right after lunch and the campers 
pers were split into four teams and played in a round-robin-styled event. In the first game, 

1. Jake Knopke and Hunter Udis both played great for Belgium. Jack Cohen and Ian 
Rickert put in great effort and had nice communication. In the next game, Portugal beat Sweden in a close game, 3
2. Jake Schweid and Danny Rosenberg were an unstoppable duo on offense. In the next game, Portugal beat 

1. Jake Schweid and Ben Wiedman both played great. In the next game, in a high-scorin
2. Ben Fields dominated the field scoring a hat trick for Finland. In the next game, Portugal 

continued their streak by beating Finland, 2-1. Charlie Alpert, Winston Schwartz, and Danny Rosenberg all played 
l. The championship was now set with the undefeated Portugal team facing off against 

Danny Rosenberg’s amazing performance led Portugal to the victory, scoring a hat trick, winning 5-2. Jake Schweid scored the 
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Leo Feinberg Leads the Cleveland Cavaliers to a Hill Camp NBA Day Championship 
yesterday. As you may 

weather. Yesterday, with the 
cooler weather, it was time to resume it. In the fifth game of the event, the Utah Jazz beat the New Orleans Pelicans, 

agner both had 8 points in the team win. Walker Dillon and Harrison Wishnow both 
also played well. Despite the loss, Asher Kind and Dylan Stein both played extremely well. In the next game, the 

scoring 15 points for 
the Blazers to advance. David Burstein and Carsten Shucart both put in a great effort. In the quarter-finals, the Jazz 

d 26 points for Utah. Jake 
Farkas and Grayson Rosenberg both played well for Orlando. In the next game, the Nuggets beat the Pelicans, 35-
11. Aaron Dyner had an electric performance scoring 17 points for Denver, and Primo Sayers scored 10 in the win. 

finals, in a close game, the Cavs 
13. Leo Feinberg led with 10 points for Cleveland. In the next game, the Jazz beat the Blazers, 

, and Walker Dillon all played great on both sides of the court. Josh Marcus and 

It was played during 
fought game. Leo Feinberg led the Cavs 

to victory, scoring 20 points. Ethan Berg also played well. For Utah, Camden Marsh, Walker Dillon, and Justin 
, Cam Marsh won the Best 

. The campers put in a lot of effort and are to be praised.  

 

ccer Day Victory  
in the afternoon. The campers had a restful 

morning to begin their day, as they were tired from their trip. We began the event right after lunch and the campers 
styled event. In the first game, 

1. Jake Knopke and Hunter Udis both played great for Belgium. Jack Cohen and Ian 
the next game, Portugal beat Sweden in a close game, 3-

2. Jake Schweid and Danny Rosenberg were an unstoppable duo on offense. In the next game, Portugal beat 
scoring affair, Finland 

2. Ben Fields dominated the field scoring a hat trick for Finland. In the next game, Portugal 
1. Charlie Alpert, Winston Schwartz, and Danny Rosenberg all played 

against Belgium. 
2. Jake Schweid scored the 



other two goals for Portugal. Mattias Gitron
Schweid won the Best Team Player award, and Ben Ahern won 
 

Greylock Participates in 2022 Gordon Cup
 Yesterday, there were several away 
Cup hockey tournament. The campers had prepared greatly for this event and played hard. Ther
tournament, one of four teams and one of three. We drew a group of three with Lokanda and Wah
game against Wah-Nee. It was 1-0 for most of the game, but Wah
empty net goal scored in an attempt to come back. The final score was 3
Brodsky put up a good effort. In the second game against Lokanda, who was an eventual finalist, there was a flukey end
period goal making the final score, 1-0. Freddy Murad played extremely hard. The players rallied in the second half of the game. 
Weston Hochhauser and Cooper Rumack were positive influences the whole day along with all of the other bench players.

There was a group of Braves that traveled to Taconic for a 5th
en route to the finals. The team beat Taconic C, 
winner’s bracket and advanced to the championship game in a rematch against Lenox. The team fell just short
by a score of 21-19. Ryder Hauser, Ohev Abergel, and Nathan Bishara all played extremely well leading Greylock.
 A group of campers from multiple division
event in the Berkshires, so it is one of the highlights of the archery season. The campers had a great time, shot well, and e
the competition. The team finished in second pla
Myles Sussman, Caleb Silverman, Jeffrey Brodsky, and Zev Goren were among our team’s better performers. 

 

 Yesterday, the Freshmen had the third day of their t
park in the morning, where they had a batting cage, an arcade, bumper boats, and mini
where they swam and did lawn games with the girls. They then returned to 
Mawr for dinner, more games, and a social.

 
Juniors and Seniors Have Fun on Day Hike to Basin Pond

 A group of Juniors and Seniors went on a day hike 
view of the pond and surrounding areas. After the hike, the campers enjoyed eating 
great time include Jordan Abrutyn, Jordan Lubowitz, Ben Feuer, Sam Wiedman, Jaden Leon, and Jonathan Costello.

 

The Chiefs traveled to Romaca for their second social of the summer with the girls from their division
campers had a blast spending time with the girls. Some of the campers who had a great time included Alec Sch
Bobker, Matthew Kleinhandler, and Oscar Constandse.

 

 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Javen Krieg 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in Bunk New 
Hideaway 31 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Tarrytown, NY 
 
Q: How many summers have you been 
coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Hockey, tennis, and soccer 
 
 

QUESTION: Where does Captain Hook go to replace his hook?
ANSWER: 

Gitron-Beer was fantastic on the playing field earning him the Best Effort award. Jake 
, and Ben Ahern won the Best Spirit award for his great attitude and playing all day.

2022 Gordon Cup, Grade Basketball Tournament, and Archery Events
there were several away athletic tournaments. A group of campers traveled to Timber Lake for the Gordon 

Cup hockey tournament. The campers had prepared greatly for this event and played hard. There were two 
tournament, one of four teams and one of three. We drew a group of three with Lokanda and Wah-Nee. It was a close

0 for most of the game, but Wah-Nee scored with eight minutes left, and then
empty net goal scored in an attempt to come back. The final score was 3-0. Zac Calveric played well in goal and Mitchell 
Brodsky put up a good effort. In the second game against Lokanda, who was an eventual finalist, there was a flukey end

0. Freddy Murad played extremely hard. The players rallied in the second half of the game. 
Weston Hochhauser and Cooper Rumack were positive influences the whole day along with all of the other bench players.

as a group of Braves that traveled to Taconic for a 5th-grade basketball tournament. The team went undefeated 
en route to the finals. The team beat Taconic C, by a lopsided score, Lenox, 19-15, and Taconic A, 24-5. The team won the 

anced to the championship game in a rematch against Lenox. The team fell just short
19. Ryder Hauser, Ohev Abergel, and Nathan Bishara all played extremely well leading Greylock.

A group of campers from multiple divisions traveled to Mah-Kee-Nac for an archery tournament. It is the only archery 
event in the Berkshires, so it is one of the highlights of the archery season. The campers had a great time, shot well, and e
the competition. The team finished in second place to Mah-Kee-Nac. Julian Reisman, Ian Schwarzwalder, Ethan Andersen, 
Myles Sussman, Caleb Silverman, Jeffrey Brodsky, and Zev Goren were among our team’s better performers. 

Frosh Enjoy Day 3 of Trip 
had the third day of their trip. They awoke in Pennsylvania. They went to a fun amusement 

park in the morning, where they had a batting cage, an arcade, bumper boats, and mini-golf. They then went to Bryn Mawr, 
where they swam and did lawn games with the girls. They then returned to the hotel to get changed and returned back to Bryn 
Mawr for dinner, more games, and a social.  

Juniors and Seniors Have Fun on Day Hike to Basin Pond 
A group of Juniors and Seniors went on a day hike yesterday to Basin Pond. The campers were able to see 

view of the pond and surrounding areas. After the hike, the campers enjoyed eating a snack for lunch. Some campers who had a 
great time include Jordan Abrutyn, Jordan Lubowitz, Ben Feuer, Sam Wiedman, Jaden Leon, and Jonathan Costello.

Chiefs Have a Great Time at Social 
The Chiefs traveled to Romaca for their second social of the summer with the girls from their division

campers had a blast spending time with the girls. Some of the campers who had a great time included Alec Sch
Bobker, Matthew Kleinhandler, and Oscar Constandse.  

Camper Interview: Javen Krieg 

        

 

 
Q: What are your favorite sports teams?
A: The New York Rangers and Yankees, 
and the Brooklyn Nets
 
Q: What is your favorite movie?
A: Coco  
 
Q: What is one of your favorite moments 
so far this summer?
A: Winning World Cup Soccer Day
 
Q: Who are your favorite counselors?
A: Jamie Wong and Leandro Abreu
 
Q: What is your favorite special day?
A: NHL Day 
 
Q: What is your favorite animal?
A: Dog 

Where does Captain Hook go to replace his hook?
ANSWER: The second-hand store! 

Beer was fantastic on the playing field earning him the Best Effort award. Jake 
for his great attitude and playing all day.  

, and Archery Events 
ampers traveled to Timber Lake for the Gordon 

e were two brackets in the 
Nee. It was a close opening 

Nee scored with eight minutes left, and then there was an 
0. Zac Calveric played well in goal and Mitchell 

Brodsky put up a good effort. In the second game against Lokanda, who was an eventual finalist, there was a flukey end-of-
0. Freddy Murad played extremely hard. The players rallied in the second half of the game. 

Weston Hochhauser and Cooper Rumack were positive influences the whole day along with all of the other bench players.  
grade basketball tournament. The team went undefeated 

5. The team won the 
anced to the championship game in a rematch against Lenox. The team fell just short, losing to Lenox 

19. Ryder Hauser, Ohev Abergel, and Nathan Bishara all played extremely well leading Greylock.  
Nac for an archery tournament. It is the only archery 

event in the Berkshires, so it is one of the highlights of the archery season. The campers had a great time, shot well, and enjoyed 
Julian Reisman, Ian Schwarzwalder, Ethan Andersen, 

Myles Sussman, Caleb Silverman, Jeffrey Brodsky, and Zev Goren were among our team’s better performers.   

rip. They awoke in Pennsylvania. They went to a fun amusement 
golf. They then went to Bryn Mawr, 

the hotel to get changed and returned back to Bryn 

to Basin Pond. The campers were able to see a beautiful 
for lunch. Some campers who had a 

great time include Jordan Abrutyn, Jordan Lubowitz, Ben Feuer, Sam Wiedman, Jaden Leon, and Jonathan Costello.  

The Chiefs traveled to Romaca for their second social of the summer with the girls from their division last night. The 
campers had a blast spending time with the girls. Some of the campers who had a great time included Alec Schneiderman, Sam 

Q: What are your favorite sports teams? 
A: The New York Rangers and Yankees, 

yn Nets 

Q: What is your favorite movie? 

Q: What is one of your favorite moments 
so far this summer? 
A: Winning World Cup Soccer Day 

Q: Who are your favorite counselors? 
A: Jamie Wong and Leandro Abreu  

Q: What is your favorite special day? 

Q: What is your favorite animal? 

Where does Captain Hook go to replace his hook? 
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Carsten Shucart and Griffin Richman Star in Hill Camp NHL Day 

The Hill Camp had NHL Day in the afternoon yesterday. After lunch, the campers who opted into the event 
were split into four teams and played games of roller hockey. They did not complete the day because the campers 
wanted to go swimming to escape the warm weather. The event will resume in the last game of pool play in a few 
days. The campers who participated in the NHL Day had a lot of fun playing against each other. In the first game, 
the Calgary Flames beat the Vegas Golden Knights, 3-2. Liam Knapp played well for Vegas. In the next game, the 
Ottawa Senators beat the Dallas Stars, 3-2. Charlie Newstadt scored for Dallas. In the next game of pool play, Javen 
Krieg’s strong performance helped the Flames beat the Colorado Avalanche, 2-1. Noah Gantt scored the lone goal 
for Colorado. Griffin Richman helped lead the Senators to beat the San Jose Sharks, 5-1. Carsten Shucart scored for 
San Jose. All of the campers had a great time and are looking forward to finishing up the day.   
  

Ian Schwarzwalder and Moe Kuritzky Win the Brave Amazing Race 
  The Braves had their Amazing Race yesterday in the morning. In the race, the campers were split into 
teams and completed different events around campus. Some of the events were making a half-rink hockey shot, 
throwing a bull’s-eye with a plastic ax, and hitting a crossbar with a soccer ball. The teams were picked at random, 
which is the tradition. Ian Schwarzwalder and Moe Kuritzky were the team that won the event. All of the campers 
had a great time. 
  

Jack Reich Throws Hanger as Jack Horowitz & Andy Kapp Lead to Olympiad Gold 
Yesterday, the Sophomores had their Olympiad Event. The campers had a lot of fun. They were split into 

four countries and competed in different events. Some of the events included a kayak relay, tennis and archery 
matches, quoits games, and waterpolo. One of the highlights of the event was when Jack Reich threw a hanger in 
quoits. You had to be there to believe it. There was a rope burning event to end the day, which was won by Jack 
Horowitz with a great fire and assistance from Andy Kapp, gathering the wood, to win it for Madagascar. The team 
of Madagascar included: Jack Horowitz, Jack Reich, Andy Kapp, Ben Ahern, Zack Berez, Hunter Udis, Logan 
Ahern, Nate Grossman, and Theo Shin.  

 

 
  

Chiefs Go on Masters Hiking Trip for the First Time since 2019  
The big event in the Chief division yesterday was the opening day of the Masters of Greylock hike. This 

hike is a major rite of passage in the lives of the eldest campers on junior side. The hike is very challenging. They 
left this morning, bused to the base of Mount Greylock, hiked about two-thirds of the way up the mountain (in total 



about six-and-a-half miles today), made camp, had dinner, and went to sleep. Considering the challenge involved, they all did 
great. Everyone made it through the day healthy. There was a very small group of Chiefs who opted not to go on the hike. They 
had regular morning activities and joined the Braves at the Deb Carnival at Romaca. More on day Two of the Masters will be 
printed tomorrow.  

  
Braves Enjoy Deb Carnival 

  In the afternoon yesterday, a group of Braves (and some Chiefs) traveled to Romaca for the Deb Carnival, which was 
the first time that the Braves had the opportunity to interact with the girls their age at one of our sister camps. At the carnival, 
they played all sorts of games of chance and had carnival food. The big event was the Marriage Booth, which did not include a 
lifetime commitment. Andrew Gecht married three girls at once. What a guy (and bigamy to mention that). The campers had a lot 
of fun and enjoyed meeting the girls.  

  
Juniors and Seniors Depart for Bryn Mawr 

The Juniors and Seniors departed early yesterday morning to Pennsylvania for their two day event with the girls from 
Bryn Mawr. The campers drove halfway, stopped for lunch and some shopping, checked into their hotel, got to the girl’s camp at 
3 PM. Once there, they went swimming and played lawn games. They then went back to the hotel, showered and changed, and 
then went back to the girls’ camp for dinner, some more games, and a social. The campers enjoyed playing games with the girls 
and going in their pool. Some of the campers who had a good time included Max Gasthalter, Jesse Bosselman, Matthew Stern, 
Jonathan Costello, Jay Huetz, Zach Schweid, Julian Simaee, and Austin Glosserman.  

  
Freshmen Enjoy Day 4 of Trip 

  Yesterday, the Freshmen enjoyed the final day of their divisional trip. They began the day near Camp Bryn Mawr. 
They had breakfast at the hotel, and then went to a national historical site in Scranton where they had a museum about steam 
engines, which they all enjoyed. Next, they had lunch in Fishkill, New York, saw the movie Minions, and went to the Danbury 
Mall where they shopped and ate dinner in the food court. The campers safely returned to campus tonight and are excited to be 
back at Greylock. Some of the campers who had a great time included Juan Pablo Girault, Drew Novick, Sourya Gurram, Owen 
Unter, and Daniel Boulan. 
 

Campers and Counselors Compete in Burn-Off 
Yesterday, late in the afternoon, Jack Horowitz challenged his group head, Jacob Gorelick, to a burn-off. Jacob 

Gorelick (who was a famous rope burner in his days as a camper) accepted it with no hesitation. In the process, other counselors 
joined in, Bennett Soodek of the Sophomore division and group head of the Chiefs, Lucas Oland. It was a great competition with 
both camper and counselor runners. Zach Eichenberg ran extremely well for Jacob Gorelick, and Gorelick made a huge and very 
hot fire, which he lit at the 21 minute mark. Jack Horowitz was struggling due to his runners. His fellow division mates joined in 
to assist Jack and things were able to start going. Ethan Schweiger ran extremely well for Bennett Soodek, sprinting back and 
forth out of the woods with tons of material. Danny Rosenberg ran great for Lucas Oland and his “Lucas Fire”. Overall, it was a 
fun competition and Jacob Gorelick won with ease. Jack Horowitz may or may not propose for a rematch, who knows. The 
Beacon says don’t mess with the voice of experience. 

 
Camper Interview: Chris Hummel 

 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Chris Hummel 
 
Q: What division and bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Brave and in Bunk Kickapoo 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Purchase, NY 
 
Q: How many summers have you been 
coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 3rd summer including family 
camp in 2020 
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Basketball, baseball, and tennis          

 
Q: What are your favorite sports teams? 

A: The Boston Celtics, Charlotte Hornets, 
and Duke Blue Devils  
 
Q: What has been one of your favorite 
moments so far this summer? 
A: Playing in NBA Day  
 
Q: Would you rather time travel to the past 
or future? 
A: Future 
 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Chicken nuggets 
 
Q: Who are your best friends at Greylock? 
A: Ethan Burstein, William Costello, and 
Ohev Abergel 

 

Did you know Leo Lazar threw 7 ringers today?!?!?! 
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Zack Wasserman Lifts the Sacramento Kings to a Frosh NBA Day Victory 

including an Electric 57 Points Performance 
Yesterday, the Freshmen started their NBA Day in the afternoon. The campers had a lot of fun. 

The campers were split into four teams and played in a round-robin styled event. In the first game, the 
Cleveland Cavaliers beat the Utah Jazz, 46-40. For Cleveland, Eddy Goldberg had a great performance, 
scoring 27 points, with 23 of those points scored in a single quarter. Zaire Spencer also played well 
scoring 16 points. For Utah, Teddy Wagner scored 25 points. In the next game, Zack Wasserman had a 
monstrous performance, scoring 57 points, to lead the Sacramento Kings to beat the New Orleans 
Pelicans, 78-56. Jordan Buslik also played well. Damian Bond and Graham Vogel both played great 
despite the loss scoring a combined 45 points. In the next game, Cleveland beat Sacramento in a close 
game, 61-55. Eddy Goldberg led the Cavs with 29 points. Asher Berkowitz also played well on both sides 
of the court. Zack Wasserman scored 34 points in the loss. Jordan Hirsh also played well. In the next 
game, the Pels beat the Jazz, 56-37. Graham Vogel had a strong performance, scoring 39 points in the 
team win. Simon Garrity also played stellar defense. Teddy Wagner and Daniel Boulan both played well 
for the Jazz. In the next game, the Jazz beat the Kings, 45-29. Teddy Wagner played well, scoring 22 
points for the Jazz. In the next game, the Cavs beat the Pels, 50-44. Eddy Goldberg had another stellar 
performance, scoring 33 points for Cleveland. Graham Vogel and Damian Bond both played well despite 
losing. In pool play, The Cleveland Cavaliers went 3-0 and the other three teams went 1-2. This set up an 
“Andy Goldberger Showdown” after dinner to determine which teams would make the semi-finals. The 
showdown games were tight, but the Pelicans and Kings advanced and faced off in a great semi-final 
game. The Kings beat the Pelicans, 10-8, and the Pelicans beat the Jazz, 12-8. The semi-final game was 
absolute insanity. Behind Graham Vogel’s 35 points, the Pelicans were able to come back and sent it into 
overtime on a long mid-range shot at the buzzer by Drew Novick. Everyone thought that Cleveland would 
breeze to the championship, because they had played so well during the day and had a lot of time to rest, 
but no. Zack Wasserman had a terrific performance in the finals which won him the Best Team Player 
award, leading the Kings to beat the Cavs, 46-38. Jordan Buslik and Jordan Hirsh both also played great. 
For Cleveland, Eddy Goldberg and Asher Berkowitz both played well despite the loss. Eddy Goldberg 
won the Best Effort award, and Asher Berkowitz won the Best Spirit award. It was an overall great event. 
  

Chiefs Have Fun on Day Two of Masters Hike  
The Chiefs completed Day Two of their Masters hike. The campers had a lot of fun. They woke 

up in the morning and had breakfast, hiked up to the summit, and then worked their way down the 
mountain in the afternoon. In total, they hiked seven additional miles (not including the 6 ½ they hiked 
the day before). Everyone made it through the day healthy. Completing the Masters is an incredible 
achievement for the group and we are proud of them for doing it. Because of Covid and rain that made for 
dangerous trails in 2021, this was the first Masters hike since 2019. Some of the campers who really 
enjoyed the hike included Matthew Kleinhandler, Thompson Chung, Nathan Solomon, Levi Cohen, and 
Matthew Sherman.  
  



Juniors and Seniors Enjoy Final Day of Bryn Mawr Trip 
  Yesterday, the Juniors and Seniors had their final day of their trip to Bryn Mawr. The campers 
woke up at their hotel, had breakfast, and then met up with the girls to go bowling and mini-golfing. After 
they parted ways, the Juniors and Seniors had lunch, went to Fishkill, New York to see Thor and a great 
time. They stopped on their way back for dinner. The campers safely arrived on campus at about 10:00 
PM. Some of the campers who had a great time included Zach Sherman, Zac Calveric, Kaleb Teitelbaum, 
Shane Levy, Mitchell Brodsky, Miller Siegel, Owen Goldfarb, and Julian Katselnik.  
  

Sophomores Have Playday with Belvoir 
  In the afternoon yesterday, the Sophomores had a playday with the girls at Belvoir at our 
waterfront and also played some tennis. The Sophs and girls had a great time socializing with the girls, 
swimming, and playing on the inflatables. Some of the campers who had a great time included Danny 
Rosenberg, Jacob Silver, Jacob Gerstel, Ben Fields, Nate Steinfink, Max Schorr, and Charlie Alpert.  
  

Camper Interview: Jordan Hirsh 
  
Q: What is your name? 
A: Jordan Hirsh 
  
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Freshman and in 
Bunk Bowdoin 
  
Q: How many summers have 
you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my 4th summer 
  
Q: What has been one of your 
favorite moments so far this 
summer? 
A: the Cooperstown Day on 
the trip  
  
Q: What are your favorite 
sports? 
A: Baseball, basketball, and 
football 
  
 
 

Q: What are your favorite 
sports teams? 
A: The New York Yankees, 
Knicks, and Jets 

 
  

  
  
Q: What is your favorite 
sports movie? 
A: Field of Dreams 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
camp meal? 
A: Cookouts 
  
Q: Who are your best friends 
at Greylock? 
A: Damian Bond, Jake 
Detmer, and Zack 
Wasserman 
  
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Ralph Philips, Gerardo 
Ramirez, and Jason Selvin 
  
Q: How do you feel about 
your first Red & Grey 
coming up? 
A: Very, very excited 

QUESTION: Which baseball player holds water? 

ANSWER: The pitcher. 
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Rohan Sarju & Joseph Bernstein Capture Brave NHL Cup 
Yesterday, the Braves had NHL Day for evening activity. The campers had a blast. The campers 

were split into three teams and played in a round-robin-styled event. In the first game, Adam Weis started 
the day hot scoring two goals for the Hartford Whalers to beat the Montreal Maroons, 2-1. Louis Gellibert 
scored a great goal for the Maroons. In the next game, the Hartford Whalers beat the Kansas City Scouts, 
2-0. Adam Weis led his team, scoring both goals for Hartford. Nathan Bagliebter and Chris Hummel both 
played great on the rink. Despite the loss, William Costello and Gavin Gilbert put in a great effort. In the 
third game, Louis Gellibert led the Montreal Maroons in a comeback against the Kansas City Scouts. The 
score was 3-2 for Montreal when there was a penalty shot with two seconds left to play. Louis Gellibert 
scored on it to send the game into overtime, where Rohan Sarju scored to win it for the Scouts. It was a 
great game for both teams. Ian Schwarzwalder also scored for the Maroons, as well as Joseph Bernstein 
for the Scouts. The championship was then set between the Hartford Whalers and the Kansas City Scouts. 
The Whalers had been undefeated up until the championship, but the Scouts came out victorious, winning 
4-3, on a late goal from Rohan Sarju. The Whalers made a great comeback from a 3-0 deficit to tie the 
game at 3-3, but couldn’t get the win. Joseph Bernstein was absolutely electric speeding down the rink 
and scoring two goals, including a sick top corner shot. Rohan Sarju scored two goals. Despite the loss, 
Nathan Bagliebter, Andrew Gecht,  and Caleb Werthamer scored in the final. Rohan Sarju won the Best 
Team Player Award, Adam Weis won the Best Effort Award, and Noah Muskat won the Best Spirit 
Award. It was a very exciting and highly spirited event.  

 
  

Campers Enjoy Regular Activities on a Cool Summer Day 
 Both Junior and Senior Side had regular activities. It was a cooler weather day at Greylock. The 

temperatures were in the high-70s. For the Hill Campers, the morning program featured basketball, tennis, 
soccer, and waterskiing. In the afternoon, the campers had elective options, as well as rec swim. For the 
Braves, the morning program included swimming, baseball, soccer, and basketball. In the afternoon, the 
campers had elective options and rec swim. For the Chiefs, they had waterskiing, wall-climb, tennis, 
basketball, and nature. In the afternoon, the campers had elective options and rec swim. Some of the 



campers who had a good time include Willie Winter, Carter Modes, Ezra Katz, Finnley Levensaler, Dylan 
Sloan, Myles Sussman, and Ko Yip.  

On Senior Side, the campers had regular elective activities. For the Freshmen, some of the 
popular activities included basketball and swimming. For the Sophomores, some of the top picks included 
conditioning and baseball. The Juniors, a lot of them played baseball and hockey. For the Seniors, popular 
activities included weight training and basketball. There was a rec swim for everyone in the afternoon. 
Some of the campers who had a good time include Greg Grossman, Max Mazur, Simon Krasnove, Hunter 
Cohen, Ben Wiedman, JJ Heyman, Mattias Gitron-Beer, Max Gasthalter, Nico Diaz, and Sacha 
Guillerot.   

  

Campers Have Fun at Socials and Evening Activities 
 For evening activity, the Hill Campers rehearsed for their upcoming performance of Robin Hood. 

The Braves had NHL Day. The Chiefs had bunk cleanup and played bunk games afterwards. The 
Freshmen played bunk games and basketball. The Sophomores and Juniors had a home social with the 
girls at Romaca. Some of the campers who had a great time cha cha sliding included Ozzie Teitelbaum, 
Maddox Larner, Jacob Kashanian, Zev Goren, Jack Reich, Nate Grossman, and Jeremy Kent. The 
campers had a great time. The Seniors traveled to Romaca for a social and also had a great time. Some of 
the campers who had a good time included Miller Siegel, Jonathan Costello, Jacob Bock, Owen Alpert, 
Matthew Stern, Steve Weiss, and Weston Hochhauser.  
  

Camper Interview: Nathan Bagliebter 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Nathan Bagliebter 
  
Q: What division and bunk are 
you in? 
A: I’m a Brave and in Bunk 
Mohawk 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Briarcliff Manor, New 
York 
  
Q: How many summers have 
you been coming to Greylock? 
A: This is my 3rd summer 
including family camp in 2020 
  
Q: What are your favorite 
sports? 
A: Soccer, baseball, and 
football 
  
Q: What are your favorite 
sports teams? 

A: The Arizona Cardinals, the 
New York Yankees, Knicks, 
and Rangers 
   

 
  
Q: What is your favorite TV 
show? 
A: Loki 

  
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Chinese food 
  
Q: Who are your best friends 
at Greylock? 
A: Ian Schwarzwalder, 
Andrew Gecht, and Joseph 
Bernstein 
  
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Danny de la Rosa, Milton 
Esliker, and Carlos Hernandez 
  
Q: What has been one of your 
favorite moments so far this 
summer? 
A: Winning NFL Day 
  
Q: How excited are you for 
Olympics? 
A: Very, very excited, 10/10 
excited 

QUESTION: What does Peter Parker tell people he does for a living? 
ANSWER: A web designer. 
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Max Rapoport Stars in Hill Camp’s Robin Hood 
  For evening activity, the Junior side, the Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors went to go watch 
the hill camp performance of Robin Hood. The campers did a fantastic job. One camper, Finnley 
Levensaler, who planned to play the lead fell ill and could not perform, so Max Rapoport stepped into the 
main role of Robin Hood. He did an exceptional job under challenging circumstances. It was a 
performance to remember. Teddy Boskoff, Andrew Leon, Max Wagner, Josh Greenberg, and Harrison 
Bagliebter were each good in smaller roles. It was an outstanding effort for the campers with a lot of fun 
songs. There multiple funny references to Greylock and moments with the counselors that made the 
audience laugh. The campers then had a cast party afterwards to celebrate. Congrats to Alix North, who 
stepped into the directorial role, reprising her old job from her first several summers at Greylock.  
  

Senior Side has the 7th Annual Greylockapella 
 In the evening, we hosted the 7th annual Greylockapella event. All of Senior Side met at the 
outdoor theater, with five teams participating, including campers and counselors. Each team had multiple 
songs prepared for different genres which were: hip-hop/rap, pop, rock, and oldies. After several rounds, 
it was narrowed to two. The squad Roe v. Wade beat the squad NNT for the championship. Some of the 
memorable performances were by Jason Fine and his team. Jacob Bock and Jordan Lubowitz were 
spectacular helping lead the team with their singing to win the Greylockapella. It was a great event – very 
brotherly and warm, as the campers (even those without great voices) supported and cheered for one 
another. 

“We Want Lineup!”Begin for Red & Grey 
  Yesterday at lunch, the Seniors started their “We want lineup!” chants for our upcoming color 
contest, Red & Grey. All of the campers were up on their chairs chanting as loud as they can, with 
multiple Seniors running around hyping up the dining hall. Michael announced the first lineup would be 
later in the afternoon. During the lineup, Michael talked about the summer and our expectations for this 
contest, as well as introduced the head judge, Jim Mason. Jim then went on to talk about his expectations 
and thoughts about the traditions that were important to uphold in the upcoming contest. He also 
announced one of his assistant head judges, Freshmen group head Daniel Martin. Afterwards, the Seniors 
and the Juniors began voting for officers. Later in the evening, the Seniors went into the Freshmen bunks 
and spoke with them about what Red & Grey is and what to expect.  

 



Daniel Boulan Lights the Flame in Burn-Off 
  Two days ago, the Freshmen had a burn-off. The campers had a ton of fun, both participating and 
spectating. Daniel Boulan was voted the first-place burner with runners Daniel Stern and Jordan Buslik. 
The runners did a fantastic job getting all of the materials that Daniel needed to make a great fire. Behind 
Daniel Boulan, came Simon Krasnove and his runners Ben Leon and Graham Vogel. The other burners 
who put in great effort were Eli Tanen and Will Chase with runners Teddy Wagner, Asher Berkowitz, 
Greg Grossman, and Eddy Goldberg. It was a really fun event in anticipation of Red & Grey.  
 

Evening Activities and Socials 
Last night, the Hill camp had a cast party after their show for evening activity. The Braves and 

Chiefs went to shower and clean their bunks. The Freshmen had a home social with the girls at Belvoir 
and had a great time. The Sophomores played basketball as a group on Court Three. The Juniors had a 
home social with the girls at Belvoir Terrace. The Seniors met up with the girls from Belvoir for ice 
cream in Lenox. Some of the campers who had a great time in their evening activities included Jack 
Reich, Ian Rickert, Sam Wiedman, Jared Barishaw, Jacob Ahern, Tyler Rosenbaum, Max Schorr, and 
Jesse Bosselman.  
  

Camper Interview: Finnley Levensaler 
  
Q: What is your name? 
A: Finnley Levensaler 
  
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Trailblazer and in 
Bunk Ticonderoga 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Alamo, California  
  
Q: How many summers 
have you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my second 
summer 
  
Q: What are your favorite 
activities at Greylock? 
A: Soccer, tennis, and 
waterskiing 
  

  

 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
food? 
A: Chinese food 
  

Q: What are your favorite 
sports teams? 
A: The San Francisco 
Giants and 49ers, and the 
Golden State Warriors 
  
Q: What has been your 
favorite special day event 
so far this summer? 
A: The Bock Bonanza 
  
Q: If you could have 
dinner with any three 
people, dead or alive, who 
would they be? 
A: Steph Curry, Babe 
Ruth, and Aaron Judge 
  
Q: Who are your best 
friends at Greylock? 
A: My bunk 

  
 

I remember when … “the Art Department only had 
three walls with an open porch” –Daniel Martin 
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Braves and Chiefs Enjoy Morning Intercamp 
 In the morning yesterday, we hosted a morning intercamp against Winadu. The schedule included two 

basketball games, two soccer games, and a baseball game. The campers had a ton of fun. The campers won 4-3 in 
baseball with stellar pitching by Avi Farber and great hits by Thompson Chung. Greylock won the basketball game 
with outstanding play from Charlie Goldschein. In soccer, Shaan Martel scored the only goal for Greylock in a 2-1 
loss. The second games in soccer and basketball were planned, but Winadu had to leave to get home for lunch. 
Overall, it was a fun event.  
  

Frosh and Sophs Hike to Mount Greylock 
Yesterday, a group of Freshman and Sophomores went on a long day hike. The hike was to Mount 

Greylock and the campers trekked from Jones’ Nose to the summit of the mountain, a hike of about six miles. The 
group really enjoyed being in the memorial tower at the top. Of course, the pizza that was waiting for them at the top 
was a hit as well. Since these two divisions missed out on other Mount Greylock hikes because of travel limitations 
in 2021 and no camp in 2020, it was particularly important and memorable. Some of the campers who had a great 
time included Asher Feldman, Garren Bailey, Danny Rosenberg, Max Schorr, Eli Tanen, Daniel Stern, Leo Herman, 
and Andy Kapp.  
  

Hill Camp Have Fun in Greylock Relay  
 The Hill Camp had their Greylock relay in the morning yesterday and their wacky swim meet after lunch. 

The campers had a lot of fun today. Some of the events included shooting a hockey puck from a long distance into 
the goal, bouncing a ping pong ball into a cup, and memorizing and singing the Canadian national anthem. For the 
last event, the campers needed to come up with a 20-line rap song about their summer so far. It was a super amount 
of fun. The hardest rap bar was, “The chocolate milk is good and our play was Robin Hood”. The Dolphins won the 
relay and the team included Willie Winter, Owen Porter, Aaron Dyner, Josh Marcus, Jake Farkas, Leo Feinberg, 
Noah Gantt, Neev Goren, and Justin Reyes.  

  
Hill Camp and Chiefs Have a Splash in Wacky Swim Meet 

 After lunch, the Hill Camp had a wacky swim meet, which included a ton of fun water-related activities. 
One of the really fun events included making a diving catch of a tennis ball into the water. The campers had another 
event scheduled for afterwards, which was postponed and they watched a movie instead, Jurassic Park. The Chiefs 
had activities in the afternoon before and after their wacky swim meet. For one of the events, the campers played 
water polo. Some of the campers who had a great time included Teddy Boskoff, Max Wagner, Andrew Leon, Noah 
Gantt, Ethan Berg, Justin Reyes, Ian Seitel, Xavi Solish, Matthew Sherman, and Caleb Silverman.  
 

Frosh Bump, Set, and Over the Net in Volleyball Day 
  Yesterday after lunch, the Freshmen had Volleyball Day. The campers were split off into three teams and 
the teams with the top two records played each other in the finals. In the first game, the Ontario Matadors beat the 
Orange County Stunners, two games to one. It was a great game. Greg Grossman and Drew Novick had good 
communication and plays for the Stunners. For Ontario, Eddy Greenberg and Zack Wasserman had strong 
performances, bumping the ball over the net. In the next game, the Ontario Matadors beat the Chicago 
Untouchables, two games to one. Despite the loss, Daniel Boulan and Simon Garrity both played well. Max Mazur 
and Jordan Buslik made some tough plays for the Matadors. In the next game, the Orange County Stunners beat the 
Chicago Untouchables, two games to none. Perhaps, Chicago wasn’t so untouchable. Despite the loss, James Rooney, Ben 



Leon, Damian Bond, and Jordan Hirsh put in a great effort. For Orange County, Teddy Wagner and Graham Vogel were 
both great, making nice plays in the middle of the court. In the finals, the Orange County Stunners and Ontario Matadors 
had a rematch. The Matadors came out victorious once again, but in a hard fought battle. The Matadors took the first game 
and the Stunners took the second game. Sourya Gurram, Drew Novick, and Teddy Wagner were great for the Stunners, 
and Zack Wasserman, Jordan Buslik, and Eddy Goldberg played superbly. In the final match, the Matadors won, 21-17. 
The Stunners were down 19-10 and had a remarkable comeback led by Drew Novick’s magical serves and Teddy 
Wagner’s stellar defense in the middle. Zack Wasserman was unstoppable and helped lead the Matadors to a Volleyball 
Day victory.   

 
Juniors and Seniors Depart for Boston Trip 

  The Juniors and Seniors departed for their joint divisional trip this morning. They went to Six Flags New 
England and had a great day at the park. The campers enjoyed the rides, playing games of chance, eating food, and 
hanging out with one another. After the park, the campers went to their hotel, checked in, had a great dinner, and then 
went to see the Top Gun movie.  Tomorrow they have a fantastic day of events in the city of Boston. 

  
Nate Steinfink Stars as Frosh and Sophs Have a Great Time in NHL Day 

  Last evening, the Freshmen and Sophomores had NHL Day under the lights. The campers were split into four 
teams and the top two records played in the finals. In the first game, the Letterkenny Irish beat the California Golden 
Seals, 5-4, in a shootout. Teddy Wagner had three outstanding saves in the shootout. Connor Wolfson ended the game 
with a goal. Despite the loss, Jack Horowitz scored a hat trick and Daniel Boulan scored the other. For the Irish, Theo Shin 
and Drew Novick both played well. In the next game, the New York Hockey Giants beat the District Five Ducks, 3-0. 
Nate Steinfink had two goals and Jordan Buslik put one in net for the Giants. Andy Kapp played well in the loss. In the 
finals, the Giants came out victorious over the Irish, 3-1. Nate Steinfink scored another two goals and Asher Berkowitz 
scored one. Theo Shin scored a goal for the Irish. Nate Steinfink had outstanding play in the finals and won the Best Team 
Player award, Teddy Wagner won the Best Effort award for his play in goal, and Greg Grossman won the Best Spirit 
award. The campers really enjoyed the night NHL events.  

  
Final Overnight for Hill Campers 

  Last night after dinner, we had our final overnight of the summer. Four bunks of Hill Campers (The T’s and O’s) 
went for a sleep out on campus, which included pitching tents, building a fire, roasting marshmallows and hot dogs, and a 
lot of fun and games. Some of the campers who had a great time included Asher Kind, Griffin Richman, Harris 
Rosenstein, Josh Greenberg, Parker Resnick, and Shane Kleinberger.   
  

Camper Interview: Tyler Rosenbaum 
 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Tyler Rosenbaum 
  
Q: What division and bunk are you 
in? 
A: I’m a Sophomore and in Bunk 
Chicago 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Millburn, New Jersey 
  
Q: What are your favorite sports? 
A: Soccer and baseball 
  
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 

A: The Pittsburgh Steelers and the 
Memphis Grizzlies 

       

Q: What has been one of your 
favorite moments so far this 
summer? 
A: Winning MLB Day 
  
Q: Who are your favorite athletes? 
A: Najee Harris and Ja Morant 
  
Q: What is your favorite movie that 
you have watched recently? 
A: Minions: The Rise of Gru 
  
Q: How excited are you for Red & 
Grey? 
A: Really, really, really, really, 
really excited 

 
I remember when … “Daniel “Chatch” Cooper was the head of soccer” –Henry Rifkin 
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    51st Olympics Breaks Out for Junior Side!  
            Yesterday, after the first two periods of regular activities, all of Junior Side went to the 
Field House for a campers versus counselor’s basketball game. In the midst of the game, one of 
the refs, Scott Lee, and a counselor, Judd Schnall acted out and pretended there was a technical 
foul and an argument broke out. Judd then yelled out, “I don’t care, it’s Olympic break out!” All 
of the campers cheered and were super excited for the event to finally begin. Afterward, the 
campers went to lunch and last summer’s Seniors started a mosh pit, blasting Turbulence in the 
dining hall and celebrating the start of Olympics. After the meal, the campers went to the North 
Field for Olympic Tap-Outs, led by the Olympic Committee, which consists of Ryan Macdonald, 
Luke Doy, Milton Esliker, Alix North, Jenn Leveille, and Mau Siliceo. 

All of the campers were placed onto teams, and they learned who their counselor 
lieutenants and captains were. The captains are Harry Blackburn for Tokelau, Lucas Oland for 
San Marino, Danny De La Rosa for Bahamas, and Harry Thomas for Peru. The lieutenants for 
Tokelau are Michael Kronick, JP Valenzuela, James Whyte, and Lara Efthimiou. The lieutenants 
for San Marino are Toby Hickey, Josh Yates, Johnny Sanchez, and Inez Vasquez. The 
lieutenants for Bahamas are Alex Selvin, Seb Mills, Dan Harris, and Conchita Aguila. The 
lieutenants for Peru are Judd Schnall, Sonny Mooney, Josh Gomez, and Claire White. Once the 
ceremony was completed, everyone split up by country to have a group meeting before the first 
events, which was the track meet.  

This is Greylock’s 51st Olympics. The first was in the summer of 1971.  
 

Tokelau & Bahamas Highlight Olympic Track 
Meet 
 Yesterday afternoon, the Junior Side went to the North Field for the first event of the 
Olympics – the Track and Field Meet. The event was completed. However, there was a brief 
pause during it due to rain. In that delay, the campers practiced their song and cheer while 
waiting for the weather to clear up. There were several races such as the 50-yard dash, the 4x100 
relay, the medley relay, the softball toss, and the standing broad jump. The winners of the 50-
yard dash were Finn Rooney for the Hill Camp, Ohev Abergel for the Braves, and Lucas Derfner 
for the Chiefs. The winners of the 75-yard dash were Griffin Richman for the Hill Camp, Ryder 
Hauser for the Braves, and Ko Yip for the Chiefs. In the 4x75 relay, some of the standout 
performances were from Dylan Stein and Ethan Berg for the Hill Camp, Ian Schwarzwalder and 
Louis Gellibert for the Braves, and Charlie Goldschein and Leo Lazar for the Chiefs. The final 
race was the medley relay which included members of the Hill Camp, Braves, and Chiefs. In the 



end, Peru won with amazing runs from Owen Porter, Dylan Sloan, Alejandro Rafalin, and Nate 
Solomon. San Marino won majority of the field events. Winners included Leo Lazar, Nathan 
Bishara, Sam Bobker, Primo Sayers, David Benayoun, Charlie Goldschein, Page Burman, Chris 
Hummel, and Teddy Boskoff. It was a great first day of Olympics.  

 

Camper Interview: Nathan Solomon 

 
 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Nate Solomon 
 
Q: What division and 
bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Chief and in 
Bunk Chickasaw 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Manhattan, New 
York 
 
Q: What are your 
favorite sports? 
A: Basketball and 
tennis 
 
Q: What is your 
favorite food? 
A: Pizza 
 
Q: What are your 
favorite sports teams? 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A: The Miami Heat 
and Brooklyn Nets 
 
Q: What is one of your 
favorite moments from 
this summer? 
A: Winning NHL Day 
 
Q: What is your 
favorite movie? 
A: The Dark Knight 
 
Q: Who are your best 
friends at Greylock? 
A: My bunk 
 
Q: What country are 
you on in Olympics? 
A: Peru!  
 
 

 

 QUESTION: Why don’t they play games fairly in the 
jungle? 

ANSWER: Because there are too many cheetahs 
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Sophomores Enjoy Final Home Intercamp with Pontiac  
The Sophomores had an all-day home intercamp with Pontiac. In the morning, the 

campers played two basketball games and a soccer game. In the afternoon the Sophomores 
played a baseball game, a basketball game, and a soccer game. The campers won four out of the 
six games played. In the morning soccer game, Greylock won 4-0. Mattias Gitron-Beer led the 
scoring with a phenomenal performance putting up three goals while Tyler Rosenbaum added 
one goal. Logan Ahern played exceptionally in goal as well. The Sophomores also wreaked 
havoc against Pontiac in the basketball games. The Mountaineers won 44-10 and 38-36. 
Outstanding plays from Conner Wolfson, Jack Cohen, and Jack Reich helped lead their teams to 
victory.  

The intercamp continued into the afternoon with the campers playing an extremely 
intense baseball game, which they lost 6-5. The Sophomores built an early 3-0 lead but couldn’t 
hold on for the win. Great pitching from Jacob Gerstel and fabulous hitting from Max Schorr 
made the game close. The second soccer game of the intercamp had a final score of 6-1 with 
Pontiac on top. JJ Heyman played well despite the loss. The most exciting game of the intercamp 
was the afternoon basketball game. The nail biter had a final score of 28-26 with the home team 
winning. It featured frequent lead changes, great defense from Jack Horowitz, and an insane 
buzzer-beating shot from Jake Schweid with one second left in the game to give Greylock the 
victory. The intercamp displayed great efforts in all sports. 
 

Connor Wolfson and Hunter Udis Lead Hawks in Soph NBA Day 
After wrapping up their intercamp the Sophomores began their NBA Day yesterday. Due 

to rain it was played in the Field House and it featured great efforts all around. The four teams 
played in a round-robin styled event. The Orlando Magic beat the Cleveland Cavaliers, 53-47 
with Jack Cohen scoring 33 points. The Indiana Pacers beat the Cleveland Cavaliers 57-42, with 
Winston Schwartz playing amazing even though they lost. The Atlanta Hawks beat the Orlando 
Magic 58-40, as Hunter Udis played well on offense and defense. The Atlanta Hawks narrowly 
beat the Cleveland Cavaliers 41-38 with Connor Wolfson playing superb basketball. The Indiana 
Pacers crushed the Cleveland Cavaliers 53-23. Leading the way with 34 points was Winston 
Schwartz. The Atlanta Hawks lost to the Orlando Magic, 47-23. Max Schorr played well on 
defense. In the finals, there was a showdown between Indiana Pacers and the Atlanta Hawks. 
The halftime score saw the Hawks up 33-20 and they never looked back. The Hawks won 55-40 
behind great offense from Connor Wolfson and Logan Ahern, as well as stunning defense from 
Hunter Udis. Despite the loss, Ryan Lassman and Jacob Gerstel played well for the Pacers. It 
was an exciting finish. 
 



Zack Wasserman Leads Team to Victory in Frosh CFL Day 
The Freshman spent yesterday on the Senior Athletic Field having CFL Day. In the first 

game, the Calgary Stampeeders beat the Las Vegas Posse by a score of 51-29. Jordan Hirsh 
played exceptionally at quarterback. In the second game, the Winnipeg Blue Bombers lost 35-20 
to the Edmonton Eskimos. Teddy Wagner played brilliantly at quarterback to secure the win. In 
the third game, the Las Vegas Posse lost to the Winnipeg Blue Bombers, 43-34 with Greg 
Grossman playing well. The fourth game had the Calgary Stampeeders losing 49-38 to the 
Edmonton Eskimos with Drew Novick making some great catches. The next game had the 
Calgary Stampeeders losing 45-34 to the Winnipeg Blue Bombers with Zack Wasserman leading 
the scoring. The Las Vegas Posse beat the Edmonton Eskimos 36-20 with Daniel Boulan playing 
great.  

In the finals, the Winnipeg Blue Bombers won the game to secure their CFL day victory. 
Zack Wasserman won the Best Team Player award, Teddy Wagner won the Best Effort award, 
and Jordan Hirsh won the Best Spirit award. 
 

Seniors and Juniors Complete their Boston Trip 
The final day of the Seniors and Juniors trip to Boston ended with fun activities. 

Throughout the day they toured and ate at Quincy Market as well as Faneuil Hall. They also took 
a ride in a speedboat which splashed them with the ocean waves of Boston Harbor. The highlight 
of the day was a guided tour of Fenway Park. The trip ended with dinner at a Mexican 
Restaurant and the campers returned to camp late at night. Some of the campers who enjoyed 
making new memories on the trip included Sam Weidman, Jacob Bock, and Alex Berez. 
 

Camper Interview: Nathan Solomon 
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Nate Solomon 
 
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Chief and in Bunk 
Chickasaw 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Manhattan, New York 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports? 
A: Basketball and tennis 
 
Q: What is your favorite 
food? 
A: Pizza 

       
       
 
 
Q: What is one of your 
favorite moments from this 
summer? 

 
 
A: Winning NHL Day 
 
Q: What is your favorite 
movie? 
A: The Dark Knight 
 
Q: Who are your best friends 
at Greylock? 
A: My bunk 
 
Q: What country are you on 
in Olympics? 
A: Peru!  

 
QUESTION: Why don’t they play games fairly in the jungle? 

ANSWER: Because there are too many cheetahs 
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Leo Feinberg Leads San Marino to Defeat the Bahamas to Win Hill Camp Basketball Gold 

 Yesterday was Day Two of Olympics. The Hill Camp spent the morning and late afternoon playing Olympic 
basketball. The countries played a round-robin styled tournament. The teams with the best two records faced off in the gold 
medal game. In the first game, Peru defeated Tokelau. In the second game, San Marino beat the Bahamas. In the next game, San 
Marino beat Tokelau. In the next game, the Bahamas beat Peru. In the next game, the Bahamas beat Tokelau. In the last game of 
pool play, San Marino beat Peru. The gold medal game was between the undefeated San Marino team and the 2-1 Bahamas team. 
San Marino came out victories with Leo Feinberg leading the way with 22 points in the finals, winning 34-28. The members of 
San Marino included Asher Kind, Cole Silverman, Ezra Masor, Harrison Bagliebter, Baron Lehrer, Max Kapp, Javen Krieg, Leo 
Feinberg, Owen Einhorn, Shane Kleinberger, and Willie Winter.  
 

San Marino defeats Tokelau to Win Lake Camp Soccer Gold 
Yesterday, the Braves and Chiefs combined to compete in either Olympic baseball or soccer. In the soccer event, the 

countries played in a round-robin styled tournament. The teams with the best two records faced off in the gold medal game. In the 
first game, Tokelau beat Peru. In the next game, San Marino beat the Bahamas. In the next game, San Marino beat Tokelau. In 
the next game, Peru beat the Bahamas. In the next game, the Bahamas beat Tokelau. In the last game of pool play, Peru beat San 
Marino. The gold medal game was between the 2-1 Tokelau team and 2-1 San Marino team. San Marino came out victorious 
beating Tokelau. The game was a lot of fun. Sam Bobker was absolutely great in goal for San Marino, and Leo Lazar also scored 
for the team. The members of San Marino also included Adam Weis, Ethan Andersen, Nathan Bagliebter, Ko Yip, Matthew 
Kleinhandler, and Charlie Goldschein. 
  

Brett Murad Hits Walk-off 3-Run Home Run for the Bahamas to Win Lake Camp Baseball Gold 
  Yesterday, the other Braves and Chiefs combined to compete in Olympic baseball. The countries also played in a 
round-robin styled tournament. The teams with the best two records faced off in the gold medal game. In the first game, Peru beat 
Tokelau. In the next game, the Bahamas beat San Marino. In the next game, San Marino beat Tokelau. In the next game, the 
Bahamas beat Peru. In the next game, the Bahamas beat Tokelau. In the last game of pool play, San Marino beat Peru. The gold 
medal game was between the Bahamas and San Marino. In the bottom of the 5th inning, Brett Murad hit a deep 3-run home run 
to walk it off for the Bahamas to win, 9-8. Ian Schwarzwalder and Khalil Spencer both also played well. The Bahamas squad also 
included Andrew Gecht, Alec Schneiderman, David Benayoun, and Xavi Solish. 
  

Finn Rooney, Charlie Newstadt, and Justin Reyes Lift Peru to Win Hill Camp Football Gold 
 The Hill Camp spent their yesterday afternoon playing Olympic football. The countries played in a round-robin styled 
tournament. The teams with the best two records faced off in the gold medal game. In the first game, Tokelau beat Peru, 57-50. In 
the next game, the Bahamas defeated San Marino, 38-30. In the next game, Tokelau beat San Marino, 30-16. In the next game, 
Peru beat the Bahamas, 21-12. In the next game, the Bahamas beat Tokelau, 38-30. In the next game, Peru beat San Marino, 20-
15. The gold medal game was between Peru and Tokelau. It was a great game. Peru won 36-14 with great playing from Finn 
Rooney, Charlie Newstadt, and Justin Reyes. The other members of Peru included Griffin Richman, Harrison Wishnow, Jake 
Farkas, Josh Marcus, Leo Wishnow, Primo Sayers, Owen Porter, and Robert Kashanian.  
  

Adam Weis, Sam Bobker, & Matthew Kleinhandler Lead San Marino to Hockey Gold 
Yesterday, the Braves and Chiefs combined to play Olympic hockey. The countries played in a round-robin styled 

tournament. The teams with the best two records faced off in the gold medal game. In the first game, Tokelau beat San Marino. 
In the next game, Peru defeated the Bahamas. In the next game, Tokelau beat the Bahamas. In the next game, San Marino beat 
Peru. In the next game, Tokelau beat Peru. In the last game of pool play, the Bahamas defeated San Marino. The gold medal 
game was between San Marino and Tokelau. San Marino came out victorious, 2-1, with outstanding play from Matthew 
Kleinhandler and Adam Weis. The members of San Marino also included Nathan Bagliebter, Ethan Andersen, Sam Bobker, 
Thompson Chung, Noah Muskat, and Caleb Silverman.  



  
Levi Cohen and Alejandro Rafalin Dominate in Lake Camp Waterpolo to Lead Peru to 

Gold 
  In the afternoon yesterday, the Braves and Chiefs combined to compete in Olympic waterpolo. The countries played in 
a round-robin styled tournament. The teams with the best two records faced off in the gold medal game. In the first game, San 
Marino beat Tokelau. In the next game, Peru beat the Bahamas. In the next game, the Bahamas beat Tokelau. In the next game, 
San Marino beat Peru. In the next game, Peru beat Tokelau. In the last game of pool play, San Marino beat the Bahamas. The 
gold medal game was between San Marino and Peru. Peru won 2-1 with goals from Levi Cohen. Alejandro Rafalin also had 
stellar offense and defense for Peru. The other members of Peru included Matthew Menell, Dylan Sloan, Jackson Paldino, Nathan 
Solomon, and Myles Sussman.  
  

The captains for the senior side Red & Grey have been voted on and announced. Here is an interview with 
them: 

Captain Interviews: Cooper Rumack and Weston Hochhauser 
 

 

                                                           
 
 
Q: What’s your name?  
C: Cooper Rumack 
W: Weston Hochhauser 
 
Q: Where are you from? 
C: South Salem, NY 
W: Westport, CT 
 
Q: What bunk are you in? 
C: Yale 
W: Yale 
 
Q: What year is this for you at camp and 
what division are you in? 
C: 7th and I’m a senior 
W: 7th and I’m a senior 
 
Q: What’s your best Red & Grey 
memory? 
C: Winning Junior year on a crazy, tiring 
rope burning 
W: Being on the same team as my 
brother when I was a freshmen 
 

Q: What’s your Red & Grey record? 
C: 1-1 
W: 0-2 
 
Q: What teams have you been on? 
C: Grey, Red, Red 
W: Grey all the way 
 
Q: Who have been your favorite Red & 
Grey captains? 
C: Jacob Raphan 
W: Zach Burton 
 
Q: What advice would you give to a 
young Greylocker? 
C: Cherish your moments here, it’s a 
once in a lifetime experience 
W: Spend time with others and enjoy it 
 
Q: What would you like to tell those on 
your team? 
C:  Never put down your teammates and 
lift them up instead 
W: We are going to get tired but keep 
pushing 
 

Q: What is your favorite meal at camp? 
C: Chicken Parmesan and Pasta 
W: Chicken Patties 
 
Q: What is your favorite movie? 
C: Whiplash 
W: The Shawshank Redemption  
 
Q: What’s your favorite activity at 
camp? 
C: Court One 
W: Baseball 
 
Q: What’s your favorite quote around 
camp? 
C: “What is popular is not always right 
and what is right is not always popular.” 
W: “Life is 10% what happens to you 
and 90% how you deal with it.” 
 
Q: Who are your best friends on camp? 
C: Seniors ‘22 
W: Seniors ‘22 
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Seniors Have Fun in MLB Day and Learn about Red & Grey Captains 
Something unusual happened during yesterday’s Senior MLB Day. It ended with each team at a 1-1 record 

instead of having a winner. In the first game the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Texas Rangers 1-0 after a walk off 
double from Julian Simaee. Jordan Lubowitz and Freddy Murad played great in the field. In the second game the 
Texas Rangers beat the Miami Marlins 3-1 with Miller Siegel and Austin Glosserman hitting bombs at the plate. 
Next, the Cardinals lost 4-3 to the Marlins. In the last inning down 3-0 the Marlins staged an incredible comeback 
scoring 4 runs to walk it off. Jordan Abrutyn helped the comeback with great hitting.  

Due to the Seniors having to leave for their Magical Mystery Tour the final wasn’t able to be played and all 
the teams tied. 

Right after lunch, the senior side gathered on the lower quad for a Red & Grey line-up. The major 
announcements of the day (excepting the naming of several judges) were the announcements of who had been 
elected. Jim gave some dramatic speeches about the the winners. First, it was the Captain of the Grey team Weston 
Hochhauser. Then, it was the Captain of the Grey team Cooper Rumack. Jaden Leon, Juju Katselnik Owen Alpert, 
and Jared Barishaw were also announced as Lieutenants during the line-up. 

 
Daniel Boulan Leads Team to Win in Frosh Water Polo Day 

Yesterday, the Freshman had Water Polo Day in the morning. The division was split into 3 creatively 
named teams Water, Po, and Lo. In the first game between teams Water and Po, the game was tied at the end of 
regulation sending the game into a shootout where Water won 2-1. Eddy Goldberg and Teddy Wagner both scored 
in the shootout to secure the victory while Simon Garrity scored the only goal for his team in the shootout. The 
second match featured Lo and Po with Lo, winning 3-1. Daniel Boulan scored two goals and Jordan Hirsh added one 
on. Graham Vogel played phenomenally in goal for Lo.  

In the finals Lo beat Water 4-2 with Daniel Boulan and Jordan Hirsh both scoring two goals. The team was 
coached brilliantly by Daniel Martin. The event was good practice for the upcoming Red and Grey matches. 
 

Sophomores and Freshman Have an amazing Amazing Race 
In the morning the Sophomores were split into groups of 2 or 3 to decipher riddles and complete different 

challenges around camp. Examples of challenges included making a free throw on every hoop in the Field House 
and naming former Red and Grey captains. Due to limited time, the Amazing Race wasn’t able to finish -- but when 
the division stopped playing for the day Ryan Lassman and Danny Rosenberg were in first place.  

In the afternoon the Freshman had their own Amazing Race. The Freshman race was won by Daniel 
Boulan and Daniel Stern. The campers had to find Joe Reyes at the Senior Athletic Field to win. The duo quickly 
completed every assignment to run away with the win. Ben Leon, Graham Vogel, and Noah Greenberg came in 
second after chasing Joe around Senior Side.  

 
Sophomores Play on the Clay in Davis Cup Day  

  The Sophomores had Davis Cup Day in the afternoon following their amazing race. The division was 
divided into three flights. The matches were played with intensity throughout all of the flights. At the end of the 
afternoon, the flight 3 the winners were Jacob Silver and Nate Steinfink. In flight 2, the winners were Asher 
Feldman and Max Schoor. In flight 1, Ryan Lassman and Ian Rickert upset Hunter Udis and Jake Knopke. 
 



Maddox Larner Lifts Volleyball Team 
The Juniors had Volleyball Day in the morning. Maddox Larner and Jonathan Thomas led the Las Vegas Ramblers to 

their Volleyball Day win. Tough plays were made in every game. One of the memorable plays was a Maddox Larner spike. 
Players who played exceptional as well included Mack Brensilver, Jesse Bosselman, and Jacob Kashanian. 

 

Max Gasthalter Leads the Oakland Athletics to a Junior MLB Day Victory 
In the afternoon yesterday, the Juniors were put onto 3 teams for MLB Day. In the first game the Oakland Athletics 

beat the Colorado Rockies, 8-4, on a home run from Maddox Larner, quick base running from Zach Sherman and excellent 
fielding from Max Gasthalter to put the game away early. The Colorado Rockies lost to the Arizona Diamondbacks, 8-3. Alex 
Berez was awesome in the field for Arizona. In the finals the Athletics beat the Diamondbacks, 9-3, to get their MLB Day 
victory. Max Gasthalter won the Best Team Player award, Alex Berez won the Best Effort award and the Best Spirit award went 
to Chase Agudo. 
 

Zach Sherman Leads the Seattle Kraken to a Junior NHL Day Win 
 After dinner, the Juniors gathered for their third special event of the day, this time for NHL Day. The Juniors were put 
onto either the Seattle Kraken or the Vegas Golden Knights. Since there was only two teams it was played as a best of three 
series. In game one, the Kraken won 2-1 behind goals from Zach Sherman. The Golden Knights bounced bank in game two, 
shutting out the Kraken and winning 2-0. Jack Bennett scored both goals to give his team the win. In game three and with the 
series tied at 1, it was a defense battle with the Kraken winning 1-0. It was a fun way to end a long day of sports for the Juniors. 
 

Captain Interviews: Cooper Rumack and Weston Hochhauser 
 

                                                           
Q: What’s your name?  
C: Cooper Rumack 
W: Weston Hochhauser 
 
Q: Where are you from? 
C: South Salem, NY 
W: Westport, CT 
 
Q: What bunk are you in? 
C: Yale 
W: Yale 
 
Q: What year is this for you at camp and 
what division are you in? 
C: 7th and I’m a senior 
W: 7th and I’m a senior 
 
Q: What’s your best Red & Grey memory? 
C: Winning Junior year on a crazy, tiring 
rope burning 
W: Being on the same team as my brother 
when I was a freshmen 
 
Q: What’s your Red & Grey record? 

C: 1-1 
W: 0-2 
 
Q: What teams have you been on? 
C: Grey, Red, Red 
W: Grey all the way 
 
Q: Who have been your favorite Red & 
Grey captains? 
C: Jacob Raphan 
W: Zach Burton 
 
Q: What advice would you give to a young 
Greylocker? 
C: Cherish your moments here, it’s a once 
in a lifetime experience 
W: Spend time with others and enjoy it 
 
Q: What would you like to tell those on 
your team? 
C:  Never put down your teammates and 
lift them up instead 
W: We are going to get tired but keep 
pushing 

 
Q: What is your favorite meal at camp? 
C: Chicken Parmesan and Pasta 
W: Chicken Patties 
 
Q: What is your favorite movie? 
C: Whiplash 
W: The Shawshank Redemption  
 
Q: What’s your favorite activity at camp? 
C: Court One 
W: Baseball 
 
Q: What’s your favorite quote around 
camp? 
C: “What is popular is not always right and 
what is right is not always popular.” 
W: “Life is 10% what happens to you and 
90% how you deal with it.” 
 
Q: Who are your best friends on camp? 
C: Seniors ‘22 
W: Seniors ‘22 
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Owen Porter & Charlie Newstadt Lift Peru to Hill Camp Soccer Gold 
 On Junior Side, the campers had their third day of the Greylock Olympics yesterday. The 
campers started the day with bunk clean up and inspection. The morning events included the 
opening rounds of soccer for the Hill Camp, football for the Braves, and basketball for the 
Chiefs. For Hill Camp soccer, the countries played in a round-robin styled event. In the first 
game, San Marino defeated Tokelau. In the next game, Peru beat the Bahamas. In the next game, 
Tokelau beat the Bahamas. In the next game, Peru beat San Marino. In the next game, Peru beat 
Tokelau. In the last game of pool play, San Marino beat the Bahamas. The gold medal game was 
between the undefeated Peru team and San Marino. It was a great game for Peru with Owen 
Porter and Charlie Newstadt both scoring two goals each to win, 4-1. Primo Sayers was a brick 
wall in goal for Peru. The other members of Peru include Finn Rooney, Griffin Richman, 
Harrison Wishnow, Jake Farkas, Justin Reyes, Leo Wishnow, Robert Kashanian, and Josh 
Marcus. 
  

Julian Reisman Scores Pick 6 to win Brave Football Gold for Tokelau 
 The Braves played the opening rounds of Olympic football in the morning and the gold 

medal game in the evening. The countries played in a round-robin styled tournament. In the first 
game, Tokelau beat San Marino. In the next game, the Bahamas beat Peru. In the next game, 
Tokelau beat the Bahamas. In the next game, Peru beat San Marino. In the next game, Tokelau 
beat Peru. In the last game of pool play, San Marino beat the Bahamas. The gold medal game 
was between the undefeated Tokelau team and the Bahamas. Julian Reisman caught an 
interception on the last play of the game and was able to run it back into the end zone to win the 
game. The game was great, with stellar effort from both teams. Ryder Hauser was another 
standout easily advancing the ball and playing great defense. The other members of Tokelau 
included Charlie Siena, Declan Cox, Royal Puritz, William Costello, and Noah Rudnicki.  
  

Charlie Goldschein Leads San Marino to Chief Basketball Gold 
  The Chiefs played the opening rounds of Olympic basketball in the morning and the gold 
medal game in the evening. The countries played in a round-robin styled tournament. In the first 
game, San Marino beat Tokelau, 32-18. In the next game, the Bahamas beat Peru, 30-28. In the 
next game, Tokelau beat the Bahamas, 46-25. In the next game, Peru beat San Marino, 41-32. In 
the next game, Peru beat Tokelau, 36-27. In the last game of pool play, San Marino came out 
victorious by beating the Bahamas, 37-30. The gold medal game was between San Marino and 
Peru. It was a very close game. San Marino just squeezed out the victory, winning 36-35. Charlie 
Goldschein had a spectacular performance, scoring 32 points for San Marino. The other 



members of San Marino included Caleb Silverman, Ko Yip, Matthew Kleinhandler, Sam 
Bobker, Teddy Haymes, and Thompson Chung.  
 

 Campers Enjoy Olympic Swim Meet, Ping Pong, and Archery 
 In the afternoon, the Junior Side had their Olympic swim meet. There were several 

events such as the 50-yard freestyle relay, the 100-yard medley relay, and the three-man 
kickboard squadron. All of the campers really enjoyed participating and cheering on their 
teammates. Some of the standout performers were Andrew Gecht, Alejandro Rafalin, Thompson 
Chung, Andrew Leon, Aaron Dyner, Finnley Levensaler, Max Wagner, Jeffrey Brodsky, Xavi 
Solish, Griffin Richman, and Owen Porter. Peru won 6 of the 16 events, the Bahamas and 
Tokelau won 4 each, and San Marino won 2 events. 

In the evening, while the countries had song and cheer practice, a few campers played 
Olympic ping pong and did Olympic archery. In archery, Walker Dillon won gold for the hill 
camp, Cooper Rosenbaum won gold for the Braves, and Caleb Silverman won Gold for the 
Chiefs. In ping pong, Tokelau won gold in hill camp, San Marino won gold in the Braves, and 
Tokelau won gold in the Chiefs.  

  

Camper Interview: Neev Goren  
  
Q: What is your name? 
A: Neev Goren 
  
Q: What division and bunk 
are you in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in Bunk 
Pawnee 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Water Mill, New York 
  
Q: How many summers have 
you been to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
  
Q: What are your favorite 
activities at Greylock? 
A: Wall, waterskiing, and 
archery 
  
  
  

 

 
  
  
 

Q: What is your favorite 
camp meal? 
A: Cereal and pancakes 
 
Q: What has been one of your 
favorite moments so far this 
summer? 
A: Winning World Cup 
Soccer day 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
movie? 
A: Wreck-It-Ralph 
  
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Johnny Sanchez and 
James Whyte 
  
Q: How do you like the 
Greylock Olympics? 
A: I’m having a ton of fun! 

Did you know this is Greylock’s 105th  

Red & Grey? (because there were no contests in 1916 and 2020) 
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Zach Schweid Scores Insane Buzzer Beater in OT to Win it for the New 
Orleans Pelicans in Senior NBA Day 

  The Seniors returned from the Magical Mystery Tour yesterday morning and rested up 
for their afternoon/evening NBA Day. The boys were split into four teams and played in a round-
robin styled event. In the first game, the Trailblazers beat the Timberwolves, 58-48. Cooper 
Rumack and Julian Katselnik dominated the floor scoring a combined 53 points. Owen Alpert 
and Freddy Murad both played well despite the loss. In the next game, the Blazers beat the 
Pelicans, 55-50. Jordan Lubowitz and Jordan Abrutyn both played well, hitting some big shots. 
Zach Schweid scored 45 points despite the loss. In the next game, the Magic beat the Blazers, 
67-58. Jacob Bock scored 31 points. In the next game, the Pelicans beat the T-Wolves, 60-50. 
Zach Schweid led the charge, scoring 47 points for the Pels. Despite the loss, Jonny Costello 
played well. In the next game, the Magic beat the Wolves, 40-20. Miller Siegel and Jacob Bock 
both played well.  

There was a Dan Fastenberg showdown, which led to the Pelicans and Blazers to evening 
spots in the championship game. The game was amazing, going into overtime. Zach Schweid 
and Freddy Murad went up against Luke Folise and Jordan Lubowitz. The Pelicans won, 60-59, 
off of a buzzer beater three-pointer with no time left by Zach Schweid to complete his 48 point 
game. Luke Folise had tied up the game off of a fast break layup to send it to overtime. Zach 
Schweid had multiple high-scoring games which led to him winning the Best Team Player 
award. Luke Folise won the Best Effort award, and Jared Barishaw won the Best Spirit award 
. 

Senior Side Has Third Red and Grey Lineup 
After lunch yesterday, the Senior Side came together on Lower Quad for the third Red 

and Grey lineup of the summer. Some more judges were announced, as were the Junior division  
lieutenants. We are proud to report that Jacob Kashanian and Max Gasthalter are the Red Junior 
lieutenants, and Cooper Winter and Mack Brensilver are the Grey Junior lieutenants.  
  
Jonathan Thomas and Owen Goldfarb Lead Pistons to Jr. NBA Day Victory 

  In the afternoon and evening yesterday, the Juniors had their NBA Day. The campers 
were split into four teams and played in a round-robin styled event. In the first game, the Detroit 
Pistons beat the Cleveland Cavaliers, 53-33. Jon Thomas led with 20 points, and Owen Goldfarb 
scored 15 points. Chris Espinosa played well too. Zach Sherman scored 18 in the loss. In the next 
game, the Charlotte Hornets beat the Memphis Grizzlies, 47-34. Cooper Winter scored 31 points 
in the win. Jacob Kashanian also played well, grabbing many rebounds. Zac Calveric and Johnny 
Moskowitz both played well in the loss. In the next game, the Pistons beat the Grizzlies, 45-36. 
Jon Thomas scored 28 points in the win. Ozzie Teitelbaum also played stellar defense. Jesse 



Bosselman played well in the loss. In the next game, the Hornets beat the Grizzlies, 50-33. Cooper Winter scored 33 
points in the win. Connor Meschewski also played well. Maddox Larner scored 23 points for Memphis. In the final, 
the game was between the Detroit Pistons and Charlotte Hornets. The Pistons won the championship game, 47-40. 
Jon Thomas and Owen Goldfarb both played great, scoring 20 points and 17 points respectively. Despite the loss, 
Cooper Winter led the Hornets in a comeback, scoring 28 points including a bunch of deep three point shots. Jon 
Thomas won the Best Team Player award, Cooper Winter won the Best Effort award, and Jack Bennett won the Best 
Spirit award. 

 
Ryan Lassman & Jacob Gerstel Lead Blue Bombers to Soph CFL Day Crown 
  Yesterday, the Sophomores had CFL Day. The campers were split into four teams and played in a round-
robin styled event. In the first game, the Posse beat the Eskimos, 32-18. Garren Bailey and Zach Surchin both played 
well. In the next game, the Blue Bombers beat the Stampeeders, 31-20. In the next game, the Bombers beat the 
Posse, 24-15. In the next game, the Stampeeders beat the Eskimos, 29-12. In the next game, the Bombers beat the 
Eskimos, 30-12. In the last game of pool play, the Posse beat the Stampeeders, 16-14. The championship game was 
between the Winnipeg Blue Bombers and Las Vegas Posse. The Blue Bombers came out victorious, winning 36-12. 
Jacob Gerstel played quarterback and threw some great passes to Ryan Lassman to help win the game. Despite the 
loss, Jake Knopke played well, moving and scrambling with the ball well. Jacob Gerstel won the Best Team Player 
award, Jake Knopke won the Best Effort Player award, and Ben Ahern won the Best Spirit award. It was a fun 
special event.  
 

Asher Berkowitz Dominates in Frosh Lax Day 
The Freshmen had Lacrosse Day yesterday and activity options for those who opted out. The campers were 

split into two teams and played in a best of three series. The standout of the games was Asher Berkowitz, who 
scored the game-tying goal in the final seconds of the second game, and scored the overtime goal to win it all. The 
other campers who opted out played basketball. 
  

Camper Interview: Neev Goren  
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Neev Goren 
  
Q: What division and bunk are you 
in? 
A: I’m a Ranger and in Bunk 
Pawnee 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Water Mill, New York 
  
Q: How many summers have you 
been to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
  
Q: What are your favorite activities 
at Greylock? 

A: Wall, waterskiing, and 
archery 

 
  

  
 
Q: What is your favorite camp 
meal? 
A: Cereal and pancakes 
 
Q: What has been one of your 
favorite moments so far this 
summer? 
A: Winning World Cup Soccer day 
  
Q: What is your favorite movie? 
A: Wreck-It-Ralph 
  
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Johnny Sanchez and James 
Whyte 
  
Q: How do you like the Greylock 
Olympics? 
A: I’m having a ton of fun! 

Did you know this is Greylock’s 105th  

Red & Grey? (because there were no contests in 1916 and 2020) 
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                 Greylock Olympics End With Spirited Song and Cheer Event 
 On Junior Side, the campers wrapped up the Greylock Olympics yesterday with the annual Song 
and Cheer competition. Each team creates two parodies or original songs to compete for the best Song 
and Cheer. After practicing their songs in the morning and afternoon it was time to show them to other 
teams and the judges. San Marino came in first, singing a parody of Blinding Lights by The Weeknd and 
an original cheer. Willie Winter, Teddy Haymes, Brandon Berger, Asher Kind, and Ko Yip all showed 
great singing talents. Everyone had a great time hearing all the jokes that were incorporated into the 
parodies by the teams. 
 Afterwards, there was an amazing ice cream party and celebration in the dining hall. 

   
Max Wagner Leads Tokelau to Hill Camp Olympic Baseball Gold 

 Yesterday, the Hill Camp played the opening rounds of baseball in the morning and the gold 
medal game was played in the afternoon. The countries played in a round-robin styled tournament. In the 
first game, Tokelau lost 7-6 to Peru with Primo Sayers hitting some blasts for Peru. In the next game, 
Bahamas beat San Marino, 12-7, with Aaron Dyner providing great defense throughout the game. In the 
next game Tokelau bounced back with a 8-2 victory over San Marino. Bahamas proceeded to lose 5-4 to 
Peru in an intense game. Tokelau kept winning with a close victory over Bahamas, 7-6. San Marino then 
beat Peru, 5-4. In the gold medal game, there was a defensive battle where Tokelau narrowly beat Peru 1-
0. The members of Tokelau included Andrew Leon, Grayson Rosenberg, Harris Rosenstein, Jacob Knapp, 
Josh Greenberg, Liam Knapp, Max Rapoport, Max Wagner, Micah Silberman, Neev Goren, and Parker 
Resnick. 
  

Nathan Bishara Helps Peru to Brave Olympic Basketball Gold 
   The Braves had Olympic basketball yesterday. In the morning the Braves played a round-robin 
styled tournament and continued in the afternoon with the gold medal game taking place. In the first 
game, Tokelau lost to Peru 20-18 with Cooper Rosenbaum playing tremendous defense. In the Bahamas 
and San Marino matchup, San Marino won 23-18 with Gavin Gilbert playing great on offense. Tokelau 
beat San Marino 35-28 behind scoring from Ryder Hauser. Peru went on to beat Bahamas 36-28 in the 
high scoring game. In their last game of the morning, Tokelau beat Bahamas 24-9. San Marino beat Peru 
24-16 to finish the morning games. In the gold medal game Peru beat Tokelau by a score of 27-21 behind 
great defense and offense from Nathan Bishara. The members of Peru included Cooper Rosenbaum, 
Dylan Sloan, Jackson Paldino, Joseph Bernstein, Moe Kuritzky, Myles Sussman, and Nathan Bishara. 
  

Lucas Derfner Excels in Chief Olympic Football 
 The Chiefs had the long awaited Olympic football tournament with the teams playing in a round-
robin format. Tokelau started off the day by beating Peru 54-46 with Lucas Derfner playing extremely 
well on both sides of the ball. In the next game San Marino beat Bahamas 31-19 with Matthew 
Kleinhandler playing great defense. Tokelau then beat San Marino, 50-47, keeping its perfect record. 
Next, Peru stormed forward on offense to beat Bahamas 36-28, Alejandro Rafalin played well in the win. 



Tokelau beat Bahamas 35-30 with Avi Farber playing exceptional defense. Peru then beat San Marino 26-15 with 
Nate Solomon playing well. In the gold medal game Tokelau beat Peru 37-34 to take home the gold medal. The 
members of Tokelau include Avi Farber, Julian Scarpelli, Lucas Derfner, Matthew Handler, Spencer Rosenstein, 
Sterling Jones, Troy Middleton, and Zach Hander. 
  

Olympic Tennis and Boating Relays Meets are Intense and Fun 
  Yesterday in the afternoon, we had Olympic Tennis and Boating Meet. The boat relays were all close and 
teamwork was the key for success. For the Hill Camp division Tokelau won the gold medal, Bahamas earned the 
silver medal, and Peru got the Bronze. In the Brave division San Marino won the gold, Bahamas took the silver, and 
Tokelau won the bronze. For the Chief division Tokelau won the gold medal, San Marino won the silver, and 
Bahamas took the bronze.  

In Olympic Tennis, for the Hill Camp division, Bahamas earned the gold medal, Tokelau took the silver, 
and San Marino followed up with the bronze. In the Brave division, San Marino won the gold medal, Tokelau 
received the silver, and the bronze went to Bahamas. In the Chief division, Tokelau won the gold, San Marino won 
the silver, and Peru won the bronze.  

  
105th Senior Side Red & Grey Begins  

 After lunch, we had our fourth Red & Grey lineup. Oliver Johnson, Jason Selvin, and Joe Reyes were 
announced as judges. Also announced were four Sophomore lieutenants. Hunter Udis and Charlie Alpert were the 
elected officers for the Red team, and Ryan Lassman and Connor Wolfson were elected for the Grey team.  

Before dinner, we had our final lineup. In the middle of getting ready for this lineup, Sam Stern came out of 
nowhere and drove in his car onto the Lower Quad to announce that Red & Grey has officially broken out. It was a 
great surprise to both campers and counselors. Additionally, the final group of officers was announced, which came 
from the Freshmen division. Daniel Boulan and Daniel Stern were the elected officers for the Red while Eddy 
Goldberg and Teddy Wagner were elected for the Grey. Everyone rejoiced on the Lower Quad and celebrated before 
running up that hill to the dining hall to eat dinner, dance, and hear the Midnight Madness players. Jim went on his 
chair to announce all of the players in Madness, and for every name, the campers moshed in celebration and 
excitement. 

  

Camper Interview: Josh Greenberg 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Josh Greenberg 
  
Q: What division and bunk are 
you in? 
A: I’m a Trailblazer and in 
Bunk Onondaga 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Manhattan, New York 
  
Q: How many summers have 
you been to Greylock? 
A: This is my first summer 
  
Q: What are your favorite 
activities at Greylock? 
A: Basketball, Art, and 
Football 

 
   
Q: What is your favorite camp 
meal? 
A: Rookie day lunch 

 
Q: What was your favorite part 
of Olympics? 
A: Winning gold in baseball 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
movie? 
A: The first Thor movie 
  
Q: Who are your favorite 
counselors? 
A: Josh Gomez, Tom 
Davidson, and Claire White 
Q: What team were you on for 
Olympics? 
A: Tokelau 

  

QUESTION: Where do sick canoes go to? 

ANSWER: To the dock!  
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105th Red & Grey Officially Begins 

 After lunch, we had our fourth Red & Grey lineup. Oliver Johnson, Jason Selvin, 
and Joe Reyes were announced as judges. Also announced were four Sophomore 
lieutenants. Hunter Udis and Charlie Alpert were the elected officers for the Red team, 
and Ryan Lassman and Connor Wolfson were elected for the Grey team.  

Before dinner, we had our final lineup. In the middle of getting ready for this 
lineup, Sam Stern came out of nowhere and drove in his car onto the Lower Quad to 
announce that Red & Grey has officially broken out. It was a great surprise to both 
campers and counselors. Additionally, the final group of officers was announced, which 
came from the Freshmen division. Daniel Boulan and Daniel Stern were the elected 
officers for the Red while Eddy Goldberg and Teddy Wagner were elected for the Grey.  

Everyone rejoiced on the Lower Quad and celebrated before running up that hill to 
the dining hall to eat dinner, dance, and hear the Midnight Madness players. Jim went on 
his chair to announce all of the players in Madness, and for every name, the campers 
moshed in celebration and excitement. 
 

Campers Are Highly Spirited and Excited at Tap-Outs  
 Last night, we had the annual tradition of tap-outs on the Bob Herman field. The 
infield was lit up with torches and the overhead lights were beaming on the campers. 
Before being tapped out, everyone lined up and down the first and third baselines.  
 To start the event, Anthony DeSanto, aka Squints, announced the judges for the 
contest. Afterwards, Sam Stern read the Red & Grey code to the audience. Jim Mason 
was then introduced as the 2022 Head Judge. Next, Jim announced and acknowledged 
two past Red and Grey captains in the audience – 2021 Grey Captain Ethan Schweiger 
and 1995 Red Captain Jeff Buslik. Following that, Head Judge Jim Mason announced the 
name of each camper, who ran up, stood on the podium, and received his 2022 team 
assignment. The officers were pulling the campers running up the path towards their team 
yelling, “We want you!”  

The winners of the Spirit and Improvement Awards were also announced. The 
winners of the spirit awards were Zaire Spencer, Ben Ahern, Chase Agudo, and Nico 
Diaz. The winners of the improvement awards were James Rooney, Jack Reich, Kaleb 
Teitelbaum, and Jacob Ahern.  



After a few silent taps and cheers from both Red and Grey, we had five campers 
left on the field. These were the Picks of the Division as well as the Pick of the Camp. 
The Pick of the Freshmen was Graham Vogel. The Pick of the Sophomores was Jack 
Cohen. The Pick of the Juniors was Zac Calveric. The Pick of the Seniors was Zach 
Schweid. The Pick of the Camp was Freddy Murad. Congratulations to all those awarded 
and honored.  

After all of the announcements, the Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors went 
down to their bunks for a much-need night of rest.  
 

Jaden Leon Leads Grey to Midnight Madness Victory 
After tap-outs, the Seniors went to the Field House for the Senior 3 basketball 

game, known more commonly as “Midnight Madness”.  
At the end of the first quarter, Red had an early lead, 11-6, with baskets from 

Julian Simaee, Sam Wiedman, and Nico Diaz. Jaden Leon scored all 6 points for Grey.  
After the second quarter, Grey held the lead, 22-20. Ben Feuer played well on 

offense, and Cooper Rosenstein was terrific grabbing all of the rebounds and scoring 
down in the paint. Noah Leon did a good job of making space open for his brother, Jaden 
Leon to score. Matthew Stern played well for Red, as well as Jay Huetz making some 
good passes.  

In the third quarter, the game was still very close with Grey holding a 37-35 lead. 
Jaden Leon was spectacular, making some deep threes and Mitchell Brodsky played 
stellar defense. Sam Wiedman and Sacha Guillerot were both grabbing a ton of boards 
off the glass.  

In the fourth quarter, the game got to a very high level of intensity. Nico Diaz was 
fantastic scoring on fast breaks and playing some great defense. However, Grey was able 
to squeeze out the victory, winning by a 46-42 score. It was a very competitive game and 
valiant effort by both teams. Jaden Leon led Grey with a game-high of 26 points. Weston 
Hochhauser also played well; banking some clutch threes to secure their lead. Despite the 
loss, both Julian Simaee and Nico Diaz played great, going after every ball and hitting 
some great shots for Red. Overall, it was a great start to Red & Grey.  

  

Olympics End With Song and Cheer 
 On Junior Side, the campers wrapped up Olympics with the annual Song and 
Cheer competition. Each team creates two parodies or original songs to compete for the 
best Song and Cheer. After practicing their songs in the morning and afternoon, it was 
time to show them to the rest of the teams. San Marino came in first, singing a parody of 
Blinding Lights by The Weeknd and an original cheer. Willie Winter, Teddy Haymes, 
Brandon Berger, Max Rapoport, Asher Kind, and Ko Yip showed great singing talents. 
Everyone had a great time hearing all the jokes that were incorporated into the parodies 
by all the teams. 
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First Day of Red & Grey 
 On Senior Side, the campers had their first day of Red & Grey activities. One memorable 
game was the Sophomore 1 Soccer game. At halftime, Grey had climbed to a 4-0 lead, but at the 
end of the game, Red had made a remarkable comeback to win 5-4, stunning everyone watching. 
Another amazing game was Senior A Basketball game. Senior A is the best Senior basketball 
players and showcases plenty of talent for the whole camp to see. After storming to an 8-2 lead 
early in the first quarter Grey faltered, giving up the lead to Red for most of the second and third 
quarters. Red entered the fourth quarter holding a 53-47 lead, but as the fourth quarter continued 
Grey came closer and closer to leading until it overtook Red in the final minutes of the game. 
Grey won 68-62 in the intense matchup. Zach Schweid scored 43 points. Jim Mason, not one to 
overstatements, said Zach was the best basketball player at Greylock in his tenure on Center 
Lake. 
  
Some reflections of the Senior A game from Junior Siders: 
“Really fun, the game was intense”- Royal Puritz 
“Very good, the whole crowd was wild”- Nathan Solomon 
“Zach Schweid and Jacob Bock played great”- Jackson Paldino 
“I really liked it. I saw great basketball skills” – Leo Feinberg 
“Good passing and shooting. It was close until Zach Schweid caught on fire” –Ian Seitel 
“Lot of 3 pointers, fun to watch”- Ezra Katz 
‘Grey made a big comeback, good game”- Josh Marcus 
“Everyone played their hardest because they wanted to win”- Javen Krieg 
  

Junior Side Enjoys Regular Periods 
 Just a few days after finishing the Olympics, Junior Side campers were back to regular 
activities. Hill Camp in the morning went to a variety of options, including lacrosse, fishing, art, 
boating and swimming, archery, basketball, soccer, wall, or tennis. Some of the Hill Campers 
who had the excellent effort in the morning included Page Burman, Grayson Rosenberg, and 
Max Wagner. The Braves spent their morning at tennis, art, football, fishing, lacrosse, archery, 
and waterskiing. Some Braves who enjoyed the morning include Joseph Bernstein, Myles 
Sussman, and Dylan Sloan. In the morning the Chiefs could be found at basketball, soccer, 
football, fishing, wall, tennis, and waterskiing. Among the Chiefs that played hard in the 
morning included Avi Farber, Zach Hander, and Troy Middleton. In the afternoon Junior Side 
had Junior Specialty and watched Senior A basketball late in the evening. 

 



 Day One Red & Grey Update 
Yesterday morning, Day One officially began with inspection and the Hatchet Ceremony. 

At the ceremony, the directors spoke to the teams about sportsmanship and the meaning and 
history of the contest before digging up the Red & Grey hatches. After the ceremony, everyone 
went to Court Two to watch the opening basket of the color contest – it was made by Jordan 
Buslik for Red. Afterwards, the Frosh played the rest of their basketball games, Sophomores 
played two of their volleyball games, the Juniors had tennis and sailing in the morning, and the 
Seniors also had water polo games. In the afternoon, the Freshmen had a baseball game and a 
softball game. The Sophomores had a lacrosse game and two soccer games. The Juniors had a 
soccer game, a hockey game, and peace canoe. The Seniors had a football game and a lacrosse 
game. In the evening, the teams participated in team and individual standing long jump, the 
Sophomore 1 volleyball game, Junior division sedentaries, and Senior A basketball. Congrats to 
everyone on a successful first day. Grey has taken the lead, 203 to 129. 

  

Camper Interview: Troy Middleton 
  
Q: What is your name? 
A: Troy Middleton 
  
Q: What division and 
bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Chief and in 
Bunk Chickasaw 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Lenox, Massachusetts 
  
Q: How many summers 
have you been to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my second 
summer – third if you 
include family camp in 
2020 
 
  

Q: What are your 
favorite activities at 
Greylock? 
A: Soccer, Baseball, and 
Wall 

 

  
Q: Does pineapple 
belong on pizza? 
A: No, it does not 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
TV show? 
A: Last Kids On Earth 
  
Q: If you could travel to 
any time period, when 
would it be? 
A: The future 
  
Q: What was your 
favorite part of the 
summer?  
A: Olympics! 

 

QUESTION: Where do eggs go for summer camp? 
ANSWER: New Yolk City! 
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Red 129 Grey 203 
 
 Yesterday morning, Day One officially began with inspection and the Hatchet Ceremony. 
At the ceremony, the directors spoke to the teams about sportsmanship and the meaning and 
history of the contest before digging up the Red & Grey hatches. After the ceremony, everyone 
went to Court Two to watch the opening basket of the color contest – it was made by Jordan 
Buslik for Red. Afterwards, the Frosh played the rest of their basketball games, Sophomores 
played two of their volleyball games, the Juniors had tennis and sailing in the morning, and the 
Seniors also had water polo games. In the afternoon, the Freshmen had a baseball game and a 
softball game. The Sophomores had a lacrosse game and two soccer games. The Juniors had a 
soccer game, a hockey game, and peace canoe. The Seniors had a football game and a lacrosse 
game. In the evening, the teams participated in team and individual standing long jump, the 
Sophomore 1 volleyball game, Junior division sedentaries, and Senior A basketball. Congrats to 
everyone on a successful first day. Grey has taken the lead. Below is a brief summary of each 
event that occurred: 
 

 In the Freshmen 3 Basketball game, Grey won 36-35. Max Mazur led the way for Grey 
scoring 13 points. For Red, Jordan Buslik played well and scored 29 points. 

 In the Freshmen 2 Basketball game, Grey won 38-30. Dean Folise was fantastic for Grey 
and scored 23 points. For Red, Daniel Stern played well. 

 In the Freshmen 1 Basketball game, Red won 61-54. For Red, Zack Wasserman had a 
strong performance, scoring 34 points. Teddy Wagner played really well for Grey.  

 In the Freshmen 2 Softball game, Grey won 11-8. For Grey, Max Mazur played superbly 
in a hard fought game.  

 In the Freshmen 1 Baseball game, Red won 5-0. Jordan Hirsh pitched a great game and 
hit well for Red. For Grey, Teddy Wagner played well. 

 In the Sophomore 4 Volleyball game, Red won 2-1. JJ Heyman and Theo Shin both 
played great for Red.  

 In the Sophomore 3 Volleyball game, Grey won 2-0. For Grey, Ian Rickert served really 
well and Mattias Gitron-Beer played great. For Red, Charlie Alpert put in great effort and 
had good sportsmanship.  

 In the Sophomore 2 Volleyball game, Grey won 2-0. Mattias Gitron-Beer had another 
terrific performance for Grey, as did Jeremy Kent who played extremely hard.  

 In the Sophomore 2 Soccer game, Red won 7-6. The game went to  shootout. For Red, JJ 
Heyman was superb, scoring 2 goals. Logan Ahern also performed well. For Grey, Ryan 
Lassman scored 2 goals and Tyler Rosenbaum played with great effort. 



 In the Sophomore 1 Soccer 1 game, Red won 5-4. The Red team was down 4-0 coming 
into the second half, and came back to win with two goals from Zach Surchin and a hat 
trick from Jack Cohen. Jacob Kleinhandler also played great for Red throughout the 
game.  

 In the Sophomore Lacrosse game, Red won 13-8. Jacob Kleinhandler was terrific for Red 
and had good sportsmanship. For Grey, Jeremy Kent had an outstanding effort and was a 
team player.  

 In the Junior Soccer 2 game, Red won 4-3. For Red, Jack Bennett and Max Gasthalter 
both played well. Mack Brensilver played with great effort for Grey.  

 In Junior Tennis, Grey won 7 matches to 2. Owen Goldfarb played well for Grey. 
 In Junior Sailing, Grey won. Oliver Friedland and Dylan Tuchman were great and had 

great sportsmanship.  
 In Junior Peace Canoe, Grey won. Grey’s synchronization and communication was 

impressive.  
 In Junior Hockey, Red won 6-5. Jack Bennett was dominant for Red. 
 In Junior sedentaries, Red won backgammon, Grey won ping pong, and the teams tied in 

chess. 
 In the Senior 2 Water Polo game, Grey won 3-2. The game went into overtime with Grey 

coming back twice. Jordan Abrutyn was spectacular scoring two goals and having 
nonstop effort. Mitchell Brodsky also played well.  

 In the Senior 1 Water Polo game, Grey won 2-0. Jared Barishaw and Austin Glosserman 
each scored a goal for Grey, and Jonny Costello was terrific in goal. 

 In the Senior 2 Football game, Grey won 54-13. Jonny Costello and Weston Hochhauser 
both had strong performances for Grey.  

 In Senior Lacrosse, Grey won 13-8. Both teams had outstanding sportsmanship. Freddy 
Murad and Zach Schweid were a great duo on the field and had good leadership for Grey. 

 
Evening Events:  
 

 In the Senior A Basketball game, Grey defeated Red 68-62. The entire camp watched the 
game, and the energy was electric. The game was extremely close. Zach Schweid took 
over in the fourth quarter and had an all-time dominant performance, scoring 43 points 
for Grey. Austin Glosserman, Freddy Murad, and Jordan Lubowitz both also played well 
for Grey. For Red, Capt. Cooper Rumack and Jacob Bock both played with great effort 
and didn’t back down once throughout the entire game. Jacob Bock scored 32 points in a 
losing effort. 

 In the Sophomore 1 Volleyball game, Red won 2-0. Jack Cohen and Hunter Udis both 
played well for Red. 

 In the team standing long jump, Grey won. 
 In the Freshmen Individual Long Jump, Grey won. Graham Vogel won it for Grey. 
 In the Sophomore Individual Long Jump, Grey won. Connor Wolfson won it for Grey.  
 In the Junior Individual Long Jump, Grey won. Zac Calveric jumped extremely far. 
 In the Senior Individual Long Jump, Red won. Luke Folise had a great jump. 
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Update on the Second Day of Red & Grey – Grey 
Team Leads After Two Days 

 
On Senior Side, the campers had their second day of Red & Grey activities.  
In the morning, the Freshmen had hockey and two water polo games. In the 

afternoon, they had two soccer games. The Sophomores had tennis and sailing in the 
morning, and three football games. The Juniors had three volleyball games and three 
softball and one baseball game combined with the Seniors. The Seniors had peace canoe, 
a basketball game, three softball games, and a baseball game.  

After lunch, we had the track meet, which included divisional relay races, a 
combined relay, cross country, and field goal kicking. In the evening, there was 
Freshmen and Sophomore axe-throwing, all divisional quoits, woodcraft, and Frosh and 
Soph sedentaries. 

One notable game from the day was the Junior-Senior Baseball 1 game which 
lasted for over 4 hours. In the high-scoring contest, Red scored 8 runs in the 6th inning to 
win 11-8. History was also made in the Freshmen Soccer games when Jordan Hirsh 
scored both of the overtime game winners for Red, winning 3-2 and 4-3. This was the 
first time in the 105 years of Red & Grey at Greylock where one camper scored two 
overtime game-winning goals in a single contest.  

Other Red & Grey activities for the day included the track meet, field goal kicking 
and softball throws. At the end of the second day, Grey was winning with a close score of 
403-386. 

  

Junior Side Enjoys Day of Regular Periods 
  

The Junior Side continued practicing their skills at regular periods battling through 
the warm weather. The Hill Camp in the morning went to a combination of water skiing, 
art, boating and swim, archery, basketball, soccer, wall, football, and tennis. Some of the 
Hill Campers who had excellent efforts in the morning included Javen Krieg, Harrison 
Bagliebter, Josh Marcus, Max Kapp, Leo Wishnow, and Shane Kleinberger.  



The Braves spent their morning at soccer, art, lacrosse, baseball, tennis, and water 
skiing. Some Braves who enjoyed the morning included Charlie Siena, William Costello, 
and Declan Cox.  

In the morning the Chiefs could be found at basketball, soccer, football, fishing, 
wall, tennis, and water skiing. Chiefs that played hard in the morning included Sterling 
Jones, Teddy Haymes, Julian Scarpelli, Khalil Spencer, Spencer Rosenstein, and Sam 
Bobker. In the afternoon Junior Side had Junior Specialty, and the Braves had Lacrosse 
Day. The campers cooled off by going to Rec Swim before dinner. 

 

Camper Interview: Evan Gasthalter 
  
 
Q: What is your name? 
A: Evan Gasthalter 
  
Q: What division and 
bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Chief and in 
Bunk Arapaho 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Westchester, New 
York 
  
Q: What are your 
favorite activities at 
Greylock? 
  
A: Baseball, Basketball, 
and Football 

 
  
  
  

Q: Favorite music artist? 
A: Polo G 
  
Q: What was your 
favorite part of the 
summer? 
A: MLB Day 
  
Q: What is your favorite 
card game?  
A: Uno  
  
Q: Favorite camp meal? 
A: Chicken Patties 

  
 
 

QUESTION: Where did the sheep go 
to summer camp?  

  

ANSWER: The Baa-hamas! 
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Red 437 Grey 489 
 

Yesterday morning, Day Two of Red & Grey officially began with inspection and the 
Hatchet Ceremony. At the ceremony, the judges talked about ethical conduct and campership 
points, and announced a summary of the sedentaries played. In the morning, the Freshmen had 
hockey and two water polo games. In the afternoon, they had two soccer games. The 
Sophomores had tennis and sailing in the morning, and three football games in the afternoon. 
The Juniors had three volleyball games in the morning and three softball and one baseball game 
combined with the Seniors in the afternoon. The Seniors had peace canoe and a basketball game 
in the morning, and three softball games and a baseball game in the afternoon. After lunch, we 
had the track meet, which included divisional relay races, a combined relay, a cross country race, 
the softball throw, and field goal kicking. In the evening, there was Freshmen and Sophomore 
axe-throwing, all divisional quoits, woodcraft, and Frosh and Soph sedentaries. Congrats to 
everyone on a successful second day. Grey continues to lead, but Red is quickly catching up. 
Below is a brief summary of each event that occurred:  

 
 In Freshmen Hockey, Grey won 10-0 in a wipe-out. 
 In Freshmen 2 Water Polo, Red won 2-0. Damian Bond and Jordan Buslik each scored a goal for 

Red.  
 In Freshmen 1 Water Polo, Red won 9-1. Zack Wasserman had an electric performance, scoring 

7 goals for Red. The game was close, but they broke it open in the second half.  
 In Freshmen 2 Soccer, Red won 3-2 in overtime. Jordan Hirsh scored the overtime game-

winning goal for Red. For Grey, Graham Vogel and Ben Leon both played well. 
 In Freshmen 1 Soccer, Red won 4-3 in overtime. Jordan Hirsh, once again, scored the overtime 

game-winning goal for Red. This is the first time in the 105 years of Greylock Red & Grey 
history that there was a camper who scored two overtime game-winning soccer goals in the same 
contest, and the fact that it was done within a few hours of each other is amazing. Hunter 
Tuchman and Drew Novick both played well for their respective teams. 

 In Freshmen Axe-Throw, Red won 14-12. Damian Bond had a great performance for Red, and 
great effort from Raf Puritz on Grey. 

 In Freshmen Quoits, Grey won 21-10. Drew Novick had a very dominant performance for Grey. 
 In Freshmen Sedentaries, Grey won ping pong, Red won backgammon, and Red is leading 2-0 

with two games outstanding in chess. 
 In Sophomore Tennis, Red won 7-5. Hunter Udis played extremely well.  
 In Sophomore Sailing, Grey won the race. Hunter Cohen and Nate Steinfink were a great duo on 

the water.  
 In Sophomore 3 Football, Grey won 42-13. Nate Steinfink was terrific and Grey had fantastic 

sportsmanship. 



 In Sophomore 2 Football, Grey won 20-12. Jeremy Kent and Mattias Gitron-Beer were both 
great for Grey.  

 In Sophomore 1 Football, Grey won 21-0. Connor Wolfson and Jacob Gerstel were dominant in 
the game for Grey. 

 In Sophomore Axe-Throwing, Red won 2-1. Winston Schwartz scored in the second round to 
help seal the win. 

 In Sophomore Quoits, Grey won 21-7. Jack Horowitz had a dominant performance for Grey. 
 In Sophomore Sedentaries, Red won ping pong, chess, and backgammon.  
 In Junior 3 Volleyball, Red won 2-1. For Red, Johnny Moskowitz and Chase Lewin both had 

exceptional play. For Grey, Oliver Friedland and Kaleb Teitelbaum both put in great effort.  
 In Junior 2 Volleyball, Red won 2-0. Shane Levy played extremely well for Red. 
 In Junior 1 Volleyball, Grey won 2-0. Cooper Winter was great for Grey and had a strong 

performance. For Red, Jacob Kashanian played well. 
 In Junior Quoits, Grey won 21-10. Owen Goldfarb did extremely well.  
 In Senior Peace Canoe, Red won. Red had great synchronization. Grey capsized, but Jaden Leon 

put in a valiant effort despite the loss. 
 In Senior 2 Basketball, Grey won 35-30. Jordan Abrutyn had a great performance, scoring 20 

points for Grey.  
 In Junior-Senior 3 Softball, Grey won 9-6. For Grey, Cooper Rosenstein hit a tank shot for a 

home run. Sam Wiedman for Red also homered. 
 In Junior-Senior 2 Softball, Red won 12-10. Jacob Kashanian hit a 2-RBI triple to begin the 

comeback for Red, and Jesse Bosselman followed right after with a 2-RBI double to take the 
lead and eventually win.  

 In Junior-Senior 1 Baseball, Red won 11-8. The game lasted more than 4 hours long. Julian 
Katselnik, who had caught the entire game, hit a 3-run home run. For Red, Miller Siegel pitched 
a great 5 innings, as well did Mack Brensilver for Grey. In the 6th inning, Grey was winning 5-3, 
but Red was able to score 8 runs in the 6th inning to help get the win. 

 In the Freshmen Divisional Track Meet race, Red won. Jordan Hirsh and Zack Wasserman ran 
particularly well. 

 In the Sophomore Divisional Track Meet race, Grey won. Mattias Gitron-Beer, Jeremy Kent, and 
Asher Feldman were terrific. 

 In the Junior Divisional Track Meet race, Red won. Jonathan Thomas and Maddox Larner were 
great for Red.  

 In the Senior Divisional Track Meet race, Red won. Miller Siegel and Cooper Rumack were 
great. 

 In the Combined Relay, Grey won. Zac Calveric, Freddy Murad, Asher Feldman, Asher 
Berkowitz, and Jared Barishaw were all great for Grey. For Red, Owen Alpert and Sacha 
Guillerot both ran well. 

 In Freshmen Cross Country, Red won.  
 In Sophomore Cross Country, Red won. 
 In Junior Cross Country, Red won. 
 In Senior Cross Country, Grey won. 
 In Freshmen Field Goal Kicking, Grey won.  
 In Sophomore Field Goal Kicking, Red won. 
 In Junior Field Goal Kicking, Red won. 
 In Senior Field Goal Kicking, Red won.  
 In Junior-Senior 1 Softball, Grey won 20-11. This game took place in the evening under the 

lights. The campers had a really fun time playing in front of their teams. Zac Calveric was 
absolutely fantastic on both sides of the ball, making some amazing catches in the outfield and 
knocking in some great hits including a ground-rule double that was only a few feet from being a 
home run. For Red, Jacob Bock was terrific, hitting some deep tank shots.  
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Zev Goren’s Archery Prowess Highlight Day 
Three of Red & Grey 

 
  Senior Side had their third day of Red & Grey. The campers played hard 
from before breakfast up until the late evening. The biggest events of the day were 
the swim meet, Senior 1 Football, the talent show, and the song and cheer. Both 
teams created and rehearsed their songs several times in the last two days. Red won 
the songs, earning the points in three out of four of them. As for the talent show, 
there were awesome acts on both teams. It included magic tricks, Rubik’s cube 
solving, and meditation class. Red ended up winning the talent show as well. One 
memorable event was Junior Archery, Grey won 117-116. Zev Goren had the 
highest score of the day with 117. The close matchup featured clutch shots from 
both teams to stay in the game. Another close game was Junior 1 Basketball, Grey 
won 55-47. Grey was down for a large portion of the game before taking control 
on both sides of the ball. The Red & Grey score at the end of the day had Grey 
winning by a 725-699 score.   

  

Junior Side Enjoys Campers Day Out 
  
After eating breakfast, Junior Side left for their Campers Day Out. It was all 

smiles as the Braves and Chiefs drove to Six Flags, and when Hill Camp went to 
Quassy Amusement Park. The Braves and Chiefs had the options to go on just 
amusement park rides, amusement park rides, and the water park, or just the water 
park. Some of the most popular rides at Six Flags were “Batman - The Dark 
Knight” and “Superman”. Meanwhile, Hill Camp was in Connecticut enjoying 
themselves on rides such as “Little Dipper” and “Tilt-A-Whirl”. The divisions 
made their way back to camp late in the afternoon to have a late dinner. The 
campers were able to have the chance to do some late summer bonding, and 
everyone had a blast. 

When asked about their favorite ride, the Junior Siders said: 



  
“Superman, It dropped from a high height and at a fast speed” - Teddy Haymes 
“Batman, Kept going upside down and it was really fast” - Thompson Chung 
“Batman, Drop was fun and whenever I went upside down it felt like I was going 
to fall out of my seat” - Alec Schneiderman 
“Frantic, It went upside and it was kinda thrilling” - Aaron Dyner 
“My favorite part was Hurricane Harbor because it was hot out” - Luke Ringer 
“Cyclone, super fast and lots of turns” - Charlie Siena 
“Wooden Warrior, It was a long ride” - Charlie Newstadt 
  
 

Camper Interview: Justin Reyes 
  
  
Q: What is your name? 
A: Justin Reyes 
  
Q: What division and 
bunk are you in? 
A: I’m a Trailblazer and 
in bunk Oneida 
  
Q: How many summers 
have you been coming to 
Greylock? 
A: This is my second 
summer 
  
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Bronx, New York 
  
  
  
  
  

  

           
  

  
Q: What are your 
favorite activities at 
Greylock? 

A: Basketball, Football, 
and Soccer 
 
Q: What is your favorite 
food? 
A: Pizza 
  
Who is your favorite 
superhero? 
A: Spiderman 
  
Q: If you could meet 
anyone, dead or alive, 
who would it be? 
A: Kobe Bryant  
  
Q: What has been one of 
your favorite memories 
so far at Greylock? 
A: Olympics 

 
 

              QUESTION: At summer camp, what did the 
              lake say to the sailboat? 

                   ANSWER: Nothing, it just waved 
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Red 699 Grey 725 
 

Yesterday morning, Day Three began with inspection and the Hatchet Ceremony. At the 
ceremony, the judges talked about ethical conduct and campership points, and a summary of the 
sedentaries was announced. Before breakfast, campers went to archery for divisional 
competitions. In the morning, the Freshmen had tennis, the Sophomores had peace canoe and 
water polo, the Juniors had basketball and volleyball, and the Seniors had volleyball. In the 
afternoon, we had the swim meet, which included divisional races, a combined relay, and a 
squadron relay. Afterwards, the Freshmen had peace canoe and golf, the Sophomores had hockey 
and golf, the Juniors had golf, and the Senior had golf, hockey, and the Senior 1 football game. 
In the evening, we had song and cheer and the talent show, and afterwards the Seniors had 
sedentaries and any make-ups. Grey continues to have the lead, however, Red is tailing right 
behind them.  Below is a brief summary of each event that occurred: 

 
 In Freshmen Archery, Red won 105-104. Daniel Stern did an amazing job for Red. 
 In Freshmen Tennis, Grey won 8-2. Graham Vogel and Max Mazur were a terrific 

doubles team for Grey. Sourya Gurram also played well for Red. 
 In Freshmen Golf, Grey won. Dean Folise did extremely well having a -1 score for Grey.  
 In Freshmen Sailing, Red won both first and second place. Eli Tanen and Juan Pablo 

Girault were amazing on the water. Despite losing, James Rooney put in a great effort. 
 In Freshmen Peace Canoe, Red won. The squad had great synchronization. 
 In Sophomore Archery, Grey won 109-104. Mattias Gitron-Beer did a great job for Grey. 
 In Sophomore Peace Canoe, Red won. Jack Cohen and Charlie Alpert kept the team in 

rhythm and led exceptionally.  
 In Sophomore Hockey, Red won 4-3. Theo Shin scored the game-winner for Red in the 

final minute of the game. 
 In Sophomore Golf, Red won. Hunter Udis put in a great effort and shot well for Red. 
 In Sophomore 3 Water Polo, Grey won 2-1. The game went into overtime. 
 In Sophomore 2 Water Polo, Grey won 9-1. Jacob Gerstel scored five goals and Ben 

Ahern scored four goals in a great game for Grey. Jake Knopke played well for Red.  
 In Sophomore 1 Water Polo, Red won 4-2. Jack Cohen scored a hat trick and Garren 

Bailey scored a goal for Red. For Grey, Ryan Lassman scored two goals. 
 In Junior Archery, Grey won 117-116. Zev Goren had the highest score of the day with 

117.  
 In Junior Golf, Grey won. Zach Sherman had an outstanding performance, having a -4 

score to win. 



 In Junior 3 Basketball, Red won 28-19. Ozzie Teitelbaum led Red with 14 points, and 
Johnny Moskowitz also played well shooting behind the arc. Chase Agudo played with 
great effort for Grey. 

 In Junior 2 Basketball, Grey won 49-24. For Grey, Zach Sherman had an electric 
performance, scoring 20 points. Dylan Tuchman and Connor Meschewski both did a 
terrific job of grabbing rebounds and making put-backs. 

 In Junior 1 Basketball, Grey won 55-47. For Grey, Cooper Winter scored 18 points. Zac 
Calveric and Owen Goldfarb both played extremely well on both offense and defense. 
For Red, Jonathan Thomas and Jacob Kashanian both played well. 

 In Senior Archery, Red won 109-107. Matthew Stern had a great performance. 
 In Senior Hockey, Grey won 10-0. Freddy Murad and Mitchell Brodsky both played 

great to quickly end the game. 
 In Senior Golf, Red won. Miller Siegel had an amazing performance having a -3 score for 

Red. 
 In Senior 3 Volleyball, Grey won 2-0. For Grey, Jaden Leon and Cooper Rosenstein both 

played great. For Red, Julian Simaee and Sacha Guillerot played well. 
 In Senior 2 Volleyball, Grey won 2-1. Johnny Costello and Jordan Abrutyn were terrific 

for Grey. For Red, Nico Diaz, Jacob Ahern, and Sam Wiedman all put in great effort. 
 In Senior 1 Volleyball, Red won 2-0. Jacob Bock and Julian Katselnik were both 

unstoppable. 
 In Senior 1 Football, Grey won 56-20. Grey dominated the field. Austin Glosserman had 

a combined eight touchdowns scored for Grey. Zach Schweid and Jordan Abrutyn were 
also both great. For Red, Cooper Rumack put in a valiant effort. 

 In the Swim Meet, Red won three of the four divisional meets. Red won Freshmen, 
Juniors, and Seniors. Grey won the Sophomore meet.  

 In the Squadron Relay, Grey won. Dylan Tuchman and Asher Feldman were terrific. 
 In the Combined Relay, Grey won. Jordan Abrutyn and Austin Glosserman swam 

extremely well.  
 Last evening, we finished the third night with song and cheer and the talent show. Red 

performed a great rendition of “22” by Taylor Swift for their novelty song. Grey had a 
beautiful rendition of “After the Gold Rush” by Neil Young. Red won three of the four 
songs and won the talent show. One of the highlights of the talent show was when 
brothers, Jaden Leon and Noah Leon played “Here Comes the Sun” on guitar. For Grey, 
Noah Greenberg had two great magic tricks. Another highlight was when Jordan 
Lubowitz and Asher Feldman played and sung “When I Was Your Man.” For Red, Jacob 
Bock and Luke Folise ended off the talent show with a performance of “Baby” by Justin 
Bieber. From James Rooney solving a Rubik’s cube to Jacob Kleinhandler’s meditation 
class, it was a great success. 

 In Senior Sedentaries, the teams split backgammon and ping pong, and Red won four out 
of five chess games. Jared Barishaw, Nico Diaz, Ben Feuer, and Owen Alpert were all 
great.  
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Grey Earns the Notch: Grey 1000 Red 826  
Yesterday morning, Day Four began with inspection and the Hatchet Ceremony. At the 

ceremony, the judges talked about ethical conduct and campership points, and a summary of the 
sedentaries played. In the morning, the Freshmen had volleyball, the Sophomores had basketball, 
the Juniors had lacrosse and water polo, and the Seniors had sailing and tennis. In the afternoon, 
the events included Freshmen lacrosse and football, Sophomore baseball and softball games, 
Junior soccer and football games, and two Senior soccer games including Senior 1 soccer. In the 
evening, we had rope burning in front of a huge crowd of both teams, former campers, all of 
Junior Side, the support staffs, and a huge Facebook Live audience from around the world. In the 
end, Grey emerged victorious, and everyone finished the night on the lower quad with the final 
hatchet ceremony and acknowledgments. Below is a brief summary of each event that occurred: 

 
 In Freshmen Lacrosse, Grey won 13-3. Asher Berkowitz had a very strong performance 

for Grey. 
 In Freshmen 3 Volleyball, Red won 2-1. For Red, Jordan Buslik and Hunter Tuchman 

were great. For Grey, Drew Novick and Max Mazur put in a great effort. 
 In Freshmen 2 Volleyball, Red won 2-1. Daniel Stern and Eli Tanen were terrific. For 

Grey, Dean Folise played well. 
 In Freshmen 1 Volleyball, Red won 2-0. Dean Folise was fantastic for Grey. 
 In Freshmen 2 Football, Red won 40-0. Simon Garrity and Hunter Tuchman were an 

unstoppable duo for Red. 
 In Freshmen 1 Football, Grey won 30-29. Teddy Wagner was great for Grey. 
 In Sophomore 4 Basketball, Grey won 24-18. For Grey, Zack Berez and Tyler 

Rosenbaum had strong performances. 
 In Sophomore 3 Basketball, Grey won 42-22. Mattias Gitron-Beer was spectacular, 

scoring 23 points. 
 In Sophomore 2 Basketball, Grey won 39-36. Jeremy Kent and Mattias Gitron-Beer were 

both great for Grey. For Red, Jake Knopke put in a great effort. 
 In Sophomore 1 Basketball, Grey won 50-30. Jake Schweid was impressive and 

dominant in the win. 
 In Sophomore 2 Softball, Grey won 10-0. Ian Rickert had a great performance, hitting 

two home runs and a triple for Grey. 
 In Sophomore 1 Baseball, Grey won 4-0. Jacob Gerstel was fantastic, striking out 8 

hitters and hitting a pair of doubles. Connor Wolfson and Ryan Lassman were also great. 
For Red, Garren Bailey played well, playing both catcher and pitcher. 



 In Junior Lacrosse, Red won 12-2. For Red, Jack Bennett and Maddox Larner took over 
and had great performances. 

 In Junior 2 Water Polo, Red won 4-2. Alex Berez scored all four goals for Red in the win. 
Kaleb Teitelbaum and Owen Goldfarb both played well for Grey. 

 In Junior 1 Water Polo, Grey won 5-1. Oliver Friedland had a terrific performance, 
scoring all five goals for Grey. 

 In Junior 2 Football, Red won 28-27. Zach Sherman played well for Grey despite the 
loss. For Red, Johnny Moskowitz and Alex Berez both played great. 

 In Junior 1 Football, Grey won 35-31. Zac Calveric, Cooper Winter, and Mack Brensilver 
were all terrific for Grey. 

 In Junior 1 Soccer, Grey won 3-2. The game went into overtime and Connor Meschewski 
scored the game-winning goal for the Grey team. Cooper Winter was also great in goal 
for Grey. 

 In Senior Sailing, Red won. It was a well contested race. Matthew Stern and Luke Folise 
finished first with a little trouble at the final buoy, but they managed to move passed it 
and grab the win before Cooper Rosenstein and Steve Weiss sailed in for second place. 

 In Senior Tennis, Grey won 7-3. Cooper Rosenstein and Jordan Lubowitz had great 
matches. 

 In Senior 2 Soccer, Grey won 4-3. The game was tied 1-1 after overtime, so it went into a 
shootout. It was a great game overall. 

 In Senior A Soccer, Red won 3-2. The game went into overtime, and for the second year 
in the row, Jacob Bock scored the game-winning goal for his team in Senior 1. It was a 
great game with outstanding play from Cooper Rumack, Jordan Abrutyn, Jonny Costello, 
Sam Wiedman, Freddy Murad, and Nico Diaz. 

 In the final event of Red & Grey, we had rope burning. After all of the games and events, 
Grey needed 2 ropes, while Red needed 3. The first rope to drop was by Ben Feuer for 
the Grey Senior rope. Ben was the first to light his fire and was able to keep his fire up to 
burn the rope. His runners were Jonny Costello and Freddy Murad. Soon after Ben’s 
rope, Mack Brensilver lit his fire and burned the Grey Junior rope to win Red & Grey for 
his team. He had a beautiful fire with the help of runners Zach Sherman and Zac 
Calveric. The Grey team then ran onto the Bob Herman field and celebrated. There were 
both smiles and tears on both teams and it was a great finale to a great contest.  Jim then 
gave a speech about how he hoped the campers had learned and grown from the summer, 
and how he hoped the experience had changed them for the better. 

 The campers made their way down to the lower quad for the Hatchet Burying Ceremony. 
Speeches were made by the directors, assistant head judges, and captains. Some judges 
were acknowledged and both teams were congratulated on an amazing color contest. The 
campers then went back to their bunks to rest and shower. The Seniors stayed up late into 
the night, having a great time, eating and talking. 

  

Congratulations and Thank You for a 
Fantastic 2022 Red & Grey 
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Hill Camp Have Fun in Euro Cup Soccer Day 

Yesterday, the Hill Camp had Euro Cup Soccer Day. The campers had a ton of fun. They 
were split into four teams and played in a round-robin styled event. The campers walked up with 
songs and even had the national anthem played, which they absolutely loved. Some of the 
standouts include Grayson Rosenberg, Teddy Boskoff, Owen Porter, Finn Rooney, and Primo 
Sayers. The championship came down between Denmark and Croatia. Both teams did a terrific 
job to advance all the way to the finals. Denmark came out victorious, beating Croatia, 7-1. It 
was a valiant effort by both teams. Charlie Newstadt led his team and won the Best Team Player 
award. Ethan Berg won the Best Effort award, and Max Kapp won the Best Spirit award. It was a 
great day.  
 

Lake Camp Enjoy Elite Eight Day 
The Braves and Chiefs combined to have a Lake Camp Elite Eight Basketball Day. The 

campers had much fun playing against one another. The campers had a super amount of fun. The 
campers were split into eight teams and played in a double feeder bracket event. In the first 
game, the Houston Cougars beat the Duke Blue Devils, 40-30. In the next game, the St. Peter’s 
Peacocks beat the Arkansas Razorbacks, 29-18. In the next game, the Miami Hurricanes beat the 
UNC Tarheels in a close game, 35-32. In the next game, the Kansas Jayhawks beat the Villanova 
Wildcats, 28-24. In the first game of the winners’ bracket, the Cougars beat the Peacocks, 50-25. 
In the next game, the Jayhawks beat the Hurricanes, 49-8. In the first game of the losers’ bracket, 
the Razorbacks beat the Blue Devils, 24-23. In the next game, UNC beat Villanova, 42-38. In the 
next round of games, Duke beat Miami, 29-19. In the next game, St. Peter’s beat UNC, 52-29. 
The semi-finalists were now set with Houston, Kansas, Duke, and St. Peter’s. Some standouts 
from the day include Charlie Goldschein, Brandon Berger, Levi Cohen, Ryder Hauser, Alec 
Schneiderman, Khalil Spencer, and Chris Hummel. In the first semis game, Houston beat Duke 
in a blowout win, 37-11. In the next game, Kansas beat St. Peter’s, 56-29. The championship 
game was between the Houston Cougars and Kansas Jayhawks. It was a very close game, but the 
Cougars were able to squeeze out the win, 32-30. For Houston, Matthew Kleinhandler, Lucas 
Derfner, William Costello, and Caleb Werthamer were all great on both sides of the ball. Despite 
the loss, Alejandro Rafalin and Matthew Sherman both played extremely well. Overall, it was a 
great special day event to close off the summer.  
 

Senior Side Have a Great Time on Campers’ Day Out 
On the senior side, the campers went on their Campers’ Day Out. It was a nice transition, 

as the campers were tired from Red & Grey. The campers all enjoyed their day off campus. The 
Freshmen and Sophomores went to Zoom Flume Water Park. The campers loved going on the 



water rides and chilling in the pool. Afterwards, the campers dried off and went to Crossgates Mall. They 
went shopping and had a dinner of their choice at the food court. After that the campers went to the 
movies to see Top Gun: Maverick. The campers then safely arrived back on campus.  

The Juniors and Seniors left a bit after the younger divisions and went to Holyoke Mall, near 
Springfield. The campers spent a few hours there shopping and eating. Afterwards, the campers went to 
Pittsfield to eat at Koto Hibachi Steakhouse. The campers really enjoyed themselves and had a great time 
at the tables watching the chefs cook and put on their show. To finish off a fun day, the campers went to a 
bowling alley and played against each other. The camper safely arrived back on campus, late in the night.  
 

Junior Side Banquet and Awards 
In the evening, the junior side had their banquet ceremony. The boys ate dinner, watched a 

summer slideshow, sang camp songs, and 5 and 10 year jackets were awarded. There were also multiple 
camp awards given out. Aaron Dyner won the Hill Camp Best Athlete Award, Max Wagner won the Hill 
Camp Best All Around Camper Award, Ryder Hauser won the Brave Best Athlete Award, Ian 
Schwarzwalder won the Brave Best All Around Camper Award, Matthew Sherman won the Chief Best 
Athlete Award, and Troy Middleton won the Best All Around Camper Award. The Phil Opdycke award 
for nature study was given to Matthew Menell, and the Marsha Ehrlich award for dramatics went to 
Brandon Berger. 

 Congratulations to all that were awarded!  
 
 

Camper Interview: Max Gasthalter 
 

Q: What is your name? 
A: Max Gasthalter 
 
Q: What division and bunk are 
you in? 
A: I’m a Junior and in Bunk 
Illinois  
 
Q: Where do you live? 
A: Scarsdale, New York 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports? 
A: Baseball and hockey 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
A: The New York Yankees, 
Knicks, and Rangers 
 
Q: Who are your favorite camp 
counselors? 

A: Ethan Rifkin, Jackson 
Karlitz, Jason Selvin, and Joe 
Reyes 
 

 

Q: What was your favorite 
moment of the summer? 

A: Winning my Junior-Senior 1 
Baseball game 
 
Q: What is your favorite food? 
A: Steak 
 
Q: Who are your favorite 
athletes of all-time? 
A: Derek Jeter, Christian 
McCaffrey, and Zac Calveric 
 
Q: How do you feel about this 
past summer as a whole? 
A: It was great. I really loved 
hanging out with my friends and 
playing sports every day. Thank 
you, Greylock!  
 

 
 

Have a Great School Year Everyone!   
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Welcome to Father-Son and Family Camp Weekend! 
Welcome to Greylock Father-Son weekend for the 107th Greylock summer. Father-Son weekend has 

been a tradition at Greylock since 1990 and had been a great way to end the summer for many campers. This is 
our third year of having Family Camp as part of our program. 

There are bunch of families here participating in the weekend who are very excited for the next few 
days. It has been an eventful last couple of weeks with the Greylock Olympics and Red & Grey, and we will 
continue to run all of our activities. There will be tennis, soccer, flag football, basketball, softball, lacrosse, 
boating, nature, art, woodwork, campfires, and so many other awesome activities. We cannot wait for the 
weekend to get started! 
 

Senior Side Enjoys Banquet 
The Senior Side had their banquet last night; the campers had a great dinner, watched a slideshow of 

the summer, had the jacket ceremony, and had an award ceremony in the theater. The campers really enjoyed 
it. The slideshow highlighted events from the summer such as tournaments, special day events, brother-
brother, Red & Grey, and trips. There is also one of Junior Side soon to be uploaded online for you to see. 
Each division gave awards for all-around camper, beat all-around athlete, and spirit.  

The best spirit divisional award recipients were Juan Pablo Girault, Simon Garrity, JJ Heyman, Chase 
Agudo, Chris Espinosa, Mitchell Brodsky, and Julian Katselnik. The best athlete divisional awards were given 
to Teddy Wagner, Drew Novick, Jake Schweid, Jack Cohen, Zac Calveric, Jonathan Thomas, Miller Siegel, 
and Luke Folise. The best all-around camper awards were given to Daniel Boulan, Greg Grossman, Garren 
Bailey, Charlie Alpert, Max Gasthalter, Jacob Kashanian, Cooper Rosenstein, and Nico Diaz. Another award, 
the Jack Attias Award for sailing, was given to Juan Pablo Girault. 

Then, the Seniors gave out the Bert Margolis award, given to the camper who they believe best 
embodies the spirit of Bert. This award was given to Ryan Lassman and Ben Ahern. Afterwards, the Seniors 
award the Boob jacket for their favorite Freshman to Jordan Buslik. The Seniors then gave out some fun 
awards, like dynamic duo, lookalikes, person and place, and the chill of the camp.  

To end the night, Jim gave out the all-camp awards. There were many heartfelt speeches about these 
boys. Among the winners were Noah Leon for camp service, Weston Hochhauser for humanitarian, Jared 
Barishaw for citizenship, Steven Weiss for courage, Sam Weidman for Renaissance Man, and Matthew Stern 
and Ben Feuer for camp spirit. Lastly, the best all-around athlete award was given to Zach Schweid and 
Cooper Rumack, and the Mason plaque for best all-around camper was given to Jaden Leon. Congratulations 
to all award winners. Jim ended the night with a speech about how the people who have taken the hard route 
this summer have been the ones who have made the greatest impact on this summer. After a speech from Jim 
about the summer and what was learned, and we sang the alma mater together. Afterwards, the divisions split 
into meetings and spent the rest of the night with each other. 
  

Junior Side Enjoys Wish Night 
  In the evening, the Junior Side played some quad games before the festivities started. In typical 
summers, the campers have a wish ceremony on Center Lake. Campers are given a candle, make a wish for 
their division, and then float the candle on the lake. Then, we have a burnout ceremony. Last night with the 



rainy weather, we did the wish night ceremony inside the Senior Social Hall. We lit the candles and did the 
burnout in front of the Social Hall so that everyone could watch it from the porch. The Chiefs, as the eldest 
campers on the junior side, led the event and stayed behind afterwards to talk about their camp experience. The 
Hill Camp had a special surprise slideshow in the ISP, which the campers absolutely loved. 
 

Campers and Counselors Attend Annual Jacket Ceremony 
Yesterday, before the award ceremony, the Senior Side congregated in the theater for the annual jacket 

ceremony. In the ceremony, campers and counselors who have been at camp for five, ten, or fifteen years are 
recognized with a special, custom made camp jacket. All of the speeches were very heartfelt and fantastic. 
Some of the campers that got their five-year jacket were Tyler Rosenbaum, Simon Krasnove, Eli Tanen, Ben 
Leon, Leo Herman, Ben Wiedman, Nate Grossman, Danny Dietz, Chase Lewin, and Sourya Gurram. Some 
other Greylockers that go their ten-year jacket included Jason Fine, Josh Bock, Jason Selvin, Jackson Karlitz, 
and Matthew Stern. Finally, there was a great speech made for Daniel Martin who received his fifteen-year 
jacket, as well as a special gift from the directors – a signed Jorge Posada biography amongst the gifts. 
 

 
Father-Son Interview: Harry, Spencer, Cooper, & Peter Rosenstein 
 
Q: Where are you from? 
All: Short Hills, NJ 
 
Q: How long have you been 
attending father-son/family 
camp weekend? 
P: This is my 7th summer 
C: This is my 7th summer 
H: This is my 3rd summer 
S: This is my 4th summer 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
activities during the weekend? 
All: Tubing and waterskiing, 
woodworking, and archery 
 
Q: What are your favorite sports 
teams? 
All: The New York Yankees, 
Giants, Knicks, and Rangers 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Q: What is your favorite TV 
show that you all watch? 
All: We really enjoy watching 
Survivor 
 
Q: What are you looking 
forward to this weekend? 
All: Hanging out, eating late 
night pizza, and softball 
 
Q: How did you find out about 
Greylock in the first place? 
P: We have some friends who 
went here and who 
recommended it to us, and we 
visited and really enjoyed it 
 
Peter: Did you know we have 
our own Family Camp bunk 
plaque somewhere on camp in 
one of the bunks? 

 
 
 

I’m afraid for the calendar. Its days are numbered! 
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Awesome Highlights Abound at the Start of Family Camp Weekend 
To start off weekend prior to dinner on Friday, multiple families went over to the 

waterfront and went swimming After dinner, we had many activity options for families to go to 
and participate. One of the popular activities included the softball game. The game was a lot of 
fun. The Wishnows helped lead their team to victory, winning 18-10. Lots of hits and great 
defensive plays on both teams from the Bagliebters, Kriegs, Rickerts, Wishnows, Leons, 
Costellos, Rosenbergs, Greenbergs, and Deitzes. Jonny and Will Costello were both great 
playing softball and in soccer. Meanwhile, there were also many fathers and sons at hockey. 
Some of them included the Bobkers, Katzes, Bennetts, Dyners, Ehrlichs, and Horowitzes. The 
group also played a scrimmage amongst them and had a great time. Furthermore, there were 
some families playing basketball and tennis on the open courts on the Senior Side. In the end of 
the night, families gathered on Court One for a fun pizza party and had a great time. 

Today, we had a ton of activity options open for families to go to. Some of the popular 
activities included softball, soccer, archery, volleyball, wall-climbing, basketball, golf, and 
waterskiing. In the soccer game, William Costello was amazing in goal, making some great 
saves. Nathan Bagliebter made some nice goals. Some of the families that had a great time were 
the Seinas, Costellos, Rosenbergs, Wishnows, Scarpellis, Bursteins, Farbers, and Chungs.     
 

Dietz Family Wins the Morning Quoit Extravaganza 
Today, we had our 17th Annual Greylock Father-Son Quoit Extravaganza. There was an 

event in the morning and one in the afternoon, which will be covered in tomorrow’s issue of The 
Beacon. In the morning, there were eight father-son duos and they played in a double elimination 
style tournament. The two teams that won the winners’ and losers’ brackets faced off in the 
championship. In the first game, the Rosenbergs beat the Silvermans, 11-7. In the next game, the 
Rickerts beat the Rosensteins, 11-9. Following that, the Dietz family defeated the Surchins, 11-0. 
In the next game, the Bennetts beat the other Rosenstein team, 11-3. In the winners’ bracket, the 
Rickerts advanced past the Rosenbergs, 11-6. The Deitz family defeated the Bennetts, 11-6. In 
the losers’ bracket, the Rickerts and Rosenbergs were able to advance all the way to the finals of 
the losers’ bracket. The Rickerts came out victorious, winning 11-2. In the championship game, 
the Deitzes went head-to-head with the Rickerts. The Deitz family was able to secure the victory 
for the camper championship, winning 21-12. Dr. Rickert was particularly dangerous, as he 
seems to have mastered the Frisbee style of throwing. 

In their efforts to beat the Athletic Staff, which included the duo Jim Mason and Josh 
Bock, the Dietz family came up short. The Dietz duo had a great start, going on an 8-0 run. 
However, the Mason and Bock duo was unstoppable after that going on a 13-0 run and 
eventually winning the game, 21-12. Overall, the event was a lot of fun.   



Rapoport Family Highlight Morning Family Softball Game 
This morning, there was a pair of softball games. There were a bunch of families playing 

including the Rapoports, Gechts, Schwarzwalders, Costellos, Modeses, and Kuritzkys. The 
families split themselves into teams and had a great time. The game ended in a tie, 6-6 with great 
hits from Carter Modes and Max Rapoport. One of the highlights was when Ian Rapoport hit a 
deep triple to put himself into scoring position. Another one was when Max Rapoport, who was 
on the opposing team, hit a RBI to bring his mom home. Andrew Gecht also had a great base 
running and there was stellar defense from the Kuritzkys. Everyone enjoyed the event and then 
went to other activities prior to going to the cookout.  
  

Morning Hike to the Far Lean-To 
This morning a few families went on a hiking trip to the Far Lean-To. The hike went 

extremely well. The families made fern flowers and played on Indian Rock. Some of the families 
that had a great time included the Bagliebters, Farkases, Sienas, and Tanens.  
 

Father-Son Interview: Parker and Zach Resnick 
 
Q: Where do you live? 
All: Westport, 
Connecticut 
 
Q: How long have you 
been attending father-
son/family camp 
weekend? 
All: This is our 2nd 
summer 
 
Q: Where do/did you 
go to school? 
P: Long Lots 
Elementary 
Z: Cornell University 
 
Q: What has been your 
favorite activity? 

All: Volleyball! We 
won the series 2-1 

 
 
 
Q: What are your 
favorite sports teams? 

P: The New York 
Yankees and Giants, 
the Brooklyn Nets, and 
Liverpool FC 
Z: The New York 
Yankees 
 
Q: What is your 
favorite movie? 
P: Avengers: Endgame 
Z: My Cousin Vinny 
 
Q: What is your 
favorite ice cream 
flavor? 
P: Vanilla 
Z: Vanilla Chip

 

I remember when … “The scoreboards were red and 
blue and not red and white” –Josh Bock  
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Fun Afternoon Events and Activities 
 

Yesterday after lunch, the families split off into the open areas while many 
special events and activities were going on. Some of the events included quoits, 
lacrosse, ping pong, and water polo. Some of the families who had a great time 
include the Muskats, Bursteins, Rudnickis, Schwartzwalders, Levensalers, 
Greenbergs, and Leons. All of the families had a great time. One of the campers 
who had an awesome time was Aaron Dyner who had a blast at lacrosse.  

In the evening, we had some night activities. There was a campfire and sing-
along on the sundeck led by local musician Tom Carroll. The families had a lot of 
fun listening and sitting around the campfire. Afterwards, there was a pizza party 
over on Court One and at the Sun Deck. The boys had a great time eating, playing 
games, and singing along. 
  

The Rosenberg Family Wins the Afternoon Quoit Extravaganza  
 

Yesterday afternoon, we had the 22nd Annual Quoit Extravaganza (for 10 & 
younger). There was an event in the morning and the afternoon. In the afternoon, 
there were six teams and they played in a double elimination style tournament. All 
of the families had a great time. The two teams that won the winners’ and losers’ 
brackets faced off in the championship. One of the highlights of the extravaganza 
was when Grayson Rosenberg threw a ringer, which was the only one throughout 
the entire day. The championship game was between the Rosenbergs and 
Rosenbaums. The Rosenbergs were able to squeeze out a victory, winning 11-9. 
Other families that participated and had a terrific time include the Modes, 
Rudnickis, Bursteins, and Silvermans. 
 

Danny Dietz and Tyler Rosenbaum Dominate in the 12th Annual 
Ping Pong Tournament 

 
Yesterday, families and friends gathered on the Lake Camp Quad to 

compete in the 12th Annual Ping Pong Tournament. There were sixteen teams and 



they all had a great time. Danny Dietz and Tyler Rosenbaum teamed up in the 
tournament and absolutely dominated the competition. In the first game, the 
Dietz/Rosenbaum team beat the Bobkers, 21-11. In the next game, the Greenbergs 
beat the Kuritzkys, 21-11. In the next game, the Solishs beat the Bursteins, 21-12. 
In the next game, the Silvermans defeated the Bagliebters, 21-15. In the next game, 
the Greenberg and Leon duo defeated the other Silverman team, 21-12. In the next 
game, in an overtime game, the Schwartzwalders defeated the Ehrlichs, 27-25. In 
the next game, the Rudnickis beat the Dyners, 21-16. In the last game of the first 
round, the Rosenbaums beat the Chungs. The Deitz and Rosenbaum duo eventually 
faced off against the Silvermans and defeated them, 21-9. On the other side of the 
tournament, the Schwartzwalders defeated the Rosenbaums, 22-20. The 
championship game was between the Deitz and Rosenbaum duo, who seem to have 
been unstoppable, and the Schwartzwalders. The Deitz and Rosenbaum team 
squeezed out the win, winning 22-20 in a very close match.   
 

Father-Son Interview: Zach and Alan Surchin 
 

Q: Where do you live? 
All: Irvington, New York 
 
Q: How long have you 
been attending father-son 
weekend? 
All: This is our third 
 
Q: Where do/did you go to 
school? 
Z: Irvington Middle 
School 
A: University of Virginia 
 
Q: What has been your 
favorite activity during 
Father-Son? 
All: Softball 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Q: What are your favorite 
sports teams? 

All: The New York 
Knicks, Mets, Jets, and 
UVA 

 
Q: What is your favorite 
movie? 
Z: Happy Gilmore 
A: Swingers 
 
Q: What is your favorite 
song? 
Z: “Power” by Kanye West 
A: “Jungleland” by Bruce 
Springsteen 
 
Q: Who are your favorite 
all-time athletes? 
Z: Joe Namath, Patrick 
Mahomes, Steph Curry, 
and Jacob deGrom 
A: Joe Namath, Ralph 
Sampson, and Tom Seaver

 
Thank You for an awesome weekend and summer! All the best during the year and 
see you next summer –Joseph Reyes, The Greylock Beacon Editor 
 


